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ABSTRACT
Since the 1990s, genetically modified (GM) agriculture has become a multibillion dollar industry. Despite the rapid commercialization of GM crops in the United
States, global controversy has slowed the adoption of the technology in developing
countries. Yet, few studies have examined regulatory disputes outside of the United
States and Europe. Debates in the United States and Europe focus on issues of human
health and consumer choice. In other parts of the world, particularly Latin America,
disputes center on the threats that GM agriculture poses to unique centers of biodiversity
and food security, as well as issues related to bio-fuel expansion and the control over
genetic resources and knowledge.
My dissertation takes research on biotechnology in a new direction by analyzing
the political process through which regulatory knowledge related to GM agriculture is
negotiated, contested and reformulated. Guatemala is a key case to examine the politics
of biotechnology regulation because despite strong US trade and transnational
commercial interests, it is still illegal to grow biotech crops. The question becomes: what
explains resistance to agricultural biotechnology?
To address this issue, my dissertation focuses on three primary themes. First, I
examine historical Mayan rural livelihood strategies within a context of political
exclusion and state violence during the country’s 36-year civil war. This history, in turn,
informs a contemporary context characterized by the continued importance of
subsistence-based corn production in the face of mounting rural inequality. Second, I
contend that biotechnology regulatory debates in Guatemalan state institutions are
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integrally tied to a unique national context of corn biodiversity. I focus specifically on
disputes between US-sponsored biotechnology regulations based on the principles of free
trade and a more cautionary United Nations biosafety program. Third, I argue that
resistance to agricultural biotechnology is bringing together diverse Guatemalan Mayan
organizations until recently divided by the violence of the civil war. These organizations
are deploying sophisticated cultural, economic and environmental knowledges that are
effectively challenging efforts to commercialize GM agriculture. On a broader level, this
study asserts that resistance to agricultural biotechnology is emblematic of broader
struggles over the definition of legitimate knowledge in neoliberal development.
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PREFACE: GUATEMALA’S MEN OF MAIZE
“Sown to be eaten, it is the sacred sustenance of the men who were made of maize. Sown
to make money it means famine for the men who were made of maize.”
Guatemalan novelist and Nobel laureate, Miguel Ángel Asturias, Men of Maize
(1949)
“This acquisition adds a strong market presence to strengthen Monsanto’s seed footprint
in the region.”
Corporate biotechnology giant Monsanto; press release on the 2008 purchase of a
Guatemalan corn seed company
In October of 2007, as I trailed behind Don Miguel, a 75-year-old Maya
Kaqchikel farmer, down a narrow trail that cut through stalks of native maize towering
over my head, he reached for an ear the length of my forearm, pulling back the husk to
reveal rows of black kernels. Don Miguel’s village was one of the hardest hit areas during
the early 1980s genocide, leading his family to abandon their home and fields to hide
from military patrols in the surrounding hillsides. Don Miguel had witnessed dramatic
agrarian changes in his lifetime, including an aborted agrarian reform during the Cold
War conflicts of the 1950s and the promotion of agro-chemicals and hybrid seeds during
the Green Revolution era of the 1960s and 1970s. Like a growing number of small-scale
farmers in Guatemala, his contemporary practices included limited use of commercial
fertilizers, a reliance on native seeds, and some experimentation planting and selecting
modern varieties. Despite this history of agricultural experimentation, he felt embattled
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by genetically modified (GM) corn. 1 “I continue to grow corn so my family can eat, but
now people say that transgénicos will destroy our seeds…without our seeds we would
have nothing.” With escalating controversy over GM crops, the ability of farmers like
Don Miguel to produce and retain control of local seeds that remain the cornerstone of
Mayan livelihoods, may be increasingly at risk.
Originating in Mesoamerica thousands of years ago, maize, or corn, is now
produced and consumed throughout the globe. In few places is corn more important than
Guatemala, where the crop is a fundamental component of Mayan culture and subsistence
survival. Mayan farmers have created and maintained varieties adapted to a diversity of
growing conditions through centuries of seed selection and exchange. Small-scale
farmers responsible for the majority of the country’s corn production nonetheless face
entrenched agrarian elites who hold disproportionate control over land, economic
resources and political institutions. With persistent and escalating food insecurity in many
rural areas, tensions are mounting over the future of Guatemalan agriculture.
Since the ratification of the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) in
2005, one of most controversial issues in Guatemala has been the import and proposed
commercialization of GM corn. National and US business interests assert that high
yielding GM seeds are essential to increase agricultural efficiency, address a pending
national “food crisis” and mitigate rural poverty. Indigenous and farmer organizations
counter these claims by arguing that the environmental risks of GM corn cross1

Genetically modified (GM) or “transgenic” agriculture refers to plants engineered with traits from
other plant or animal species, the two most commercially utilized of which are herbicide tolerance and
insect resistance. “Agricultural biotechnology” refers to a broader set of scientific agricultural
techniques, the most controversial of which is genetic engineering.
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pollinating with local seeds, combined with the enforcement of new plant patent
provisions under CAFTA, pose a fundamental threat to food security and rural
livelihoods.
Guatemala is a key battleground for competing international regulatory efforts
around GM agriculture. Guatemala was one of the first countries in the world to
implement a United Nations (UN) sponsored biosafety program, which resulted in the
creation of a legislative proposal in 2004 intended to strictly regulate agricultural
biotechnology. The proposed regulations would allow state institutions to refuse to
import and commercialize GM crops. In contrast, the United States government is
pushing for minimal regulations in Guatemala that mirror its own and reflect the ideals of
free trade2 and privatization. These efforts have gained support by national and
transnational capital interests including the US biotechnology giant, Monsanto, the
largest seed company in the world and a Guatemalan sugar sector focused on creating
biotech cane varieties to promote ethanol expansion. Yet, while these sectors stopped the
biosafety legislation created as a result of the UN program, they have been unable to push
through their own regulations, let alone commercialize GM crops.
The uncertain commercial future for agricultural biotechnology is paradoxical
given that Guatemala is emerging from a horrific 36-year civil war in which 200,000
people, primarily Mayan civilians pressing for land and labor reform, were killed. While

2

The terms “free market” and “free trade” are problematic given the US continues to grant heavy
subsidies for domestic production of biotech food crops like corn and soybean. The global
commercialization of GM agriculture further hinges on a new set of regulations (environmental,
economic, etc.) to facilitate the market exchange and utilization of biotech seeds.
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the ability of Mayan and farmers’ groups to influence official agrarian policy has been
limited in the post-civil war period, agrarian elites have continued to vastly extend their
economic and political power in Guatemala and throughout Central America. Within this
context, this project explores how biotechnology proponents are attempting to shape
national regulations as well as the ways in which state institutional discussions and public
debates are moving beyond their control.
Throughout this dissertation, I illustrate the pervasive yet often tenuous power of
capital in shaping Guatemalan agrarian development. Most recent controversy over GM
crops is integrally tied to a broader trajectory of neoliberal reforms in Guatemala and
throughout the “Third World” focused on the expansion of free markets, the privatization
of natural resources, diminishing the state’s role in the economy and reshaping state
institutions to implement market-orientated environmental regulation. With the
dismantling of agricultural extension services and credit for small-scae farmers as well as
competition from US grain imports under free trade, Guatemalan maize farmers exist in
an increasingly precarious economic context. The establishment of seed intellectual
property rights (IPRs) and efforts by companies like Monsanto to shape regulations and
facilitate the commercial adoption of GM agriculture would seem emblematic of a broad
phase of neoliberal expansion now more than ever extending to farmer’s fields.
Nonetheless, Guatemala offers a microcosm of escalating global biotechnology debates
integrally connected to struggles over free trade and the production and provision of food.
My interest in the politics of GM agriculture emerged from nearly a decade of
field research in Guatemala. In the summer of 2003, I was carrying out M.A. research
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investigating efforts by environmental and indigenous organizations to influence a
controversial, large-scale development initiative called the Plan Puebla Panamá (PPP), a
topic seemingly removed from issues of food production or GM corn. Although the
overarching language of the plan was infused with notions of “sustainable development”
and “stakeholder participation,” social movements and local communities were deeply
concerned about the implications of the PPP for the environment and the control of
territory and resources. The most controversial project was a series of hydroelectric dams
planned for the Usumacinta River, which establishes the border between northwestern
Guatemala and southeastern Mexico. Damming the river would flood 60 villages on the
Guatemalan side alone.
Near the end of my investigation, I traveled to the town of Playa Grande located
in the Ixcán region to attend a bi-national forum in opposition to the nearby dam sites.
Long considered part of the country’s relatively undeveloped northern frontier, the Ixcán
was a strategic focus of the state’s “scorched earth” military campaign of 1981 to 1983.
Playa Grande was the primary military outpost in the region and served as a forced
resettlement community for displaced populations. Given that Playa Grande was the
historical center of government repression, I was surprised to find 1,500 community
representatives from Guatemala and Mexico in attendance at the 2003 Ixcán Forum. I
expected people in the Ixcán region to be weakened by the violence of the civil war but
through my interviews and participant observation, I realized indigenous leaders were
highly mobilized and had established strong transnational linkages that fostered
sophisticated critiques of state development efforts. The tone of the Ixcán Forum
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diverged sharply from an official discourse of reconciliation and development that erased
the memory of political mobilization and state violence of the past. Instead, I heard
discussions placing struggles against the Usumacinta dams within a history of elite
encroachment and ongoing Mayan and peasant efforts to reshape state-led modernization.
As much as I was focused on examining controversy surrounding the PPP, people at the
Ixcán Forum were also deeply concerned about corporate efforts to grow GM corn and
pressed me to research state regulatory discussions to which these indigenous groups had
little access.
Although the Ixcán Forum was my first introduction to political discussions over
agricultural biotechnology in Guatemala, I was familiar with health debates and
consumer opposition to so called “Frankenfoods” in the US and Europe. In fact, nearly all
the detailed accounts I soon came across focused exclusively on the negotiation of these
debates within and between the United States and Europe. Few accounts paid significant
attention to how debates were emerging in other locations and those that did often
addressed how “First World” disputes might influence GM food regulations in Latin
America, Asia and Africa. I realized that what was missing from this discussion was an
ethnography of regulation in developing countries where controversy centered on the
threats posed by GM agriculture to native seed diversity and rural livelihoods, thereby
setting “Third World” debates apart from those occurring in the First World.
When I returned to Guatemala for pre-dissertation research in 2005 and my
doctoral investigation in 2007, I found that controversy hinged on a set of interrelated
questions concerning the unique risks of growing GM crops in the region: What threats
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does releasing GM corn into the environment pose to biodiversity? How much, if any,
cross-pollination between GM and native varieties should be permissible? If what critics
view as “genetic contamination” occurs, to what extent will seed intellectual property
rights be enforced? Who are the primary risk bearers and beneficiaries of agricultural
biotechnology? To what extent will, or under what conditions could, this new technology
support or further marginalize subsistence-based farming systems?
Much of this dissertation focuses on the role of corporate seed interests in shaping
the answers to these questions in the promotion of GM crops. The neoliberal regulation
of agricultural biotechnology is an integral component of broader US-backed free trade
efforts in developing countries centered on: expanding market access for biotech grain
imports; ensuring seed patent enforcement for new spheres of industrialized agriculture;
and providing new technological means to expand land area dedicated to plant-based
“bio-fuels.” In this vein, my project speaks to broader conservations in Geography over
what Harvey has termed “accumulation by dispossession,” which conceptualizes the
coercive and often violent expropriation by capital of land and natural resources (often
viewed as relegated to past in critical political economy), as integral to the most recent
phase of capitalist expansion (Harvey 2003). In particular, the privatization of nature
through seed genetic engineering represents a new and pervasive form of enclosure
(Boyd 2003, Peet & Watts 2004).
Fundamentally, I wish to tell a story of why capital does not always get
everything it desires. As of 2011, the commercialization of GM crops in Guatemala has
not taken place. During my research in 2007, I found a multiplicity of perspectives within
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state institutions on the risks of agricultural biotechnology that contradicted trade and
commercial efforts. Even more compelling is that despite a history of political exclusion,
economic inequality and genocide, Mayan, peasant and environmental organizations are
waging a well-articulated public challenge to GM corn and land grabbing for sugarcanebased expansion bio-fuel expansion.
An important characteristic of Guatemalan biotechnology debates is that various
actors from US and national state institutions, the private sector and indigenous and
farmers’ movements are competing to shape what becomes the accepted narrative on the
risks and/or benefits of GM agriculture. Rather than delineating a clear separation
between a capitalist expert state and popular resistance, this dissertation asserts that the
construction of biotechnology knowledge is a new terrain of struggle in contemporary
development politics. The goal is to trace the processes through which competing claims
over the risks and benefits of agricultural biotechnology are negotiated, contested and
become accepted as fact.
This dissertation examines whose knowledge counts in the regulation of
biotechnology. I first emphasize the political construction of biotechnology knowledge in
the negotiation of competing “scientific” claims over the risks of GM crops. Actors
working within the state held various views on the extent to which transgenic corn would
enhance or damage native biodiversity and in turn, how the technology and products of
this technology should be regulated. At the same time, environmental and indigenous
organizations are exerting their own scientific critiques while taking on the role of absent
state institutions in monitoring and denouncing the import of potentially dangerous GM
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crops. I also assert that state regulatory and public discussions reflect the inadequacy of
“science” alone as the sole form of knowledge in determining regulatory outcomes. Even
some of the most strident biotech proponents within state institutions expressed economic
concerns over the impacts of corporate-controlled GM seeds on subsistence farmers.
During my research, social movements were particularly vocal in deploying unique forms
of expertise, drawing not solely on formal “scientific” data and rationales but also local
farmer practice.
The symbolism of corn for Mayan communities, so eloquently described by
Nobel Prize laureate Miguel Ángel Asturias in his 1949 novel, Men of Maize, has not
retreated in the face of changing agrarian politics. Asutrias’ warning about the threat to
subsistence livelihoods posed by elite expansion and extension into domestic corn
production has taken on renewed importance in contemporary Guatemala. Although Don
Miguel was focused on farming, his grandson was also active in local electoral politics
and connected to national social movements mobilizing in opposition to GM corn. Mayan
communities and organizations are at the center of debates over the technology and the
future of domestic food production. Examining biotechnology debates in Guatemala is
essential to understand the potential implications of GM agriculture for food security and
rural livelihoods. At a broader level, the case of agricultural biotechnology in Guatemala
is essential to understand accelerating struggles over capitalist expansion into genetic
engineering as fundamentally linked to struggles over the production and solidification of
authoritative knowledge.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

In 2007 and 2008, a series of popular protests from Haiti to India over rising food
prices placed international attention on a new era of global food politics (Lacey 2008).
The humanitarian response from international agencies like the United Nations’ Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to increase
food production is reminiscent of the 1960s, when public institutions initiated a “Green
Revolution” in developing countries. While the dissemination of agricultural chemicals
and hybrid seeds has been generally credited as key to increasing food supplies, the
Green Revolution was criticized for exacerbating economic inequality and environmental
degradation (Shiva 1991, Yappa 1996).
The United States is the most vocal proponent of extending a new agricultural
revolution through biotechnology and genetically modified crops. Few efforts, however,
have tried to understand how biotechnology debates are unfolding outside the US or
Europe. Controversy in the US and Europe focuses largely on issues of consumer choice
and the related issue of food labeling (Guthman 2003, Jasanoff 2005) in countries where
the vast majority of the population are not involved in agricultural production. Debates in
Latin America, Asia and Africa center on the threats that GM agriculture poses to food
security and provision, as well as control over genetic resources and knowledge in
subsistence-based farming systems (Alteri 2009, McAfee 2008b, Shiva 2001, Tokar
2004). I do not wish to take the power of trade and commercial interests to shape
biotechnology regulation as a given. This dissertation provides one of the most
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comprehensive studies to date that explicitly examines the struggles taking place over
biotechnology knowledge in developing countries. Its aim is to contribute to policy
outcomes that better reflect the needs and concerns of small-scale farmers and domestic
food security.

1.1-Global biotechnology debates
With over a decade of commercialization, GM agriculture has become a multibillion dollar industry. The total area of biotech crops has grown exponentially from 1.7
million hectares in 1996 to 114 million hectares in 2008 (James 2009).3 A now highly
consolidated biotech seed and chemical industry has been integral in shaping the
trajectory of agricultural research and the commercial deployment of the technology in
the US (Boyd 2003, Kloppenburg 2004). Commercial production currently extends to 25
countries, with Latin America and Asia responsible for a growing share of GM crop area.
As in the 1960s, the US geo-political and economic rationale behind expanding markets
for new seed and chemical inputs is buttressed by arguments on the role of scientific
innovation in addressing food insecurity.
Yet, just three countries, the United States, Brazil and Argentina grow 80% of
GM crops worldwide. With mounting global controversy over GM agriculture, the
harmonization of market-orientated or neoliberal regulatory standards remains highly
uncertain in most developing countries. One source of controversy is that GM crops
might cross-pollinate with and possibly degrade traditional seed varieties, harming

3

One hectare is approximately equal to 2.5 acres.
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agricultural biodiversity (Alteri 2009). Environmental concerns over cross-pollination are
integrally linked to legal threats posed by the enforcement of intellectual property rights
(IPRs) to the reproduction and exchange of local seeds (Desantis 2003, McAfee 1999).
Rather than supporting rural livelihoods, critics further argue that GM agriculture is
accelerating a “technological treadmill” of agro-chemical reliance that has disfavored
small farmers and facilitating a new wave of elite export expansion (Abramson 2009,
Binimelis et al. 2009, Otero 2008).
In an era of seemingly untrammeled capitalism, what explains the limited ability
of biotechnology proponents to control debates in developing countries, let alone shape
farmer practices through commercializing GM crops? In addressing this question, I first
assert that agricultural biotechnology is an interesting case in which to examine the
policy process for new technologies in action because its regulation hinges on the ability
of various actors, from government scientists and policy makers to the private sector and
social movements, to put forward “authoritative” data and rationales when scientific
knowledge itself is widely contested. Biotechnology debates have expanded within state
institutions and to a broader public arena where a variety of sectors are actively
attempting to shape regulation. These debates reflect concerns over the definition and
calculation of environmental risk in countries that are unique regions of biodiversity.
Second, I argue that disputes over biotechnology are complicated because they stretch
beyond the formal terrain of “science” and are integrally linked to struggles over
processes of neoliberal economic reform more broadly, along with the protection of
cultural identity and sovereignty linked to food production.
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While critical political economy has been helpful in identifying the existing and
potential impacts of GM agriculture, few studies have examined the actual negotiation of
debates in Latin America, Asia and Africa that have become the new battleground for the
technology. This dissertation analyzes the struggles over the formulation of authoritative
biotechnology knowledge in its inception. Doing so is not possible simply by positing
“popular” knowledge against the paradigm of development experts, but rather involves
understanding how such knowledge is constructed in ways that reflect particular sorts of
power relations. Building on broadly defined theoretical literature in political ecology,
environmentality and critical development studies, the goal of this dissertation is to
understand how competing narratives of agricultural biotechnology are deployed,
negotiated and re-reshaped in the creation of national regulation.

1.2-Theoretical commitments
Looking beyond agricultural biotechnology disputes in developing countries
primarily shaped by transnational capitalism requires a new theoretical framework. My
project lies at the intersection of three interrelated theoretical geographical literatures.
First, political ecology is useful for conceptualizing the politics of environmental
knowledge with particular emphasis on the role of “expert” knowledge concentrated in
the state as legitimizing capitalist expansion. I also point to critiques of the hierarchical
conceptualizations of power in traditional political ecology accounts, which lead to
problematic assumptions of a prior coercive “expert state” on one hand, and a simplistic
view of the domination of capital over nature on the other. In the latter case, regulating
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GM agriculture is nonetheless distinct because of the natural properties of corn itself (the
threat that pollen from GM plants can be blown by wind and not completely controlled)
that make it somewhat unpredictable. I am particularly interested in understanding how
different actors marshal narratives on the complexity or predictability of biotechnology to
support particular regulatory outcomes.
Second, environmentality is essential for conceptualizing a more nuanced
conceptualization of power to illuminate the specific “practices of government” necessary
for the global dissemination of GM crops. One of these practices involves the creation of
a new cadre of experts in state institutions and “quasi-state” non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) that establish and implement free market regulations. It also
addresses the processes through which rural resource-based communities, grass-roots
organizations and broader social movements are both compelled to participate and
become willing participants in neoliberal environmental governance. Nonetheless, in
emphasizing a diffuse notion of power, environmentality risks viewing neoliberalism as
monolithically shaping environmental subjects and underestimating the tenuous and
contested nature of biotechnology regulatory projects.
Third, literature from critical development studies is essential for understanding
the unintended outcomes of capitalist projects. I assert that the lack of coherent
biotechnology regulations in many developing countries is evidence that states are not
monolithic nor being shaped unilaterally under US free trade or by companies like
Monsanto, but rather are sites of competition with multiple potential regulatory
outcomes. Critical development studies also recognizes popular movements as
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sophisticated knowledge producers. In this sense, it is important to examine how
environmental, farmers’ and indigenous groups are marshalling expert data and their own
situated knowledges to influence biotechnology debates.

1.3-Free trade, biotech corn controversy and social mobilization in Guatemala
There are three reasons why Guatemala is an important case to examine the ways
in which biotechnology regulation is fundamentally a struggle over the meaning and
practice of “authoritative” knowledge.

1) Guatemala is at the center of two competing global frameworks for regulation. It was
one of the first countries in the world to create a national biosafety law based on the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, an international agreement created in 2003 by a
coalition of European Union and developing countries. The intention of the Cartagena
Protocol, now being implemented through the United Nations, is to provide financial and
technical support for countries to create coherent guidelines governing the import,
investigation and commercialization of GM crops. The United States opposes the
agreement, now ratified by 157 countries, for allowing a stricter stance on the potential
environmental and socio-economic risks of GM crops than US regulation. In 2005, the
same year the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) was ratified in the US
Senate, the US Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service (USDA-FAS)
held a workshop with representatives from the Guatemalan government and private
sector, which resulted in the rejection of the proposed biosafety law in the Guatemalan
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National Assembly. The USDA-FAS has since focused on harmonizing regulations under
CAFTA through a Technical Commission led by biotechnology proponents. Nonetheless,
as of 2011, the US has not been able to facilitate the commercialization of GM seeds. In
November of 2010, the Guatemalan government announced plans to reinitiate the UNsponsored biosafety program. Guatemala is thus a significant test case to examine the
(in)ability of the US government to shape biotechnology regulations throughout Latin
America.

2) Transnational capital interests have converged in Guatemala to promote GM crops.
US influence on Guatemalan state agencies has been buttressed and in many ways
predicated on strong national capital interests increasingly organized at the regional and
international levels. Guatemala is home to the largest grain seed company in the Latin
American tropics, Semillas Cristiani-Burkard. Founded in El Salvador in 1966, the
company transferred its headquarters to Guatemala in 1980 and soon extended markets
for hybrid corn to twelve countries in Central America, the Caribbean and South America
in partnership with US-based seed and agro-chemical giants, Pioneer-HiBred and
Monsanto. In 2008, Monsanto, now the largest agricultural biotechnology company in the
world, purchased Semillas Cristiani and is now poised to control an emerging market for
GM corn seed in the region. Another group actively promoting GM agriculture is a
highly consolidated Guatemalan sugar sector, which is the fifth biggest global exporter of
sugarcane in the world and is now extending operations throughout Latin America. The
sector is currently investigating transgenic cane varieties to facilitate expansion into new
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climatic regions to meet growing international demand for ethanol (Tay 2009). Semillas
Cristiani and the sugar sector have been active in lobbying state agencies and espousing
the benefits of biotechnology to the public. If transnational capital is the primary force
behind the expansion of GM crops, Guatemala is an important case to understand how
commercial groups are promoting the technology as well as why these efforts have been
unsuccessful.

3) Reemerging social movements are mobilizing to influence national biotechnology
debates. Guatemala is experiencing a delicate and increasingly uncertain peace process.
Peace accords in 1996 put an end to three decades of civil war and brutal
counterinsurgency that left more than 200,000 dead, mainly Mayan indigenous civilians.
Today, 60% of the total population is Mayan, rising to 90% in the western highlands (See
Figures 1 & 2). In total, there are 21 distinct Mayan linguistic regions in the country (See
Figure 3). The peace process also created the impetus for a wide array of Guatemalan
social organizations to make political claims on the government around issues of
structural justice and inequality. Especially significant has been the emergence of
movements demanding a voice for the country’s indigenous Mayan majority.
Many of these new social movements have been involved in debates over
biotechnology, particularly centered on issues of GM corn (Klepek 2007). Corn or maize
has a strong cultural significance to rural Mayans and plays a vital role in indigenous
cosmology. Although first domesticated in southern Mexico around 7000 BC, corn soon
became the staple crop of an emerging Mayan civilization in Guatemala (Soleri et al.
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2006: 504, Van Etten 2006a: 689). Guatemala is home to thirteen distinct races and nine
sub-races of native or criolla corn varieties (Fuentes et al. 2005: 59).4 Corn remains an
essential component of subsistence livelihoods and small-scale farmers are responsible
for over half of the country’s national production. The biological risks of GM corn crosspollination, combined with seed patents, are viewed as posing a fundamental threat to
food security (access to adequate nutrition) and food sovereignty (the ability of rural
populations to grow their own food).
A diverse network of environmental, farmers’ and indigenous organizations are
articulating criticisms of GM agriculture in diverse public forums; televised
denouncements of GM food aid, editorials in national newspapers and native seeds fairs.
In addition to street protests, the ability of these groups to engage in expert discussions
traditionally considered the realm of the state marks a significant shift in post-civil war
politics. Furthermore, the outcome of biotechnology debates and the ability of popular
groups to influence the process represent a test of Guatemala’s fragile peace, since they
hit at the heart of issues that provoked extreme political violence in the past, issues such
as land use, struggles between commercial and subsistence agriculture, food security and
indigenous culture, and the ability of rural communities to influence government
development policy.

4

“Landrace” is a more formal term for “traditional open pollinated varieties” often used
synonymously in the English language for criolla (Mercer & Wainwright 2008: 109). While 25
distinct types of corn have been identified in Mexico, the breadth of corn diversity is particularly
apparent when considering Guatemala is 18 times smaller than its neighbor (Fuentes et al. 2005: 59).
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Figure 1.1-The Republic of Guatemala, University of Texas, 2011
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Figure 1.2-Guatemalan regions differentiated by altitude, Sierra, 2011
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Figure 1.3-Linguistic Communities of Guatemala, CEH, 1999
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The context of Guatemalan biotechnology debates further speaks to the dual
meaning of “Against the Grain” in the dissertation title. First, the phrase refers to a
convergence of national and transnational capital interests to promote GM crops in ways
that may threaten the survival of native seeds and small-scale farmers. If sugar cane
export expansion would further encircle domestic food producers, the contamination of
local corn varieties, patent enforcement under CAFTA, and a consolidated corn seed
sector could result in the internal disintegration of subsistence Mayan farming systems
dependant on seed saving and exchange. Yet, “Against the Grain” also signifies mounting
efforts to reshape state biotechnology discussions. I argue that opposition to GM
agriculture, connected to wider struggles over free trade, elite agricultural expansion and
the privatization seed resources, is bringing back together a diversity of Mayan, peasant,
and environmental organizations weakened and divided in the post-civil war period.
These organizations are questioning biotechnology proponents by developing
sophisticated critiques that emphasize the risks of GM crops to biodiversity and
subsistence livelihoods. Their critiques lace together Mayan culturalist demands centered
on the symbolic importance of corn, with more explicitly political economic concerns
over land use and rural development.
My dissertation research makes a significant contribution on two levels. On an
immediate level, the project analyzes the possibilities for rural communities and social
organizations in Guatemala to take advantage of the incipient peace process to help shape
agrarian policy pertaining to GM agriculture. From a broader perspective, this study
argues that struggles over what counts as “worthwhile knowledge” are key to the future
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of genetically modified crops and the related material and cultural debates over food
sovereignty in the developing world. This dissertation further contributes to emerging
literature on the politics of expertise generally, as well as in the construction of official
biotechnology regulation in Latin America more specifically (McAfee 2008b, Otero
2008) through illustrating the role of social movements in the formulation of
“authoritative” knowledge. Rather than limiting analysis to the pervasive efforts of
transnational capital, exploring the contested nature of biotechnology discussions
provides space to identify and strengthen alternative visions for regulation and
agricultural development.

1.4-On carrying out a critical ethnography of regulation
My investigation is ethnographic in the sense I have analyzed the interplay of
politics, economic and environmental phenomena as well as everyday practices to
understand the negotiation of biotechnology debates: a strategy that could not be
adequately performed without being “in the field.” My ten-month investigation in
Guatemala represented the culmination of academic study at the University of Arizona
and research in Guatemala since 2002. The 2007 investigation involved extensive
document analysis and 77 semi-structured interviews with representatives from
government, academia, the private sector, international organizations and social
movements, as well as with agricultural producers (see Table 1.1). In addition, I observed
13 invitational meetings, conferences or events concerning biotechnology regulation
and/or related issues of free trade, agricultural production and food sovereignty.
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Garnering information from a wide variety of sources was essential to my
investigation, which, in turn hinged on cultivating relationships with informants holding
divergent stances on GM agriculture. Coordinating with representatives from social
movements, the Guatemalan state, academia and the private sector posed both
methodological and ethnical challenges. The question was not if but how my own politics
and academic perspective would come out in my research. The following sections focus
on how I carried out my research and the challenges in taking on potentially conflicting
roles as an academic researcher, activist and journalist.

1.4.1-Document analysis
During the first two months of research, I focused on developing a more complete
understanding of how debates over agricultural biotechnology were being framed in
Guatemala. I began by gathering and analyzing documents from three primary sources.
First, I compiled news articles on biotechnology debates and related issues of free trade,
food security and domestic corn production from the country’s two largest newspapers,
La Prensa Libre and El Diario de Centro America. Material was obtained online and
directly from national newspaper offices. Document collection focused on the period
since the 1990s, when broad political and economic changes were taking place in
Guatemala and when discussions over GM agriculture first surfaced.
Another important national media outlet was a regional news agency based in
Guatemala City called Inforpress. The subscription magazine has been a source of critical
analysis on Central American politics for 40 years and has played a vital role in
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supporting my graduate research. During my Master’s and pre-dissertation investigations
in 2002 and 2005, respectively, I worked at the agency as an intern translating news
documents and writing articles. In 2007, I searched through Inforpress’ print-based and
electronic archive of weekly editions with particular emphasis on understanding the
general context of national debates over domestic agricultural production and free trade.
Sharing an apartment with journalists from the news agency near their office in zone 11
of Guatemala City, Inforpress served as my primary research base throughout the
investigation. I also hired an assistant through Inforpress to support document initial
collection and compile a list of interview contacts for the following months of research.
Document analysis for these first two sources centered on categorizing articles
based on the various aspects of biotechnology debates they addressed (health or
environmental risks, biotech corn, food security, etc.). I also took particular note of who
was interviewed, which was an important factor in shaping the overall tone of each article
towards emphasizing the risks and/or benefits of GM crops. Finally, I examined whether
articles focused solely on general risk debates or also offered details on state regulatory
discussions and specific public events coordinated by representatives from the probiotechnology Technical Commission or social movements critical of GM crops.
A third major source of documents were Guatemalan and US government
agencies and international organizations directly involved in institutional debates over the
regulation of GM crops. I was particularly interested in examining the process through
which the national biosafety legislation was formulated and reviewed in the Guatemalan
congressional assembly as well as the role of the USDA-FAS and private sector in its
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marginalization. My analysis involved identifying how each framework portrayed the
risks of GM crops, the extent to which each viewed it necessary to regulate GM corn in
particular, and specific arguments used by the USDA-FAS to challenge the authority of
the biosafety legislation. My initial contact with state regulators supporting and rejecting
the biosafety program was essential in facilitating access to non-public documents.

1.4.2-Semi-structured interviews
Throughout the course of my investigation, I spoke with a broad spectrum of
actors participating in competing state-sponsored biotechnology regulatory discussions as
well as social movements excluded from this formal arena of negotiation. Interviews
followed a semi-structured format with a range of six to ten main questions carried out
over 45 to 60 minutes. I did not tape record conversations and instead relied on notetaking during and immediately after each session. During the interviews, I compiled key
words and phrases mainly in Spanish as well as noting key quotations. In general, I
limited my writing in order to remain engaged with the interviewee. This engagement
was particularly important as prepared questions often changed throughout the course
each discussion. My interview locations varied from office buildings in Guatemala City
to conference centers, restaurants and farmers’ fields. After concluding a meeting, I
would typically reconstruct the interviews in a quiet location, such as a café or restaurant,
for twenty to thirty minutes. This was followed by a more detailed transcription of
interview notes on my laptop in the evening.
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Overall, representatives from the US and Guatemalan governments, the private
sector and consultants working for international development agencies comprised over
half of my total interviews. While GM corn was a defining issue in broad national
debates over free trade and the future of domestic agricultural production, I was
particularly eager to speak with the relatively small number of governmental and nongovernmental representatives actively involved in state biotechnology discussions. One
of my primary contacts in Guatemala City was a non-governmental environmental
consultant who coordinated the UN-sponsored biosafety program, who I met during my
pre-dissertation investigation in 2005 and who wrote a letter of support to the National
Science Foundation (NSF) for my dissertation research. As the primary architect of the
biosafety legislation, I interviewed this representative three times during the
investigation.
As a recipient of a Fulbright-Hays fellowship, I was also invited to participate in
an orientation at the US embassy upon arriving in Guatemala City with the Cultural
Affairs Attaché office. These representatives introduced me to USDA-FAS, government
and private sector biotechnology proponents organized under a newly formed
Intersectoral Technical Commission on Biotechnology. I spoke with nearly all the
representatives of the Technical Commission and carried out multiple interviews with its
leaders. Since efforts to promote the commercialization of GM crops and prevent the
reactivation of the country’s biosafety legislation were largely being carried out in
government agencies, my interviews with Technical Commission members were
particularly important in understanding the negotiation of biotechnology regulations.
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In addition, I carried out 18 interviews with representatives from social
movements. I particularly focused on the National Network for Food Sovereignty
(REDSAG), a coalition of Mayan, peasant and environmental groups mobilized around
issues related to small-scale agricultural production and the most vocal opponent of the
import and commercialization of GM corn. My coordination with REDSAG throughout
the investigation stemmed from earlier contact with an active participant in the
organization who provided a second letter of affiliation in my NSF grant application. I
was particularly interested in examining the ways in which REDSAG was mobilizing to
formulate and solidify an alternative expert narrative from biotechnology proponents on
the environmental and socio-economic risks of GM agriculture.
Interviews provided a means to understand how biotechnology proponents and
opponents were deploying narratives on the risks and benefits of GM agriculture. At a
more general level, polarized discussions often centered on defining the interests and
practices of agricultural producers, with particular divergences on whether new GM seeds
would mitigate or exacerbate chronic food insecurity as well as the extent to which criolla
corn seeds were and should remain an integral component of small-scale farmer
livelihoods.
Although I heard a lot about the practices and problems facing campesino
agriculture, I also wanted to get a sense of what farmers themselves were doing to protect
and promote subsistence livelihoods in an increasingly precarious rural economy. To
examine this issue, I interviewed and observed field practices of 12 Mayan farmers in the
municipality of San Martín Jilotepeque, a region located in Department of Chimaltenango
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and a two-hour bus ride from Guatemala City. Through conversations with a colleague
who worked at Inforpress and who coordinated my ten days of research in the area, I
knew that subsistence corn production and practices of seed saving and exchange had
long been essential to local livelihoods in San Martín. This municipality was also a
significant site of popular mobilization and state-sponsored repression during the civil
war (CEH 1999), as well as escalating rural tensions in the contemporary period between
small-scale farmers and large land owners. Interviews and site visits provided a brief but
important window into rural Guatemala including the changes and continuities in
subsistence agricultural practices related to seed and fertilizer usage as well as the degree
to which Mayans were reengaging with agrarian politics through creating local farmer
cooperatives and connecting with broader national Mayan and peasant organizations.

Table 1.1-Number of individuals interviewed by sector
US & Guatemalan Government

19

Private Sector

18

International Consultants

4

Guatemalan & Foreign Academia

6

NGOs & Social Movements

18

Farmers (unaffiliated)

12

Total:

77

77
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1.4.3-Participant observation and event sites
Interviews provided valuable insight into the political deployment of expert
narratives on the risks and/or benefits of GM agriculture, much of which was either
taking place behind closed doors of state agencies or, in the case of social movements, in
more informal, public sites of protest. At the same time, attendance and participation in
conferences and events coordinated by biotechnology proponents and opponents allowed
me to examine the public arena itself as an important site of negotiation over
biotechnology debates as well as determine how publicized discussions were influencing
an uncertain institutional regulatory context.
During 2007, the UN-sponsored national biosafety program was shelved and the
proposed legislation dismissed by the National Assembly. As a result, government and
private sector proponents of GM agriculture, mainly members of the Technical
Commission, coordinated six of the 13 conferences I attended, which involved formal
presentations and roundtable discussions on biotechnology regulation and the promotion
of GM crops. REDSAG sponsored the remaining events, including seed exchange forums
and visits to farmers’ fields as part of efforts to promote the preservation of native seeds
and agricultural diversification.
I devote particular attention in Chapters V and VI to four of the most important
events together emblematic of how proponents from the Technical Commission and
social movement opposition mobilized in the public arena to influence agricultural
biotechnology knowledge, the codification of regulations and the potential future
trajectory of GM crops. First, in April 2007, I attended the first annual Feria Nacional de
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Maíz or “National Maize Fair” sponsored by Guatemalan and transnational seed and
chemical corporations including then Guatemalan-owned, Semillas-Crisitiani. The
invitational three-day conference and agricultural trade show included attendance by
government agronomists, company sales representative and farmers from the region. It
was the most visible private sector effort to influence public debates over GM agriculture
and promote a more industrialized corn sector in general.
Second, I participated in a “Symposium on Science-Based Regulatory Policy”
held in July 2007 in Guatemala City and coordinated by the Guatemalan governments’
National Council of Science and Technology (CONCYT). The event included two key
informational sources: first, a series of presentations led by biotechnology experts from
US academic institutions and sponsored by the USDA-FAS and second, a postconference discussion with Technical Commission and USDA-FAS representatives. Full
participation was strictly limited to government and private sector actors and reporters
from the national media arrived to speak with US experts at the conclusion of the
conference. I was able to attend both the presentation and discussion portions through a
formal invitation by one of the government coordinators of the symposium who was also
a leading representative in the Technical Commission. This event provided an important
illustration of Technical Commission efforts to convince government ministries with
competing stances on GM crops, as well as a broader public audience, to accept a US
scientific narrative that encouraged minimal regulation and the full commercialization of
GM crops.
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In Chapter VI, I discuss two examples of social movement mobilization to shape
public opinion and indirectly influence state biotechnology discussions. This included a
denouncement by REDSAG of food aid distributed to rural communities, which the
organization tested and found to contain traces of GM corn and soy from the United
States. Held in Guatemala City in October 2007 and attended by numerous media outlets
including national newspapers, radio and television stations, the denouncement focused
on the health risks of GM food aid, and particularly the environmental threats of GM corn
contaminating traditional varieties. The event was also a significant opportunity for
REDSAG to position itself in the public sphere as experts whose opinions should be
taken into account in the state formulation biotechnology regulation.
Another important gathering coordinated by REDSAG in April 2007 was the
Feria Nacional de Semillas Nativas or the “National Native Seed Fair” held in the town
of Solola. The fair included participation of hundreds of Mayan farmers and community
leaders and was the largest out of series of meetings held during my research period
focused on rural mobilization in opposition to GM corn and the expansion of elite
agriculture as well as preserving native seeds. The fair offered diverse forums, ranging
from presentations to seed exchanges and visits to local farms, for observing and
participating in popular efforts to influence biotechnology debates and wider discussions
over free trade and domestic agricultural production. In essence, the native seed fair was
an important example of how Guatemalan social movements were deploying their own
sophisticated knowledges to challenge dominant narratives and foment rural opposition to
GM crops as well as to promote alternative agricultures rooted in local needs and
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practices of subsistence-orientated corn producers. This gathering was also the genesis of
seed fairs now taking place throughout the country.

1.4.4-Challenges
While attempting to keep an open mind in extensive interactions with
biotechnology proponents and opponents, I found that diverse perspectives over the
environmental and socio-economic risks and benefits of GM agriculture were essentially
being excluded in institutional narratives and discourse espoused by the Technical
Commission to the public. As a result, I became increasingly interested in investigating
and voicing concerns from state actors and social movements that had yet to find
significant representation in official discussion.
Meeting this goal would require ethnography from a more critical perspective. In
general, critical ethnography is a means of doing and thinking about research in a way
that attempts to overcome problematic attempts simply to “represent” the voices of
marginalized actors, which can create a hierarchical relationship between researcher and
researched. Instead, critical ethnography calls for “reflexive” research developed in
dialogue with and thus purportedly, more attuned to the needs of excluded popular groups
(Escobar 2008, Geertz 1998, Hart 2004, Ho 2009, Wolford 2006).
Like many graduate students whose projects intersect with issues of social and
environmental justice, my investigation was particularly influenced by interactions with
social movements and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Yet, also key in my
research was carrying out detailed ethnography of state and private sector actors in what
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Ho (2009) has termed “studying up,: which signifies examining the views and practices
of actors working in institutions where political and economic power is particularly
concentrated. Coordinating with these actors was necessary to understand how
biotechnology regulation was being negotiated in state institutions, as well as proponent
efforts to influence national debates through conferences, news broadcasts and other
public events.
During the course of this research however, I ran into two major difficulties. The
first issue revolved around examining diverse “alternative” stances on the regulation of
GM crops espoused by actors that were situated in varied positions of power in relation to
the state. Although heavily opposed by the US for placing strict regulations on GM crops,
most Guatemalan indigenous, peasant and environmental organizations rejected the UNsponsored biosafety legislation for potentially facilitating the commercialization of GM
crops. Some representatives from key social groups who directly participated in drafting
the biosafety law believed it provided the necessary framework to protect Guatemalan
biodiversity. As a result of these disagreements over the creation of the biosafety
legislation, I needed to employ a more nuanced analysis of the power relations of those
involved in crafting potential alternatives to US regulation.
A further difficulty involved presenting myself in a way that would allow
continued access to US-backed biotechnology proponents organized under the Technical
Commission. Although I believed US and private sector efforts to commercialize GM
crops were highly problematic, I nonetheless maintained a public air of neutrality to
Technical Commission members as a researcher simply attempting to document “both
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sides of the story.” At the pinnacle of my working relationship with biotechnology
proponents, I participated in a 30-minute radio appearance on a popular English-language
morning show called “Good Morning Guatemala” focused on the benefits of
biotechnology with little opportunity for more critical discussion. Following the
Symposium on Science-Based Regulatory Policy, I attended a gathering at the house of
the Guatemalan vice-president along with members of the Technical Commission and US
experts who led the forum.
During this period, I had increasing aspirations of utilizing my position with
biotechnology proponents to foster a dialogue with popular sectors disenfranchised from
state-sponsored discussions. Rather than being portrayed as “radical,” I thought that
social movement sectors may find common ground with Technical Commission
representatives that seemed to share similar concerns over the environmental and socioeconomic risks of agricultural biotechnology. My ability to initiate this dialogue proved a
more difficult goal than I originally conceived. While I found that some biotechnology
proponents held personal concerns on the unique risks of growing GM corn in Guatemala
similar to popular groups, the Technical Commission generally spoke in unified
agreement on the safety and benefits of agricultural biotechnology in public venues in
state regulatory discussions.
The political motivations of the Technical Commission in maintaining a strict
divide between “scientific experts” and “irrational” popular opposition eventually came
up against my aspirations of illuminating the significant expert debates taking place in
Guatemala. Near the end of the research, I published an article in Inforpress focused on
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Technical Commission efforts to commercially grow biotech crops through avoiding
legislative or public discussion (Klepek 2007). While drawing some public attention to
biotechnology debates from the perspective of concerned social groups, the article was
heavily criticized by the Technical Commission. As a result of the article, during the last
two months of my research, I lost access to state and private sector representatives who
had offered me an important window into institutional regulatory conflicts.
“Burning bridges” was never an issue I had dealt with in short periods of previous
research and a problem that necessitated further reflection on the specific political goal of
my project. In carrying out a critical ethnography of biotechnology regulation, I did not
wish to adopt an unquestioned acceptance of anti-biotech social movement struggles nor
condemn all biotechnology supporters in the state or the private sector as simply
reflecting pervasive capitalist interests. My goal was rather to understand the important
struggles taking place within and outside state institutions and expand popular access to
state regulatory discussions on if and how GM crops would be deployed. Ethnography is
ideally suited to analyze the contests taking place in the construction of biotechnology
regulation in Latin America, which until now, has gone largely unexamined. As my case
illustrates, ethnographic work that bridges studies of elite practices with social movement
mobilization poses challenges yet is vital to understand development politics in action.

1.5-Road map to the text
Chapter two asserts that current literature provides a useful framework for
understanding the global context of biotechnology debates, yet is limited in its ability to
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explain the impediments to biotech crop expansion in developing countries. A first set of
literature focuses on risk debates between the United States and Europe and the unique
environmental and socio-economic issues raised by GM crops in Latin America, Asia and
Africa. Second, I discuss a related set of work that places the commercial trajectory of
agricultural biotechnology within a broader process of capitalist expansion via primitive
accumulation and most recently, through political and biological means of seed patent
enforcement. Finally, I discuss the emergence of biotechnology disputes in developing
countries, with particular emphasis on the role of trade and commercial interests in
shaping state regulations. Nonetheless, current uncertainty over the future of
biotechnology necessitates empirical analysis on how debates are actually being
negotiated in developing countries.
Chapter three argues that GM agriculture provides an ideal case to examine wider
struggles over the construction of “authoritative” knowledge. I draw on three sets of
literature to examine these struggles. First, I utilize a political ecology framework to call
attention to the politics of environmental knowledge, with particular emphasis on the role
capital in the process. I then draw on environmentality literature to emphasize how actors
within the “state,” and “civil society,” including resource-based rural communities are
mobilized in the project of neoliberal environmental governance. Finally, critical
development studies is essential to conceptualize how these projects are re-articulated by
place-based social movements increasingly organized in “national” and “transnational”
networks. These groups are effectively engaging in “counterwork” that both challenges
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accepted “expert” paradigms and promotes alternatives rooted in material needs and
practices.
Chapter four argues that the enduring presence of rural Mayans in Guatemalan
political life reflects broader historical struggles over the promotion and protection of
subsistence corn production. I begin by examining inequitable agrarian change and
indigenous engagement with state institutions from the colonial era to the early 20th
century. I then discuss two distinct periods of modernization: the October Revolution of
1944-1954 when the state initiated progressive land and labor reform; and the 1960s and
1970s when the reversal of these reforms led small-scale farmers to place hopes in Green
Revolution technologies. Nonetheless, the limitations and contradictions of the Green
Revolution sparked widespread social mobilization during the 1970s in which the state
responded with military repression. I conclude by describing a post-civil war era of “free
market democracy” characterized by neoliberal reform and new, yet limited spaces for
Mayan mobilization.
Chapter five asserts that the institutional politics of agricultural biotechnology
reflects the inability of capital interests to effectively or definitely shape regulation. I first
describe the formulation of a United Nations-sponsored biosafety legislation based on the
Cartagena Protocol along with the coalescence of US and Guatemalan private sector
interests responsible for its marginalization. I then turn to the strategic capital interests
promoting the commercialization of GM crops as well as efforts by biotechnology
proponents organized under the Technical Commission. I conclude by pointing to the
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institutional factors behind the uncertain future for the technology in Guatemala
compared to other Central American countries.
Chapter six suggests that Guatemalan popular movements are presenting an
increasing obstacle to capital accumulation centered on agricultural biotechnology. The
first section explores renewed efforts to shape agrarian politics at the national level,
arguing that recent mobilization in opposition to GM corn marks a reunification of the
Mayan and leftist movements. Second, drawing on the case of the Guatemalan Network
for Food Sovereignty (REDSAG), I illustrate how agricultural biotechnology is
encouraging strategic “knowledge alliances” between Mayan, environmental and peasant
organizations, international NGOs, and small-scale Guatemalan farmers all mobilized
around the cultural, economic and environmental concerns raised by GM corn. The final
section turns to the specific case of San Martín Jilotepeque, where “hybrid” practices of
farmers that have not rejected in total new seeds and “modernizing” technologies are
emblematic of the difficultly in effectively articulating Mayan livelihoods strategies in
social movements politics.
In the conclusion, I argue the extensive politicization of “expert” discussions in
Guatemala represents a significant challenge to post-civil war neoliberal development.
Popular knowledge alliances are successfully deploying sophisticated critiques of
agricultural biotechnology by emphasizing the connection of the technology to US free
trade and capital and an elite sugar sector, with particular focus on the threat GM seeds
pose to subsistence food provision. I end this study first by exploring potential avenues
for future research centered on strengthening the voice of popular sectors in deciding the
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future of trajectory of agricultural biotechnology throughout Latin America. I then
discuss the broader implications of the case of agricultural biotechnology in Guatemala
for understanding issues of knowledge production and its relationship to struggles for
food sovereignty and environmental and social justice.
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CHAPTER II: THE GLOBAL COMMERCIAL TRAJECTORY OF AGRICULTURAL
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND EMERGING DEBATES IN LATIN AMERICA

Agricultural biotechnology has been posited as the next Green Revolution. Yet,
the expansion of GM crops in developing countries remains far from certain. This chapter
examines current literature on global biotechnology conflicts. I begin by discussing
contemporary risk debates between the United States and Europe and the unique
environmental and socio-economic issues raised by agricultural biotechnology in Latin
America, Asia and Africa. I then draw from related work in critical political economy to
argue that the commercial trajectory of GM agriculture reflects a broader process of
capitalist expansion hinging on “accumulation by dispossession” or the forcible
expropriation of land and genetic resources particularly from self-provisioning
subsistence farmers. Third, I examine related literature focused on the role of trade and
commercial interests in shaping state biotechnology regulations in developing countries. I
argue that while this literature provides a useful context for understanding broad global
biotechnology debates, it is now essential to examine how these debates are actually
being negotiated in developing countries to understand increasingly apparent obstacles to
biotech crop expansion.

2.1-The international context of agricultural biotechnology risk debates
The United States was the first country to commercialize GM agriculture in 1996
and has since emerged as the global leader in biotech crop production. US-based
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companies now largely control the development of biotech seed varieties and the
extension of international input markets. Overall, the production of GM crops has grown
exponentially in industrialized and developing countries since the 1990s (see figure 2.1).
This general trend nonetheless masks the highly uneven nature of biotech crop expansion.
The European Union has taken an opposing stance on the technology, with strict
regulations limiting the consumption and planting of GM crops within its borders.

Figure 2.1: Global Area of Biotech Crops, 1996-2009 Industrial and Developing
Countries
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Contemporary literature is useful for illuminating the varied national political and
economic historical contexts that have influenced competing scientific stances on the
perceived risks and benefits of GM agriculture in industrialized countries. With polarized
positions between industrialized countries generally cemented in place, the United States
is actively promoting a new wave of market-led environmental regulation centered on
ensuring the broad expansion of agricultural biotechnology in Latin America, Asia, and
Africa (McCarthy & Prudham 2004). Despite these efforts, resistance to GM crops in the
Third World has been particularly pronounced.

2.1.1-Explaining the US adoption of agricultural biotechnology
The United States, which grows half of the world’s biotech crops, asserts that the
products of GM agriculture are similar to conventional varieties and pose minimal risk to
human health and the environment (Ferrara 2001). There are no labeling requirements for
GM agricultural products, and it is estimated that 70-75% of processed foods contain
biotech traits (CFS 2009). Biotech plants are regulated like conventional varieties with a
focus on preventing the spread of invasive species, although limited actual mechanisms
have been ineffective in minimizing gene flow from GM to non-GM plants (Soleri et al.
2006: 505).
This current regulatory stance represents a marked shift from a rather broad
scientific consensus on the risks of GM agriculture in the 1970s. In the 1974 Berg
Committee report, followed by a 1975 international conference held in Asilomar,
California, scientists emphasized the unique health risks posed by GM foods and the need
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to prevent the potentially dangerous release of genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
into the environment (Guthman 2003: 135, Jasanoff 2005: 46). During the 1980s, the US
position shifted in two respects: to an assertion of the “substantial equivalence” of GM
foods with non-GM products (Jasanoff 2005: 94-95) and a view emphasizing the
“deliberate release” of GMOs into the environment as a safe and natural process
(Kloppenburg 2004: 252).
To explain this change, critical research emphasizes the adoption of regulatory
science based on risk assessment by US institutions like the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in the mid 1980s (Tesh 2002: 24). In general, risk assessment for products
ranging from potentially carcinogenic chemicals to pesticide producing GM plants
include four steps: identification of hazard, analysis of potential for exposure and harm,
evaluation of harm and management of risk (Soleri et al. 2006: 505). This procedure
represented a fundamental shift in US regulatory agencies from what Eisner (1993) refers
to as a “societal” to an “efficiency” regime of regulation. While the “societal regime
sought to prevent hazards to health and environment, the efficiency regime sought to
eliminate policies that interfered with market mechanisms or imposed large compliance
costs” (Guthman 2003: 135). For the EPA, this meant a change from focusing on
preventing pollution in the 1970s to assessing the degree to which pollution posed harm
to humans and the environment. While recognized as an important tool in broader
scientific analysis, the sole reliance on short-term studies and animal testing in health and
environmental risk analysis has since made demonstrating hazards inherently difficult for
institutions and public activists alike (Tesh 2002).
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Risk assessment procedures for agricultural biotechnology were particularly shaped
by de-regulation in the 1980s guided by an emphasis on unleashing the free market to
promote scientific innovation and economic growth (Jasanoff 2005: 275-276). The
Reagan administration was active in steering a cautious EPA away from strict
environmental regulation (Ibid: 81) while corporate campaigns further influenced state
institutions and the public on the safety of GM products (Kloppenburg 2004: 252). The
result in US regulation has been a deference to commercial narratives of the technology
as a common “industrial process” with proven benefits and negligible health and
environmental risks (Jasanoff 2005: 132, 275).
With the United States as the global leader, proponents argue that GM seeds will
provide an answer to a looming global food crisis and reduce the impact of agrochemicals on the environment (Comstock 2000). GM agriculture is viewed as an essential
component of what the British Royal Society calls the “sustainable intensification” of
agriculture necessary to increase food production in developing countries without
significantly expanding land area while at the same time reducing environmental
degradation and income inequality (The Royal Society 2009). With currently
commercially available biotech varieties, Bt insecticide-producing seeds5 are often
pointed to as evidence that GM agriculture can reduce the need for expensive chemical
inputs and act as a “scale-neutral” technology, which holds particular promise for small
farmers (Russell 2008). Proponents assert that the adoption of biotech crops by Brazil and
Argentina as well as more recently in India and China, signals a new Green Revolution
5

Bt seeds are genetically engineered with a gene from Bacillus thuringiensis, a type of bacteria that
acts as a pesticide for various types of larval insects.
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for developing countries that will help address food insecurity, rural poverty and
environmental degradation alike (Bailey 2005). One assessment in Argentina linked the
broad adoption of herbicide tolerant soybeans to “the lower complexity” of production
compared to conventional varieties (primarily through eliminating the need for weed
tillage), which has resulted in both productivity gains and environmental benefits
(IAAASTD 2009: 107). There is also interest in creating new locally adapted biotech
food crop varieties through research alliances between developing country public
institutions and the private sector (The Royal Society 2009) as well as a new wave of
biotech crops adapted to adverse growing environments caused by global climate change
(Conway 2003).

2.1.2-Limitations of the US regulatory approach
While official debate has diminished in the United States, GM agriculture has
evoked increasing concerns throughout the globe as a scientifically unproven technology
that poses negative health, environmental and socio-economic risks. A major source of
controversy centers on the potential allergenic risks of GM foods to humans as well as
the inability to prevent unapproved varieties from entering global food supplies
(Schurman 2003). Other human health concerns stem from studies documenting harmful
effects of GM foods on laboratory animal vital organs or the potential risk of passing on
antibiotic resistant marker genes from GM plants to dangerous bacteria (Ferrara &
Dorsey 2001, Tokar 2004: 9). Critics assert that the lack of conclusive evidence
documenting harm has less to with the safety of GM foods and more with the role of agri-
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business in avoiding long-term safety studies and discrediting dissenting scientific
evidence (Tokar 2004: 9). As Burrows contends, “genetic engineering is a product of a
technological world that may not be looking for the negative impacts of its creations”
(Burrows 2001: 70).
This point is also evident in controversy over the environmental risks of GM
agriculture. While genetic engineering is portrayed in molecular biology as a precise
mechanistic science of isolating and transferring genes like building blocks to new plants,
critics argue that the ecology of how genetic material interacts and functions in the
environment is poorly understood (Crouch 2001: 30, Kloppenburg 2004: 299,
Steinbrecher 2001: 77). In this view, US scientific risk assessment that treats genes as
stable and transferable objects represents a form of “molecular reductionism” (Essex
2008, McAfee 2003a). As McAfee contends, the expression or effect of particular genes
is, in fact, dependant on a complex set of interactions at multiple levels: from DNA and
RNA to plant organisms and their connections with “natural environments and social codeterminants” (Ibid 2003a: 205).
Environmental field trials began in the 1980s in the United States but data
collection has focused mainly on productivity and the unwanted re-growth of potentially
invasive “volunteer” GM varieties. Critics assert that US regulations do not adequately
assess the numerous ecological risks of GM plants (Burrows 2001: 70). One major
problem with the increased usage of transgenic varieties includes the proliferation of pest
species resistant to herbicides and the Bt toxin. In the case of Bt corn, the EPA
encourages farmers to plant 20% of their field area with non-Bt crops to prevent insect
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resistance although the policy has been laxly enforced and ineffective (McAfee 2008a:
72). Problems are increasingly visible with herbicide resistant crops, which comprise
roughly three-fourths of total GM plant area. The broad reliance on glyphosate since the
1970s now accelerating with biotech seeds has resulted in the emergence and
proliferation of herbicide resistant superweeds, 14 of which have been identified globally
(Binimelis et al. 2009). In the United States, where “Round-up ready” seeds account for
90% of soybeans and 70% of corn and cotton production, ten varieties of resistant weeds
have spread to at least 22 states (Mercer 2010). Pest resistance is already triggering
increases in the quantity and variety of commercial chemical usage (Neuman & Pollack
2010). One study of US biotech crop production from 1996-2008 found that despite a
reduction in insecticide use for Bt corn and cotton, “GE crops have increased overall
pesticide use by 318.4 million pounds over the first 13 years of commercial use” as a
result of increased glyphosate usage (Benbrook 2009: 3).
Another set of environmental concerns center on the risks that GM plants pose to
non-target species such as soil organisms and insects, as well as local farmer plant
varieties and wild relatives (Steinbrecher 2001: 79). While one major study concerning
the negative effects of Bt corn pollen on Monarch butterfly larvae was heavily disputed,
critics argue that limited US chemical safety-testing procedures provide little grounds to
examine the potential longer-term effects of GM crops on insects and in wider food
chains (McAfee 2003a: 208). For plants, there are concerns the insertion of new traits in
the process of genetic engineering may shut down other essential gene functions. Critics
argue that this poorly understood “gene silencing” phenomenon combined with varied
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climatic conditions in diverse growing environments is contributing to unexpected
characteristics exhibited by GM plants such as abnormal growth and reduced fungal
resistance that may be passed on to other plant varieties (Ibid: 209, McAfee 2008a: 72).
At the molecular level, the transfer of unwanted traits via pollen through a process
of sexual or “vertical” gene flow has generated controversy over the potential of GM
crops to degrade and out-compete local plants (Soleri et al. 2006: 510). Another
potentially unpredictable form of trait transfer is “horizontal” gene flow. This involves
the asexual transmission of transgenic material to other non-target plant or animal
organisms (Giovannetti 2003) with potential to “form novel, unintended and possibly
dangerous combinations” (McAfee 2003c: 208). Although one recent study illustrating
the absence of herbicide resistant genes in honey bee populations emphasizes the
unlikelihood that the types of genetic transfer can occur (Mohr & Tebbe 2007), horizontal
gene transfer has nonetheless been posed as a significant issue for consideration in future
environmental risk assessment (Chandler & Dunwell 2008: 28).

2.1.3-European precaution and international regulatory disputes
Concerns over the inadequacies of US risk assessment are most visibly reflected
in EU regulations. In contrast to the US, the EU has adopted what has now widely
become known as a precautionary principle approach, which rests on the notion that lack
of evidence of risk is not equivalent to proving the safety of the technology (Buttel 2003).
In general, because European regulations reflect an emphasis on the process of genetic
engineering as creating unique potential risks to health and the environment, government
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agencies place greater responsibility on the private sector to demonstrate the safety of
new GM foods and plants. Furthermore, while the US has excluded any discussion of
socio-economic risks of the technology in regulatory decisions, the EU approach takes
into consideration the potential impacts of GM agriculture on the integrity of European
agricultural production (Jasanoff 2005: 120). Currently, precautionary concerns are
reflected in strict food labeling requirements, mechanisms to segregate transgenic from
organic and conventional agricultural production (Levidow & Boschert 2008), as well as
a review process for new biotech products that ranges from two to ten years compared
with an average of 15 months in the US (European Commission 2007).
In looking at the history of this precautionary approach to GM agriculture, after
the US-organized Asilomar conference, European scientists proceeded during the 1970s
with laboratory investigation of biotech plants. Yet, as opposed to US de-regulation,
which resulted in an emphasis on the safety of GM agricultural products, European
regulatory discussions began to emphasize biotechnology as a process with distinct
health, environmental and also socio-economic risks (Jasanoff 2005). In looking at the
current regulation in Britain and Germany for example Jasanoff (2005) notes:
…risk analysis occupies a central place in both countries’ practices of
coping with the possible impacts of biotechnology. Yet, in neither setting
is the method alone seen as sufficient to establish the objectivity of
regulatory judgments…In both European countries, appropriate political
representation remains part and parcel of the process of risk analysis,
consciously built into the design of expert committees and consultative
processes (Jasanoff 2005: 266).
Thus, this trajectory can most notably be attributed to the broadening of expert
participation in regulatory decision-making in which risk analysis came to be seen as a
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necessary yet incomplete tool for official regulation. In the case of Britain, the expansion
of expert discussions can be traced to the late 1980s when the free-market promoting
Thatcher administration sought to garner public support by incorporating moderate labor
and environmentalist interests in biotechnology regulatory panels.
The increasing voice of labor and green parties throughout Europe combined with
a series of public health scares to produce growing public mistrust of government
institutions and science. Events like the “mad cow disease” or BSE crisis, which
escalated from 1986-1996, and Monsanto’s import of unlabeled GM soybeans in 1998
despite calls for public transparency, heightened calls for strict food regulation. While
both cases intensified general concerns over the implications of agro-industrialization for
health and the environment, the Monsanto debacle became a symbol of US corporate
arrogance, which led to public pressure on retailers and governments for stricter control
of GM food imports and commercialization (Schurman 2004).
In 1999, the EU declared a defacto moratorium on new GM products (Schweiger
2001: 361), which was challenged in 2003 by the US in the World Trade Organization
(WTO) as an unfair barrier to trade based on economic rather than scientific rationale
(Fletcher 2006). While the WTO ruling against the European Union in 2006 was
symbolic in sending a message to other countries that opposing agricultural
biotechnology could result in legal action, the EU has continued to adopt strict
regulations on imports and commercialization. Although Europe has partly opened
borders to GM agriculture, it has done so on “the condition that the US accepted Europe’s
framing of GM as a process that has social and legal meaning” (Jasanoff 2005: 145).
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At a broader level, risk literature focuses on cultural and political economic
factors in explaining scientific conflict between the United States and Europe over the
regulation of uncertain modern technologies (Brickman & Jasanoff 1985, Douglas &
Wildavsky 1982, Jasanoff 1997). Beck describes the present as a period of “late
modernity” characterized by the proliferation of global, technologically induced risks like
acid rain and global warming, which has necessitated the formulation of risk analysis on
a global geographic scale (Beck 1992). At the same time, the increasing complexity of
technological innovations has created tremendous scientific uncertainty in assessing
safety and risk of given technologies for health and the environment and produced
growing public mistrust of science. Thus, “the growing calculability of instrumental
rationality brings along with it new measures of incalculability…” (Luke 1999: 110).
Within this context, experts do not simply create objective risk knowledge but rather
formulate official scientific views within a broader political economic context.
With a wealth of risk literature on competing regulatory stances between
industrialized countries, debates over GM agriculture in developing countries are often
viewed as mirroring those of United States and Europe. Current literature points to
competing international forces in influencing debates throughout Latin America, Asia
and Africa. The most strident biotech proponents have blamed the EU precautionary
stance for stalling the global adoption of the GM agriculture (Bailey 2005, PinstrupAnderson & Schioler 2000).
While European concern is certainly one factor in explaining global debates,
McAfee has nonetheless emphasized the marked similarities of both US and European
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efforts to “harmonize” regulatory standards in developing countries that open markets to
the technology (McAfee 2008a: 70). The EU, in fact, has significant economic incentive
in not fully preventing but rather ensuring the regulated commercialization of GM crops
particularly in Latin America. In following this argument, it is important to make a
distinction between the domestic production and import of GM agricultural products. The
planting of GM crops in the EU is extremely limited, with the combined area of biotech
crop producers (Spain, Portugal, France, Czech Republic, Germany, Slovakia, Romania,
and Poland) accounting for less than 1% of the total global area (James 2009).
Nonetheless, Europe relies on soybean imports from Argentina and Brazil, the latter of
which had a moratorium on GM agriculture from 1998 through 2003 (Jepson,
Brannstrom & De Souza 2008: 217). While Brazil’s stance pointed to the possibilities of
a segregated biotech and non-biotech Latin American agro-export economy to Europe
(McAfee 2003c: 27), the illegal sale of GM seeds arriving from Argentina, combined
with national and international political pressure, led to full-scale commercialization in
Brazil. Currently, biotech soy imports from Brazil and Argentina account for roughly
70% of Europe’s animal feed supply (European Commission 2007).
Yet, the lengthy review process for GM products coupled with zero-tolerance
standards for imports containing traces of unapproved varieties has raised tremendous
concern within the European Commission over the possibilities of a rapid approval of
GM crops in Latin America triggering a widespread import ban. Recent goals of
expanding trade markets in South and Central America signal EU interest in promoting
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regulatory standards that both allow commercialization and prevent the “asynchronous
authorization” of biotech crops throughout the region (Klepek 2007).

2.2-Agricultural biotechnology conflicts in Latin America
At the international level, there are important parallels between controversy in
Europe and to a lesser extent in the US over food labeling, environmental risks, and
implications of GM crops for agricultural production with debates now accelerating in
developing countries. As a whole, nonetheless, discussions in Europe and the United
States, where the vast majority of people are not involved in agricultural production, most
visibly intersect with issues of consumer choice (Guthman 2003). By contrast, Latin
America, Asia and Africa offer radically divergent economic, political and ecological
contexts in which controversy centers on the threats that GM agriculture poses to crop
biodiversity, food security and small-scale farmers, as well as control over genetic
resources and knowledge (Shiva 2001, Tokar 2004). In recent literature, the difference in
the character and stakes of biotechnology debates in Latin America compared to the
United States and Europe is evident in three respects.

2.2.1-Environmental risks
Controversy has most visibly centered on the risks of GM crops cross-pollinating
and possibly degrading local seed varieties in tropical regions that are centers of global
agricultural diversity. This diversity reflects the dual importance of locally adapted seeds
to peasant farmers: traditional seeds are a vital source of grain for planting and
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consumption, in essence representing the “alpha and omega” of subsistence livelihoods
(Kloppenburg 2004: 37). GM agriculture has generated significant debate in Latin
America, which is the largest global center of agricultural diversity and where 40% of
today’s commercial food crops originate (McAfee 2008a: 73-76). This includes corn,
which is now the most widely produced crop in the world. While 56% of the total is
grown in industrialized countries, small-scale agricultural systems have been responsible
for maintaining the majority of corn diversity, the preservation of which is also essential
for the continued improvement of commercial varieties (Soleri 2006 et al.: 504).
A guiding principle for many biotechnology proponents is that approved GM corn
varieties in the US are safe to utilize throughout Latin America. Yet, critics have raised
questions on the suitability of US risk assessment models, intended for large-scale
industrialized agricultural systems (Ibid: 505), which “underestimate or ignore the
dispersal of transgenic artifacts by natural means” (McAfee 2008a: 78). For example, one
study by the Union of Concerned Scientists found significant transgenic contamination of
non-GM corn varieties in the US, arguing it reflected a “symptom of generally porous
seed production and distribution systems” (Mellon & Rissler 2004: 2). Although this
contamination is generally tolerated as low-level and insignificant under the US
regulatory system, critics argue that GM traits would be particularly difficult to control or
remove in small-scale agricultural systems characterized by high natural gene flow with a
danger of reducing genetic diversity by out competing or degrading local varieties. As
described by Alteri, the contamination of centers of agricultural diversity could result in
the replacement of local seed adaptations like “resistance to drought, competitive ability,
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performance in polycrop systems, storage quality, etc.” with transgenic traits like
herbicide resistance, “which are of no importance to farmers that do not use agrochemicals” (Alteri 2009). The author goes on to assert:
Under this scenario, risk will increase and farmers will lose their ability to
produce relatively stable yields with a minimum of external inputs under
changing environments. The social impacts of local crop shortfalls,
resulting from changes in the genetic integrity of local varieties due to
genetic pollution, can be considerable in the margins of the developing
world (Ibid).
In this view, small-scale farmers in developing countries reliant on traditional seeds are
the primary risk bearers of a scientifically unproven technology.
The case of Mexico, in particular, has raised broader questions over the
differentiated distribution of risks of GM agriculture to biodiversity in Latin America
compared to the United States and Europe (McAfee 2008b: 74). A 2001 study carried
out in Mexico found that illegally planted GM corn, imported under free trade, had crosspollinated with local varieties in a country that is a center of origin for the species (Quist
& Chapela 2001). The recent confirmation of the study’s findings of continued transgene
presence in corn landraces (Piñero-Nelson et al. 2009, Snow 2009) illustrates both the
incipient development of scientific methodologies for measuring GM corn crosspollination in small-scale agricultural systems and the difficulty of removing GM traits
from landraces (Mercer & Wainwright 2008).

2.2.2-Seed patents
Environmental concerns over cross-pollination are linked integrally to legal
threats posed by GM seed patents to the reproduction and exchange of traditional seed
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varieties. There are particular concerns that corporate control of GM plants by chemical
turned “life science” companies, acquiring major seed suppliers since the 1990s (Boyd
2003), will hinder public agricultural research and criminalize farmer practices of seed
saving and exchange. Private corporations are responsible for an estimated 85% of global
investment in agricultural biotechnology (IAASTD 2009: 30). In the US and Canada,
Monsanto, the dominant global leader in the GM seed market, has established ideal
“market conditions” for commercialization through the rigorous legal prosecution of
farmers who violate technology agreements by replanting GM seeds (Barlett & Steele
2008). In 2001, the company owned 188 patents on corn seed and 266 patents on soybean
alone (Boyd 2003: 45). In 2005, Monsanto became the largest seed company in the world
with the acquisition of Mexican fruit and vegetable seed company Seminis (ETC 2005).
Today, “round-up ready” transgenic seeds resistant to Monsanto herbicide account for the
majority of the company’s $11.7 billion in annual sales (See Figure 2.2). Estimates that
Monsanto seeds account for 88% of the total biotech crop planted area, with the company
controlling 97% of the market share for GM corn, has spurred an ongoing anti-trust
investigation by the US government (Economist 2009, Otero & Pechlaner 2009).
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Figure 2.2-Monsanto sales 2009, The Economist 2009
The enforcement of seed patent rights is an important issue in developing
countries, where farmers also inter-mix traditional seeds with hybrids that are then
selected and replanted (Soleri et al. 2005: 142). While GM traits valued in industrialized
farming systems may not be particularly advantageous to small-scale food producers (or
at worst could destroy native seeds), Monsanto has also actively prosecuted US and
Canadian farmers whose crops unknowingly cross-pollinated with GM varieties. For
critics, efforts under US trade agreements and the WTO to extend a global system of
patent protection to seeds and genetic material, developed through public research and
thousands of years of farmer innovation, represent a new form of theft or “biopiracy”
(Shiva 2001, Tokar 2004). Controversy over GM corn is particularly pronounced in
Mesoamerica, where critics argue the contamination of local corn varieties with GM
pollen, combined with the extension and enforcement of seed proprietary rights through
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the recent proliferation of free trade agreements with the United States, represent a
fundamental threat to the survival of small-scale agricultural systems (Desantis 2003,
McAfee 1999, Peet & Watts 2004).

2.2.3-Agricultural industrialization and bio-fuels
Biotechnology further intensifies broader debates over food security, agricultural
industrialization and export production. As McAfee argues, biotechnology disputes “are
linked to wider debates about the globalization of agricultural systems and its
consequences for food security, social equity and rural life” (McAfee 2008b: 148). As
such, they reflect conflicts over different paradigms of agriculture, one rooted in smallscale production, the other focused on increased industrialization. Recent studies
recognize the potential to create biotech crops particularly suited to small-scale farmers’
practices of limited agro-chemical usage and seed selection, yet also assert that the
development and control of technology by private corporations has favored the creation
of GM plants for input-intensive industrialized production systems (IAASTD 2009: 92).
For critics, the commercial deployment of GM crops is particularly accelerating a
“technological treadmill” of commercial input reliance that disfavors small-scale farmers
and is facilitating a new wave of elite-orientated agro-export expansion (Abramson 2009,
Binimelis et al. 2009, Otero 2008). These critiques are evident in Latin America, where
large-scale farmers in Brazil and Argentina alone are responsible for roughly 70% of total
biotech crop area in developing countries. Rather than a means to promote regional food
security, production centers on herbicide tolerant (Round-up ready) soybeans for export
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to European markets. Current evidence suggests biotech crop expansion is dramatically
exacerbating trends of rural inequality, land concentration and the marginalization of
subsistence livelihoods throughout South America (Abramson 2009, Otero & Pechlaner
2009: 31). The dual threat posed by elite agricultural expansion and decline in
agricultural diversity to food security could be dramatic in Latin America, where smallscale farmers account for 41% of food production (rising to 51% and 77%, respectively,
for staple crops of corn and bean) (Alteri 2009).
GM crops are also linked to a new wave of bio-fuel or “agro-fuel” expansion that
is currently resulting in broad land-grabbing by transnational corporations throughout
Africa, Asia and Latin America (Escobar 2008, Grain 2010, Vidal 2010). The creation of
transgenic corn and sugarcane adapted to harsher climatic conditions is an essential
means to expand industrialized ethanol production in an era of accelerated climate
change. Monsanto is officially releasing drought-tolerant corn varieties in the US in 2012
with plans for commercialization in Africa by 2014 (The Economist 2009). Although this
next generation of GM crops is touted as a means for increasing productivity and growing
more food developing countries, current evidence suggests the technology will contribute
to this new wave of neo-colonial land concentration to the detriment of food security
(Otero 2010).

2.3-Seeds of power
The current commercial trajectory of GM agriculture largely favors elite
expansion that transforming agricultural landscapes. The following sub-sections argue
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that a distinguishing feature of this next “gene revolution” is that seeds and plant genetic
material itself have become a new nexus of power for capital interests focused on
exerting greater control over global agricultural production and food provision. I also
illustrate how biotechnology and accompanying legal and biological mechanisms of
patent enforcement exemplify a longer process of accumulation by dispossession
predicated on the enclosure of nature at the genetic level (Harvey 2003, Peet & Watts
2004: xvii).
I also emphasize that farmers in developing countries have worked around patent
enforcement of conventional plants through incorporating hybrid seed traits into
traditional varieties that are, in turn, selected, saved and replanted. The appropriation of
modern technologies in ways that mitigate capitalist exploitation and more directly
support traditional livelihoods provides a poignant example of what Escobar terms
“alternative modernities” or the “contestation of global designs” of development towards
the creation of “modernities from below” (Escobar 2008: 176). The importance of
contemporary farming practices of mixing “modern” and “traditional” seeds also makes
new legal and biological means of GM patent enforcement potentially more problematic
for subsistence livelihoods.

2.3.1-Germplasm transfer as a form of primitive accumulation
From the perspective of Marxist political economy, the promotion of agricultural
biotechnology is representative of a broader drive of capitalism towards the
intensification and geographical expansion of commodity relations. In general terms, the
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relationship between capitalist accumulation and labor is originally reflected in the
conditions under which “free workers” become separated from their primary means of
production through coercive and often violent dispossession (see Marx 1976: 874). While
there are many examples of primitive accumulation (see Harvey 2003: 145), the most
fundamental and original form is “the expropriation of the agricultural producer, of the
peasant, from the soil…” (Marx 1976: 876).
It is no coincidence that in Capital Volume 1, Marx ends with a discussion of
primitive accumulation (Harvey 1982: 413) seeing it as a precondition for capitalism in
Europe that extended geographically with colonialism. The widespread separation of
indigenous populations from fertile land was integral to the rise of plantation agricultural
economies in the America’s, which, after the plundering of gold and silver, fueled the
European industrial revolution (Marx 1976: 915). Marx further recognized that this
process of dispossession was not complete in his time either in Europe or the new
colonial territories. One way that more recent literature has explained the persistence of
small-scale farming systems is by focusing on various obstacles that have slowed the full
penetration of capitalism into agriculture (Mann 1990). These include high investment
costs, which make capital less willing to tie itself completely to land and the small family
farmers’ willingness for “self-exploitation” (Kloppenburg 2004: 27-29). Marx, in fact,
emphasized the continued, if increasingly marginalized existence of small-scale
production systems observing that: “we always find that the peasantry turns up again,
although in diminished number, and in a progressively worse situation” (Marx 1976:
912).
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Although Marx addressed the wholesale yet incomplete expulsion of rural
populations from agricultural land and the funneling of resources from the new world to
Europe, the taking of plants and the geographical transfer of genetic material as a form of
primitive accumulation went unexamined. This may be because of the unique properties
of the seed itself. While a “single taking can become the basis for whole new sectors of
production” (Kloppenburg 2004: 154), the reproducibility of the seed has presented
significant barriers to wresting its full control from farmers. Rather than an immediate
correlation between expropriation and further marginalization of peasant agricultural
producers, primitive accumulation of the seed has followed a more complex trajectory
compared to land or other natural resources. Primitive accumulation is nonetheless
evident both through historically inequitable global plant germplasm exchange and more
recent efforts to commercialize seed production through biological and legal means of
patent enforcement.
The asymmetric transfer of genetic material from the “gene rich” countries of
Latin America, Asia and Africa to “gene poor” Europe and the United States has
fundamentally shaped global agricultural systems. In total, crops originating in “less
developed” countries, particularly Latin America (maize, potato, cassava and the sweet
potato) and West Central Asia (wheat and barley), account for 95.7% of current global
food production (Ibid: 181). The United States owes an overwhelming “genetic debt” to
Latin America and West Central Asia, where 76.4% of the country’s commercial grown
crops originate (Ibid: 171). These regions are equally important centers of origin for
commercial crops like cotton, rubber, sugar and coffee, which were also transferred
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laterally historically between colonies, stimulating export production (Ibid: 182). The
wholesale transfer of plant genetic material initiated during the “Colombian exchange”
was integral to the industrial revolutions of Europe and the United States for providing
raw materials. Of equal importance was that this transfer brought food crops like potatoes
and corn, which were domesticated by the peasantry to enable cheaper reproduction of
working populations (Ibid: 157-166).
In the 20th century, the inequitable exchange accelerated and took new forms. The
period from 1900 through 1930 was known as the “golden age” of US germplasm
collection with the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) carrying out 50 global
expeditions. The initiation of what would be later known as the Green Revolution during
the early the 1940s involved the establishment of corn research stations by the United
States in Mexico and Guatemala centered on germplasm collection to improve US
varieties. The widespread establishment of international agricultural research centers
(IARCs) beginning in 1950 coordinated the collection and transfer of plant material from
Latin America, Asia and Africa to gene banks in industrialized countries while
reintroducing public and commercial plant varieties to developing countries.

2.3.2-Seed commodification in the United States
Although genetic material has been treated as part of a common “global heritage,”
its transfer to industrialized countries has formed the basis for increasing privatization of
seed production. Kloppenburg argues that the transformation of agriculture over the past
century, from relative self-sufficiency to increasing reliance on external inputs, represents
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a “process of primitive accumulation characterized by the progressive separation of the
farmer from certain (though not all) of the means of agricultural production…which
come to confront him as commodities” (Ibid: 9). In the US, the seed has “grudgingly
assumed the commodity form” through increasing biological and legal patent protection
(Ibid: 37).
The first form is evident in the creation of hybrid corn in the 1920s through
crossing inbred parent plants. This resulted in more productive seed varieties that
nonetheless exhibited “a considerable reduction in yield” if replanted the following year
(Ibid: 92). While yield increases of up to 700% have been cited as the unquestionable
social benefit of commercialized hybrid corn, Kloppenburg emphasizes the full-scale
adoption of hybridization was due less to its yield superiority but rather the result of the
increasing role of private sector companies in directing public scientific research towards
the creation of “economically sterile” varieties (Ibid: 97). While research could have
focused on improving open-pollinated seeds reproducible by farmers, hybrid seed could
have equally remained a public good. Nonetheless, once developed and widely
distributed by public institutions, breeding programs were phased out from the 1940s
through the 1960s with government and universities increasingly focused on “basic
research” in germplasm development. During this time, the distribution of hybrid corn
largely became the domain of private seed companies.
Corn was an ideal candidate for hybridization because of its characteristics as an
“outbreeding” plant that made crossing varieties relatively simple. Hybridization has
been difficult to replicate in other commercial plants that reproduce through self-
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fertilization (Ibid: 124). With uncertainty over hybridization, as early as 1905 there were
legal efforts to extend patent enforcement to plants, which eventually led to the 1930
Plant Patent Act. Nonetheless, the agreement covered only asexually produced “novel
varieties” such as ornamental flowers and fruit and nut trees while seed and tuber plants
were excluded due to farmer opposition and government concerns of potential monopoly
control over staple food production (Ibid: 131-132). Another important factor in the
exclusion of seed plants was that genetic drift would make patent protection difficult to
enforce.
Yet, building on the commercial success of hybrid corn and expanding seed
markets, companies pushed to increase patent rights on sexually reproducing plants
during the mid 20th century (Ibid: 134). This also coincided with efforts to reduce
competition with public breeding programs in the distribution of other key food crops
through a re-division of labor between basic public and applied commercial research. The
US Plant Variety Protection Act (PVPA) in 1970 institutionalized industry patent rights
for sexually producing crops like soybeans but continued to allow farmer seed saving,
exchange and sale (Ibid: 139-140). While the private sector exerted increasing control
over seed production and distribution, the replanting of non-hybrid varieties was common
in the United States into the 1980s, making up 40% of total utilized soybean seed and
50% of cotton, thus representing a tremendous unexploited market (Ibid: 243).
The development and deployment of transgenic agriculture during the 1980s and
1990s represented the culmination of longstanding efforts to overcome the obstacles
posed by seed reproduction to capitalist accumulation. Boyd (2003) describes a “deep
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structure” to biotechnology “in which science, law and business have come together in an
effort to industrialize agricultural systems” (Boyd 2003: 28). In the United States and
Canada, there were three key government precedents that provided the patent architecture
for the rapid expansion of the agricultural biotechnology industry and greater corporate
control over the food supply. First, in the landmark 1980 Chakrabarty case, the US
Supreme Court ruled in favor of a General Electric scientist to patent a microbe
engineered to degrade crude oil, signifying for the first time that “human-engineered life
forms were patentable” (Ibid: 37). Second, the 1985 Supreme Court Hibberd decision
allowed the patenting of both plants and plant components and established the legal
precedent of farmer “rights” to utilize, yet not to replant protected varieties. Through
overturning the farmer exclusion clause of the PVPA, the precedent established the
“judicial framework to bring all farmers in all crops into the seed market every year”
(Kloppenburg 2004: 261).
Over the past decade, Monsanto has had particular success in prosecuting farmers
throughout the United States and Canada who knowingly or unknowingly violated
technology agreements by replanting conventional seed containing GM traits (Barlett &
Steel 2008, CFS 2005). One of the most significant cases in setting this precedent
occurred in 2001 when the Federal Court of Canada handed down a key decision in
Monsanto vs. Schmeiser Enterprises, which upheld patent rights against a farmer whose
canola crops (like corn, an open-pollinating plant variety) had unintentionally crosspollinated with GM varieties.
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With the biological controls created by hybridization, combined with the legal
mechanisms of patent enforcement, agricultural biotechnology has led to dramatic
changes in the structure of seed provision throughout the United States. It is estimated
that commercial hybrids currently represent 99% of the planted area dedicated to corn
(Soleri et al. 2006: 505), which covering 87 million acres, is the most widely produced
crop in the United States (NASS 2009: 31). GM corn hybrids, the majority of which
contain herbicide resistant genes, make up 85% of this total (Neuman 2009). Soybeans
are planted on 77.5 million acres and cotton on roughly nine million acres, 91% and 88%
of which are genetically modified, respectively (NASS 2009: 33-34).

2.3.3-Traditional seeds and obstacles to capitalist privatization
Despite widespread seed commodification in the United States, the advantages of
traditional seeds have presented a significant barrier to controlling developing country
agricultural markets (Kloppenburg 2004: 170). Compared to hybrids, landraces are
characterized by “a high capacity to tolerate biotic and abiotic stress, resulting in a high
yield stability and an intermediate yield level under a low input agricultural system”
(Zeven 1998: 127). Similarly, traditional seeds are described as less reliant on external
inputs necessary for hybrid productivity such as agro-chemicals and irrigation and
generally better adapted to diverse and marginal growing environments (Soleri et al.
2005: 142).
Another obstacle to full capitalist penetration into developing country seed
markets is that small farmers have been able to incorporate modern traits into traditional
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varieties without becoming dependant on the formal seed market. In this sense, Soleri et.
al. (2005) describe “farmer varieties” (FVs), broadly utilized in “traditional-based
agricultural systems” as consisting “primarily of landraces selected by farmers, but also
progeny from crosses between landraces and modern varieties (MVs), and MVs adapted
to farmers’ environments by farmer and natural selection…” (Ibid). Thus, while
Kloppenburg emphasizes hybridization as a near absolute biological patent mechanism in
the United States, in small-scale agricultural systems farmers also intermix modern with
traditional corn varieties to create seeds that can be saved from year to year. The
protection and promotion of these broadly defined FVs are viewed as essential to meet
future global food security needs.
As a center of corn diversity and the birthplace of the green revolution, Mexico is
particularly emblematic of the marketing problem for capital seed interests. While hybrid
varieties cover nearly all planted area dedicated to corn in the United States, they make
up only 21% of total domestic production in Mexico, with FVs accounting for 90% in
regions where small-scale production predominates (Ibid). The full adoption of hybrid
seeds in Mexico, as well as throughout important centers of agro-diversity and food
production, has been limited and overwhelmingly restricted to large-scale wellcapitalized producers (Otero 2008: 37).

2.3.4-Biological and legal patent enforcement of GM seeds in developing countries
The reliance on traditional seeds along with and inter-mixed “hybrid” varieties
present both obstacles and potential opportunities for the incorporation of recalcitrant
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agricultural sectors into yearly seed markets. New scientific and legal mechanisms are
encouraging the global extension of commodity relations to agricultural diversity. In
terms of new biological mechanisms, the creation of genetic use restriction technologies
(GURTs), including the sterility producing “Terminator” gene, became a symbol of
public opposition to GM agriculture in the 1990s (Scoones 2008: 316). Controversy
centers on the technology as a means of biological patent enforcement aimed at
preventing small-scale farmer interbreeding of traditional with modern varieties, thus
threatening “the long-standing relative autonomy of farmers from the commercial seed
market” (Kloppenburg 2004: 319). Opposition has thus far prevented the commercial
utilization of GURT technologies. Biotechnology proponents nonetheless frame the
technology as a means to reduce potential environmental risks in local ecosystems by
preventing cross-pollination of GM and non-GM varieties (Pendleton 2004: 8, Tokar
2004). Despite the new environmentalist twist, there is also concern that seed sterility
could potentially be passed onto traditional crops and wild relatives through the
“silencing” and “re-expression” of this gene with destructive consequences for
agricultural diversity and subsistence livelihoods (McAfee 2008a: 74).
“Terminator” technology is viewed as a likely future mechanism of patent
enforcement tailored specifically for use in developing countries. Corporate efforts most
visibly center on the extension of a global system of seed proprietary rights promoted by
the WTO and US trade interests. The WTO, formally created in 1994, has most visibly
focused on opening global markets to US exports and investment in industries where the
United States is relatively strong, including agricultural biotechnology (McAfee 2003a:
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178). The Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement within the
WTO, passed by a coalition of industrialized countries, promotes the enforcement of
IPRs in products ranging from pharmaceuticals to agricultural inputs. Reflecting US
views on the technology, the argument under TRIPS is that seeds, plants and animals
“should be managed as private property, freely bought and sold, with minimal labeling
requirements or restrictions on their import, export, and use” (Ibid: 176). A further
agreement created by the European Union and supported by the United States is the
International Union for the Protection of New Plant Varieties (UPOV), which specifically
focuses on enforcing corporate seed proprietary rights in new agricultural markets (Ibid:
192).
Aside from WTO pressure, the United States has directly focused on including
IPR agreements in recent free trade agreements (FTAs) with Latin American countries
(Ibid: 192). The Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), first proposed during the
formation of the WTO, would extend the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) with Canada and Mexico throughout the western hemisphere (FTAA 2005).
Besides opening Latin America to US agricultural commodity exports like transgenic
corn and soybean, the US has pushed for strong IPR provisions including “damage
payment” requirements for patent violations by farmers (McAfee 2003b: 29). With
disagreements over IPR enforcement with regional powerhouses like Brazil sidelining
FTAA negotiations, the US is now focused on similar efforts through bilateral and
multilateral agreements. The largest multilateral effort is the Central American Free
Trade Agreement (CAFTA), ratified in the United States in 2005. Separate bilateral FTAs
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have been established with Chile and Peru and are pending in Panama and Colombia
(US-FTA 2011). As noted by McCarthy (2004), these agreements are for the first time
extending a global genetic patent regime to include crops that have been developed
through a variety of social institutions including local farmers and public research.

2.3.5-The politics of genetic contamination in Mesoamerica
In Mexico and Central America, the issue of IPRs is particularly tied to the
potential regulatory implications of the (un)intentional release of GM corn into the
environment. Desantis (2003) argues that the “genetic contamination” of local corn by
GM varieties arriving unregulated through food aid and US imports will be utilized to
impose the commercialization of GM agriculture throughout the region by making strict
environmental regulation unfeasible. Like earlier discussions in the United States, the
“deliberate release” of GMOs could shift debates in Mesoamerica from efforts to prevent
potentially dangerous contamination towards a view of GM corn cross-pollination as a
safe, natural and unavoidable process (Kloppenburg 2004: 252).
There are particular concerns that the unpredictability of GM corn crosspollination could extend the enforcement of seed proprietary rights promoted under free
trade and the WTO to small-scale farmers largely reliant on practices of seed saving and
exchange. Once commercialized, the inability and/or official unwillingness to prevent
further cross-pollination with local varieties could be an effective means to incorporate
recalcitrant sectors into the formal seed market and encourage greater industrialization of
domestic food production. The taking of plant germplasm and the return of fully
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commercialized corn seed varieties as commodities to their source countries of origin is
illustrative of how primitive accumulation based on coercive dispossession is not only an
original historical process but remains integral to capitalist efforts (Harvey 2003: 147148).

2.4-The Cartagena Protocol and conceptualizing global regulatory efforts
Literature in critical political economy also addresses the emergence of
biotechnology regulatory discussions in the Third World with particular emphasis on
international agreement known as the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (CPB). Ratified in
2003 by a coalition of European and developing countries, the Cartagena Protocol is
intended to support countries in the creation of regulations that prevent potential
environmental and socio-economic risks of GM agriculture in developing countries. The
primary goals of the CPD reflect the broader mandate of the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) established during the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, which
called for “the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components
and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources…” (CBD in McAfee 2003a: 180).
US and European participation in negotiating the CBD focused on facilitating
access to genetic material and extending IPR enforcement in the global South.
Nonetheless, mobilization by developing countries and international non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) pushed for the recognition of “national sovereignty” and the right
of local participants to determine equitable benefit sharing in the exchange of genetic
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resources (Ibid: 183). Further provisions stating that patent enforcement of biotech
medicines and crops must not compromise the goals of the CBD, resulted in growing
tension with industrialized countries and the US refusal to sign the agreement. Taken
together, the CBD, poses a potential challenge to US and WTO interests through
promoting an alternative “pluralist” approach to resource management that recognizes
“differences in the development needs, cultures and property rights systems of various
countries and communities, as well as differences in how they use and value genetic
resources” (McAfee 2003a: 186).
As a sub-agreement to the Convention of Biological Diversity, the Cartagena
Protocol offers a potential counterweight to WTO efforts to promote the free exchange
and commercialization of biotechnology products. The CPD sets guidelines for the
transboundary movement of GMOs between countries with particular emphasis on
biodiversity protection. It requires the labeling of plant materials like GM seeds including
information on transgenic traits and potential environmental risks (McAfee 2003b: 30). In
concessions to the United States, biotech products intended for food, animal feed or
processing have limited labeling requirements. Despite US refusal to join the CPD and
continued resistance, current membership totals 157 countries including major biotech
crop growing countries like Brazil, India and South Africa (CBD 2009).
Tensions with the US have heightened with the implementation of the Cartagena
Protocol through a $38.4 million international biosafety program funded by the United
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Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) and the Global Environmental Facility (GEF).6
The first of two broad phases includes creating national biosafety frameworks (NBFs) for
biotechnology regulation, which have now extended to 123 countries. One of the primary
stated objectives in the effective development of NBFs is the participation of a wide
spectrum of stakeholders including “the public and private sectors, consumers, consumer
organizations and NGOs” (UNEP-GEF 2001: 11). In 2009, 110 countries globally had
completed their draft NBF proposals with 19 other countries moving on to the second
phase consisting of a three-year program to implement the NBFs. This second component
has the stated goals of creating:
A workable and transparent regulatory regime consisting of enabling
legislation, implementing regulations and complementing guidelines that
are consistent with the Biosafety Protocol and other relevant international
obligations (UNEP 2009).
The US opposes the implementation of UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program for various
reasons. One major factor is related to the CPB’s language of adopting a precautionary
principle approach, potentially allowing developing countries to postpone or refuse
biotech imports based on a stricter set of health and environmental standards than in US
regulations (Buttel 2003). With the CPB’s emphasis on potential risks to biodiversity,
debates with the US have further focused on the extent to which regulatory agencies
should monitor the commercial release of GMOs into the environment. Finally, the US
6

The Global Environmental Facility (GEF) is an international financial organization that has provided
$9.2 billion in loans to support international environmental initiatives from climate change to
environmental conservation since its establishment in 2003. In addition the UNEP, it serves as a
primary funding mechanism for the implementation of the Cartagena Protocol. It has financial
partnerships with 10 international agencies including the UNEP, the World Bank and the InterAmerican Development Bank to co-finance $40 billion in loans for environmental protection (GEF
2011).
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criticized the Cartagena Protocol for emphasizing socio-economic considerations as a
significant component of risk determination, along with the incorporation of civil society
voices in regulatory discussions. The US has instead called for “science-based”
regulations that facilitate rather than hinder biotechnology commercialization.
In this regard, related literature is helpful for beginning to conceptualize the
specific ways US capital interests is influencing biotechnology regulatory efforts in
developing countries. In one of the few surveys of the implementation of the Cartagena
Protocol in Latin America, Jansen and Roquas (2008) contend the UNEP-GEF program
ignores nationally-specific environmental and socio-economic concerns in the name of
harmonizing international regulatory standards. In essence, the Cartagea Protocol
represents a problematic “absentee expert” approach to biotechnology regulation. Some
argue that regulatory discussions under the UNEP-GEF program are being subsumed and
shaped specifically by pro-commercial US risk assessment (McAfee 2008s: 70). Tokar
suggests that the Cartagena Protocol is better understood as part of efforts to create the
legal and scientific infrastructure to facilitate the global commercialization of GM
agriculture. As noted in the implementation of the Biosafety Program in India:
While regulation and testing have become essential to guard against the
undesirable consequences of GMOs, the mobilization of this greatly
expanded infrastructure could make it politically inexpedient to reframe
from introducing an ever-increasing variety of GE products and GMOrelated research activities into the country (Tokar 2004: 59).
In this conceptualization, the CPD is not a means for developing countries to choose,
through a process of national discussion, whether or in what capacity to develop
agricultural biotechnology. By creating the environmental regulation necessary to
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facilitate commercialization, paradigms of US risk assessment and precaution under the
Cartagena Protocol thus represent two sides of the same neoliberal coin. If the CPB
rhetorically emphasizes biodiversity protection and civil society participation, the US
approach simply promotes a more visible delineation between the incorporation of
“expert” biotechnology voices and the exclusion of oppositional perspectives. These
assertions match a general trajectory described in critical political economy in which the
global expansion of GM crops represents a new stage of accumulation by dispossession
through genetic enclosure (Boyd 2003, Harvey 2003, Peet & Watts 2004).

2.5-Conclusion
Current literature provides a means for conceptualizing risk and regulatory
debates in the United States and Europe, the unique environmental and socio-economic
concerns raised by GM crops in Latin America, Asia and Africa, as well as the
divergences and similarities between international biotechnology regulatory efforts under
US trade and the Cartagena Protocol. The strength of critical political economy in
connecting the promotion of GM crops to new wave of capitalist expansion, nonetheless,
limits its usefulness for understanding why controversy continues in many developing
countries and why the commercialization of GM crops remains so geographically uneven.
Specifically, I argue that current literature provides an inadequate framework to
conceptualize “resistance” to pervasive yet tenuous capitalist efforts around agricultural
biotechnology in two respects. For one, this literature seems to portray state institutions
in developing countries as being uniformly transformed in the interests of transnational
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trade and capital interests. As I will show in the case of Guatemala, these assertions do
not adequately recognize the breadth of debates currently taking place within official
regulatory agencies.
In current theoretical conceptualizations, the power to shape agricultural
biotechnology regulations is thus viewed as concentrated within a capitalist “expert
state.” As a result, critical political economy also risks underestimating the extent to
which social movements are challenging and potentially reshaping regulation and the
future trajectory of the technology. My research found Guatemalan indigenous,
environmental and peasant organizations mobilizing in ways that simultaneously resisted
yet also actively engaged expert discourses of biotechnology’s benefits through the
formulation of their own situated knowledges. Understanding this mobilization, as well
as identifying the fissures within a seemingly monolithic state, is an essential first step in
articulating alternatives to a broad process of accumulation by dispossession.
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CHAPTER III: THEORETICAL COMMITMENTS

Contemporary literature portrays GM agriculture, accompanying methods of
patent enforcement and the technology’s role in facilitating the expansion of elite
agriculture as posing new threats to subsistence livelihoods in the Third World. Of
particular interest in my examination of biotechnology regulation, however, is explaining
why efforts to broadly commercialize GM crops have been largely unsuccessful in
developing countries. In a broader sense, I wish to explain why capital does not always
get everything it desires. This chapter argues that debates over GM agriculture are
emblematic of wider struggles over the construction of “authoritative” knowledge, which
often reflects yet does not simply reproduce the logic of neoliberal environmentalism.
To do so, I situate my dissertation within three distinct theoretical fields. First,
political ecology provides a framework to understand how capitalism shapes
environmental knowledge while allowing possibilities for re-conceptualizing the agency
of human and non-human actors in this process. Second, environmentality is essential to
understand power not as hierarchical as portrayed in classical political ecology but rather
operating in multiple sites and involving a host of different actors. While useful for
understanding various state and non-state actors including resource-based rural
communities, this literature nonetheless risks viewing capitalism as extending
everywhere and to everyone. Critical development studies is essential to conceptualize
how these projects are re-articulated by social movements deploying sophisticated
critiques of development that both draw on “expert” science and alternative knowledge
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paradigms rooted in material needs and practices. As a whole, this literature is essential to
imagine a more complex view of politics in the construction of environmental
knowledge, one that leaves room for conceptualizing resistance to GM agriculture,
neoliberal environmentalism and capitalism more broadly.
3.1-Political ecology, capitalism and environmental knowledge
In its classical definition, political ecology “combines the concerns of ecology and
a broadly defined political economy…” (Blaikie & Brookfield 1987: 17). Put in another
way, the field focuses on understanding the linkages between the condition and change of
social and environmental systems with explicit consideration of relations of power
(Robbins 2004). The solidification of political ecology as a coherent field of inquiry
during the late 1980s and early 1990s thus drew insights from ecology’s understandings
of biophysical processes and Marxist emphasis on the inherently expansionistic and
contradictory nature of capitalism (Blaikie 1985, Blaikie & Brookfield 1987, Blaikie
1999, Bryant & Bailey 1997, Painter 1995).
Political ecology most importantly represented a reaction to ubiquitous “apolitical” explanations of environmental problems like deforestation, desertification and
the destruction of ecosystems focused on local land-use practices while ignoring the role
of state policy and the international market economy (Robbins 2004). These prevalent
narratives that proliferate in international development agencies, environmental NGOs
and state institutions have resulted in conservation and development efforts that reshape
and inhibit community access to natural resources. Emblematic of classic political
ecology is following “chain of explanation” argument, which starts with landscapes and
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the local producers of these landscapes, and stretches to regional institutions, the state,
and ultimately transnational capital to explain environmental degradation (Robbins 2004:
210).
Political ecology not only illuminates the broader structural factors behind
environmental problems, it also interrogates purportedly neutral “scientific” narratives by
unmasking “the political forces behind different accounts of “ecology” as a
representation of biophysical reality” (Forsyth 2003: 4). Forsyth asserts that:
Instead of approaching environmental debates as though the science is
already agreed, scholars of the environment need to focus more on the
mechanisms by which knowledge about environment is produced and
labeled, then used to construct “laws,” and the practices by which such
laws and lawmakers are identified as legitimate in political debate (Ibid:
10).
In this respect, the field is useful for tracing the relationship of state and international
environmental policy, and the scientific knowledge underpinning these policies, to
particular political economic interests. The lineage of exploring the social construction of
science, or what Escobar calls ethnographies of Western knowledge practices (Escobar
2008: 22), is directly related to science and technology studies (STS). This field
combines the focus in science studies on the hybrid blending of scientific “facts” and
“norms” (Latour 2005) with an emphasis on the mutual co-production of “scientific and
political norms within the policy process itself” (Forsyth 2003: 11, Jasanoff 1997). Thus,
STS illuminates that “what makes a fact authoritative is not merely its factual nature but
rather the robustness of the social interests that can be enrolled in its support” (Haydan
2003: 21).
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To trace the historical roots of the establishment of authoritative knowledge,
political ecology also engages with post-colonial studies, which links contemporary
environmental narratives to the formulation of colonial science (Robbins 2004: 64). For
example, Mitchell (2002) asserts that the political deployment of technical practices from
mapping to scientific agriculture and economics theory legitimized problematic state-led
modernization. Examining the case of Egypt during the 19th and 20th centuries, the author
argues that:
…the politics of national development and national growth was a politics
of techno-science, which claimed to bring the expertise of modern
engineering, technology and social science to improve the defects of
nature, to transform peasant agriculture, to repair the ills of society, and to
fix the economy (Mitchell 2002: 15).
For Mitchell, the establishment of science as a privileged and abstract logic divorced
from its arbitrary and often coercive implementation extends, concentrates and conceals
power in modern state institutions and by powerful economic actors over the interests of
increasingly marginalized populations.
Post-colonial theoretical interventions also link the exclusions of contemporary
environmental policy to historical views of what constituted “nature” and “society.” For
example, Braun (2002) illustrates how efforts to manage and conserve British Colombia’s
rainforest mask a history predicated on the erasure of local rights to territory and natural
resources. Historically, this was reflected in a view of the indigenous population as
distinct from nature yet not subject to the same political rights as an emerging Canadian
society. At the same time, the conceptualization of a universal “human nature” justified
exploitative social relations. In present environmental politics, this colonial legacy is
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evident in the scientific discourse of conservation, which laments the disappearance of
“traditional” stewards of the environment while excluding contemporary indigenous
populations from forest use and management.
In examining the contemporary politics of environmental knowledge, political
ecology can also be linked productively with Marxist literature focused on the recent
phase of contemporary “green developmentalism” in which the environment is
increasingly an important domain for regulation, management and privatization (McAfee
1999, McCarthy 2004, Peet & Watts 2004). The recent rhetorical emphasis on
“sustainable development” reflects the response by state institutions, development
agencies and international capital to the environmental and social critiques of
neoliberalism. The conditions for this discursive turn were particularly evident in Latin
America, where states adopted market-based economic reforms earlier and more
comprehensively than other Third World regions and where as Escobar argues, these
reforms had the most “ambiguous results, in the best cases” (Escobar 2008: 303).
Beginning in the late 1970s, Latin American countries, facing an international
economic downturn, crushing debt, and increasing pressure from international financial
institutions adopted a series of reforms packaged in structural adjustment programs and
austerity measures (McCarthy & Prudham 2004: 276). Implementation varied throughout
the region, but there were a number of fundamental tenets of what became known as
neoliberalism: the privatization of state-owned enterprises; trade liberalization involving
the elimination of barriers to trade and foreign investment; and an overall reduction of
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state involvement in the “economy” in areas ranging from health to education and
environmental management (Harvey 2007, McCarthy & Prudham 2004).
The broader justification behind neoliberalism, as formulated by US academics
and espoused domestically and internationally by politicians like Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher, was that removing hindrances to the free market and reducing the role
of inefficient state institutions would contribute to general economic development and
environmental protection. As described by Harvey:
Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic
practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by
liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an
institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights,
free markets, and free trade (Harvey 2007: 2).
The negative impacts of these sweeping reforms in Latin America including growing
poverty, income inequality and environmental degradation, are well-noted (Gwynne &
Kay 1999, Harris 2000, Wade 2003). From a critical Marxist perspective, political
ecologists asserted that the inherent tendency of capital to not only over-exploit labor but
also destroy the conditions of production through producing environmental crisis
reflected the second contradiction of capital (O’Connor 1998).
During the 1990s, a combination of external criticisms as well as internal debates
within international institutions led to the “discrediting of orthodox neoliberalism” (Hart
2002: 813) and an increasing emphasis on environmentally and socially sustainable
development. The concept itself, first articulated in a 1987 report by the United Nations
World Commission on the Environment (the Brundtland Commission), gained
international traction during the 1992 United Nations Conference on the Environment
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and Development, otherwise known as the “Earth Summit.” The basic tenets of
sustainable development link economic growth with poverty reduction and environmental
protection to encourage “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Gedicks 1996:
34).
The implementation of conservation and development projects under the guise of
sustainable development has required new legal institutions and infrastructure. The 1990s
witnessed the creation of international conventions like the CBD, the proliferation of
environmental NGOs and establishment of state environmental agencies (Escobar 2008:
138). These changes reflected a broader shift from the dismantling of government
institutions and the retreat of the state in economic activities during the 1980s and early
1990s to a contemporary period of active institution building and the “re-regulation” of
capitalism (Peck & Tickle 2002).
In tandem with institutional transformation, the focus on sustainable development
has also necessitated novel ways of conceptualizing the environment. The notion of
biological diversity or “biodiversity” emerged during the 1990s and quickly became an
encompassing term to describe the natural world from ecosystems to plant and animal
species. Perhaps most distinguishing is that the focus on biodiversity reflects a new and
distinct form of “genecentrism” in which protection of genetic material has become the
pillar of conservation efforts:
Like so many other scientific fields and aspects of daily life, and despite
the emphasis on systemic complexity by a number of authoritative
proponents, biodiversity became a gene-centered enterprise…The
consequences go beyond mere scientific debates. At issue are the ways in
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which genes become political charged to enable particular truth claims.
Hence the centrality, for instance in biodiversity discourses, of debates on
genetic resources and intellectual property rights linked to them (Escobar
2008: 140).
Under the logic of science, sustainable development discourse proposes a more profound
extension of neoliberalism to the environment, where plants and genes are now viewed as
reducible components of nature that can be bought and sold on the market.
A visible example of the political aspects of this genecentrism is evident in
bioprospecting benefit-sharing initiatives. In general, these initiatives involve
partnerships between transnational biotechnology corporations with states and local
communities in the Third World to identify biodiversity for the creation of new
commercial medicines or agricultural products (Escobar 2008). From 1990 to 1997
alone, the WB and international environmental NGOs invested $3.36 billion in Latin
America for conservation including bioprospecting efforts (Castro et al. 2000: 21). The
transfer of genetic material from forests to laboratories and eventually commercial
markets hinges on initial “benefit sharing” between stakeholders under of the guise of
encouraging local conservation through the creation of “natural capital” (Hayden 2003).
Critics argue that bioprospecting agreements underestimate the economic and noneconomic importance of biodiversity while legitimizing the rights of transnational
corporations to appropriate value from resources traditionally used by indigenous
communities (Watts 1994, Kimbrell 1996: 143, Shulman 1999: 138). As further
described by McAfee:
The denomination of biodiversity values in dollars discounts the greater
part of the values of Southern natural resources to the people who live in
direct interdependence with those resources: their tangible use-values,
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their symbolic values, and their exchange values in local and domestic
markets (McAfee 2003b: 187).
In essence, market valuation based on environmental economics is resulting in a
fundamental devaluation of genetic resources for developing country participants. For
critics, sovereignty over genetic resources has translated into the right to negotiate the
value of genetic resources in an inequitable global market, which are then returned as
expensive commodities. In this sense, “green developmentalism” is a means to sustain
economic growth by wresting value from nature rather than promoting equitable
development or protecting the environment (McAfee 1999).
As a whole, political ecology, along with related STS, post-colonial studies and
literature on sustainable development are essential to conceptualize the politics involved
in the creation of environmental knowledge. According to Robbins (2004), the emphasis
in classical political ecology on linking seemingly “a-political” scientific narratives to a
broader international economy nonetheless can result in a view of rural communities and
nature as simply dominated by the interests of capital:
By always following explanation “upwards”…a conceptual hierarchy of
power and causal force is imposed on political ecological problems that is
empirically unfounded and perhaps politically undesirable…By using
this approach how do we understand the relationship of varying producers
of nature?…Moreover, how do we understand the role of non-human
actors…as they participate in this production, acting either in a
cooperative fashion…or an uncooperative one? (Robbins 2004: 211-212).
The reliance on a nested chain of explanation thus presents a problem for explaining the
agency of human and non-human actors in influencing the outcomes of capitalist
projects. Recent theorizations in political ecology conceptualize a more complex “web”
or “network” of linkages between a diverse array of actors that ultimately determines
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contemporary environmental knowledge, policy and practice (Robbins 2004). For
example, Escobar further asserts that expert knowledge underpinning the language of
biodiversity is not purely a reflection of neoliberal environmentalism carried out by a
monolithic capitalist “expert state.” Rather, this knowledge is increasingly “decentralized,
dispersed and transnationalized” and operates “at many levels and through multiple sites”
(Escobar 2008: 11). This formulation calls attention to the interactions between and
within the varied arenas (state institutions, international development agencies, private
corporations, NGOs, social movements and rural communities) where contemporary
environmental policy is formulated and implemented.
In contrast to classic political economy, which conceptualizes nature as distinct
from society yet dominated and ultimately degraded by the interests of capital, recent
theorizations of political ecology further emphasize “the production” and “coproduction” of nature (Bakker & Bridge 2006, Castree 2005, Robbins 2004). The first
move, building particularly on the thesis proposed by Neil Smith (1984), focuses
attention on how seemingly “natural” environments are created through “a produced set
of relationships that include people, who, more radically, are themselves produced”
(Robbins 2004: 209). The latter emphasis in this quote also brings attention to the agency
of non-human actors in producing society; the co-production of nature and society. In this
sense, political ecology is not relegated to a simplistic view of capitalist power or
economic reductionism but rather creates a theoretical framework to examine the
interplay between producers of nature and biophysical processes. In this case of
environmental knowledge, an important revision is examining the politics involved in the
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creation of particular explanations of the “natural world,” as well as the specific
characteristics of non-human actors like plants and genetic material that have bearings on
this knowledge production.
Overall, an essential contribution of recent revisions of political ecology is to
open up the range of actors involved in the construction of environmental knowledge.
This work is integrally concerned with questioning simplistic views of hierarchical power
that emanates from international capital and elite state institutions, which then dominate
marginalized populations and degrade natural landscapes. With calls for a renewed sense
of agency in political ecology, an important question is how this power actually operates
in the contemporary period of neoliberal environmentalism.

3.2-Governmentality and Environmentality
To the degree that political ecology engages with questions of power, it is
particularly in conversation with Foucault’s governmentality. This analytic focuses on the
specific practices of government essential for capitalism, which operate beyond the state
in everyday social institutions (Foucault 1980, Foucault 1991). Central to Foucault’s
project is exploring “how certain taken-for-granted notions of the world are formed
through discourse (language, stories, images, terminology) and how certain practices
(medicine, forestry, prisons, schools) make them “true”” (Robbins 2004: 65-66). Most
importantly, governmentality focuses on the discourses that shape individual action and
influence the creation of new political subjects that actively participate in their own selfgovernance. In this view:
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Governmental power…operates not though imposition or repression but
rather thought cultivating the conditions in which non-sovereign subjects
are constituted. In addition, the concept of governmentality decisively
decenters the state as a monolithic source of power, a move that opens up
for examination a multiplicity of other sites-including, for example nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and multi-lateral agencies (Hart
2004: 92).
By emphasizing a diffuse notion of power, governmentality draws attention to the
multiple sites in which knowledge is mobilized in the creation of rational and disciplined
subjects.
Foucault’s insights have further been utilized to analyze the relationship between
neoliberalism and environmental governance. In contrast to green developmentalism,
which emphasizes the coercive nature of neoliberal environmental regulation,
“environmentality” literature explores the mobilization of knowledge as a means of
naturalizing control over people and nature. In general, environmentality “refers to the
knowledges, politics, institutions and subjectivities that come to be linked together with
the emergence of the environment as a domain that requires regulation and protection”
(Agrawal 2005: 226). For example, Goldman (2001, 2004) adopts this framework to
explain the promotion of “green neoliberalism” by the World Bank, which has resulted in
rewriting environmental and property laws and transforming state institutions to promote
the market-based management of biodiversity and natural resources.
Through examining how state actors, non-state professionals and rural
communities alike become active participants in environmental management,
environmentality provides two particular insights into how market-based discourses
become cemented in beliefs and practices. First, this field focuses on the role of “experts”
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in implementing and legitimating state efforts to extend market relations to the
environment. For example, Luke (1999) takes a Marxist perspective to argue that modern
capitalism is characterized by the proliferation of a new class of informational elites who
evaluate potential environmental hazards and ensure continued economic expansion
through the strategic control of environmental knowledge. The rise of this new “ecomanagerialist” class reflects the integration of public and corporate interests under the
needs of transnational capitalism as well as the increasingly visible inseparability of
science and politics more generally. While this new class is made up of a diversity of
state and non-state actors, the common characteristic the group shares is that:
…their professional commitment to knowledge-driven projects of
historical progress, technological development and economic growth
engage them in elaborate arrangements to use their expertise in ways that
continually disempower and devalue the insights and interests of non-elite
workers and citizens (Luke 1999: 50).
For Luke, eco-managerialists facilitate and legitimize the extension and intensification of
market relations that lie at the root of contemporary environmental problems. The
emergence of this distinct technocratic class has further resulted in an increasingly strict
delineation between experts and the public, which Luke argues is debasing fundamental
democratic ideals of citizen participation in policy formulation.
Goldman echoes these concerns and particularly emphasizes the “quasi-state”
nature of experts, which include not only traditional state actors but other “professionals
working in key decision-making institutions” like universities, the media, corporations
and non-governmental organizations carrying out work that mirrors state agencies
(Goldman 2005: 19). These “hybrid actors” both stimulate demand for neoliberal
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development (Goldman 2005: 19) and become the vehicles to promote a range of
activities from bioprospecting to large-scale “green” infrastructure projects like
hydroelectric dams (Goldman 2001).
Environmentality literature is also useful for conceptualizing the role of rural,
resource-based communities in environmental regulatory projects. Agrawal (2005)
focuses on three distinct “technologies of government” evident in conservation projects
in India: the increasing interconnection of state and localities, the establishment of local
regulatory communities, and the constitution of environmental subjects. In general, these
strategies are related to the decentralization of state environmental management
responsibilities, such as the conservation of forests and biodiversity, to communities. The
emphasis on environmental subject formation implies both projects formulated under
unequal relations of power in which the interests of more powerful sectors are privileged
as well as how marginalized and possibly resistant actors accept the terms of
environmental governance. In this sense, Agrawal emphasizes “the shifts in subjectivities
accompanying new forms of regulation rather than seeing regulation as an attempt mainly
to control or dominate” (Agrawal 2005: 23).
While viewing the acceptance of particular environmental projects by state actors
and local communities as the pinnacle of neoliberal environmental governance,
environmentality literature also emphasizes the inherent precariousness of efforts to
compel actors to accept environmental regulation that favors particular forms of
knowledge and economic interests over others. In his discussion on the rise and general
dominance of “eco-managerialism” Luke asserts that a new wave of popular movements
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are increasingly challenging state and international policy in the wake of escalating
global environmental problems. While capitalism has introduced seemingly universalized
collective risks (Beck 1992), it has also sparked “new social fractures” over the uneven
distribution of these risks (McCarthy & Prudhman 2004: 280).
In recognizing the inability of capitalism to form a unified scientific narrative on
the causes of environmental problems or the means to address these problems,
environmentality is addressing important general critiques of governmentality by authors
like Hart (2004) who asserts this literature can:
…degenerate into ritualized and repetitive accounts of “governing” in
increasingly diverse contexts…a danger…that derives from the tendency to
define politics in terms of ‘mentalities of rule’, to emphasize the
programmatic nature of rule, and to rely heavily on texts of rule (O’Malley et
al. 1997 in Hart 2004: 93).
Rather than emphasizing the completed nature of environmental subject formation or the
“diffuse” nature of capitalist power that extends everywhere and to everybody, Hart
emphasizes the importance of distinguishing between projects of market-based
governance, (environmental or otherwise) and their indeterminate implementation. This
formulation thus leaves open the question of how capitalist projects are reshaped.
3.3-Critical Development Studies
Critical development studies is particularly useful for conceptualizing recent
market-based environmental reforms in developing countries as manifestations of
neoliberalism while leaving room to examine the precarious and contested nature of this
project. Recent engagements further follow a distinct historical genealogy of literature
focused on the role of civil society in (re)shaping capitalist development. First, in The
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Great Transformation, Karl Polanyi (1944) dispels traditional political economic notions
of the “self-regulating market,” instead arguing that the rise of European market economy
and industrial capitalism during the 19th century produced social upheaval that resulted in
transformative calls from civil society for state regulation (Hart 2004: 95). Castree
summarizes this “double movement” of capital as: “attempts to expand the scope of the
market meet with resistance from significant sections of society and so ultimately place
limits on market rule” (Castree 2008: 144).
In one interpretation, Stiglitz (2001) applies a Polanyian perspective to explain the
current tension in developing countries over trade liberalization and privatization on one
hand, and regulations to mitigate the environmental and social impacts of market reforms
on the other (Stiglitz 2001: xv). More recently, Castree (2008) argues that efforts under
neoliberal environmentalism to manage and commodify nature reflect this double
movement as well as the continuing contradictions of inherently expansionistic capitalism
in addressing economic inequality and environmental degradation.
Critical development studies particularly draws from the work of Antonio
Gramsci (1971), who like Polanyi was concerned with the production of society in
relation to the state and the economy (Hart 2004: 96). Writing as a political prisoner in
Italy during the 1920s and 1930s, Gramsci was interested in governments’ coercive
power as well as the process through which economic elites gain the consent of wider
popular sectors (Robbins 2004: 56). As elaborated by Stuart Hall, he was particularly
focused on hegemony as integral to both the legitimation of capitalist relations. In a
Gramscian sense:
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Hegemony is that state of 'total social authority’, which at certain
junctures, a specific class alliance wins, by a combination of 'coercion' and
'consent', over the whole social formation, and its dominated classes: not
only at the economic level, but also at the level of political and ideological
leadership, in civil, intellectual and moral life as well as at the material
level: and over the terrain of civil society as well as in and through the
condensed relations of the State (Hall 1980: 331-332).
In this view, hegemony is the process through which particular inequitable relations
become accepted by the wider population through the solidification of elite beliefs in the
state, social institutions and everyday practices (Paley 2002: 5). In focusing on how
particular forms of knowledge become accepted and taken for granted within a society,
hegemony shares important similarities to Foucault’s governmentality.
Yet, while asserting that the pervasiveness of capitalist relations has resulted in
“real and constraining effects” for economic and political transformation, hegemony
places particular emphasis on the constant revision and social struggle involved in elite
projects of governance (Hall 1996). Much of this struggle takes place over “ideology”
(“concepts of language and thought”), which can either buttress the subordination of
particular groups or result in new conceptualizations that challenge existing hegemonic
projects (Hall 1996: 27). The theoretical value of hegemony thus lies in the “illumination
of lines of weakness and cleavage, or alliances unformed and unable to make their
particular interests appear in the wider collectivity” making evident the distinction
between “state projects” and precarious “state achievements” (Roseberry 1994: 365). In
examining the negotiation of hegemony, this literature moves beyond conceptualizing
“the state” as a reified, coherent entity that simply extends outwards instead focusing on
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how particular projects of rule are accomplished and reworked through the interaction of
multiple political and social forces (Scott 1994).
The outcome of this broad terrain of ideological struggle depends on the uncertain
articulation of hegemonic projects. The concept of articulation as adopted by Hall reflects
Althusser and Gramsci’s project conceptualizing the “complex unity” of interactions that
extend beyond the realm of the economy to enable the leadership of the ruling classes
(Althusser 1971). While Althusser tends to portray ideology as mirroring the interests of
elite groups, Hall returns to Gramsci in arguing that the articulation of hegemonic
projects is determined through a contradictory process of class struggle. For Hall
articulation:
…signifies a link which…requires particular conditions of existence to appear
at all, which has to be positively sustained by specific processes, which is not
“eternal” but has to be constantly renewed, which can under some
circumstances be overthrown, leading to the old linkages being dissolved and
new connections - re-articulations – being forged (Hall in Hart 2004: 98).
The question that follows is how does the re-articulation of elite forms of expertise and
knowledge underpinning contemporary capitalism actually occur?
In addressing this question, recent literature in critical development studies has
incorporated Gramscian insights in explaining the role of “new social movements”
(NSMs) in challenging existing hegemonic relationships. While traditional Marxist
analysis has focused on political mobilization through labor organizations and political
parties, the emergence of groups focused on issues such as environmentalism, feminism
and indigenous rights reflect an increasingly broad terrain of “class” struggle over
hegemony (Peet & Watts 1996: 29). The European origins of NSM theory are reflected in
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its focus on the new values, beliefs and identities formed as a result of the shift from
industrial to post-industrial society (Foweraker 1995). In contrast, NSM literature in
Latin America has emphasized movements as rooted distinctly in material struggles over
political representation and control over economic resources (Stonich & Bailey 2000,
Edelman 1999, Keck & Sikkink 1998, Gohn 1997).
Most significantly, recent studies portray new social movements as sophisticated
knowledge producers in their own right who are increasingly able to challenge elite
power. Escobar (2008) argues that the historical colonial project of modernity in Latin
America, drawing on claims of European progress and universality, silenced pluralistic
voices and justified social exploitation. The legacy of exclusion under modernity is
evident in contemporary development discourse, in which the power of the state and
capital is legitimized through appeals to scientific expertise. Drawing on Long and Arce’s
notion of “counterwork,” Escobar nonetheless emphasizes how black and indigenous
movements utilize the accepted language of expertise as well as place-based situated
knowledges, formed through linkages with rural communities, to create potentially
transformative critiques of top-down development (Ibid: 174)
Escobar further identifies two distinct yet potentially complementary possibilities
for this social mobilization. The first implies social movement engagement to establish
pluralistic “alternative modernities” that contest universal global designs of neoliberal
environmentalism to formulate modes of development and resource management that
more closely align with the needs of resource-based communities. The second,
“alternative to modernity” conceptualization implies a more radical reformulation of
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rewriting development from the perspective of “the colonial difference,” or through or
through the traditional “cultural, economic and cultural practices” continually ignored
and subjugated by past and present forms of colonialism (Ibid: 196).
Another useful way to frame recent engagements in critical development studies
can be seen in the work of Ferguson (2006) who takes issue with descriptions common in
Marxist political economy of powerful international and state institutions reaching
downwards to shape public perceptions and local practices. In what he calls “vertical
topographies of power,” “the state” is viewed as monolithic, directly shaped by the
interests of transnational capital, and positioned above the realm of the “civil society.”
Although such depictions seek to unmask the influence of elite actors on development
and environmental regulation, these accounts risk ignoring the important competition
taking place in state institutions between various actors (representatives from state
agencies, national and transnational corporations, NGOs) that exist in
“heightened” yet varied positions of power.
If claims of expertise underpin “state” authority in environmental regulation, the
ability of particular actors to solidify a unified “scientific” discourse and create a
cohesive “expert state” should not be assumed or taken for granted. In this sense, the
value of “studying up” in carrying out ethnographic research on elite actors (Ho 2009) is
not simply telling a story of regulation molded in the interests of transnational capital but
rather uncovering distinct and potentially competing expert knowledges within state
institutions.
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In addition, Ferguson problematizes views of “the public” or “civil society,”
which “in this vertical topography, may appear as the middle latitude, the zone of contact
between the “up there” state and the “on the ground” people” (Ferguson 2006: 93-92).
The groups that operate within these boundaries, primarily “popular” or “grassroots
movements,” are essentially viewed as the intermediaries “between political power and
the networks of everyday life,” thus representing marginalized voices at the local to
national levels of political negotiation (Gwynne & Kay 1999: 210). The role as
intermediary is not completely inaccurate. However, Ferguson cautions against
portraying the authenticity of various popular organizations working in the realm of “civil
society” as inherently rooted in their “localness” or ability to represent “traditional”
livelihoods. While groups have utilized these identities to their advantage in political
struggles, academic focus on “the local” may also overlook or discount strategies not
solely rooted in the “community” or “local” level that nonetheless have important
implications for social and environmental justice. As Ferguson points out, social
movements are not simply local, but have increasingly established broad “national” and
transnational linkages.
I would argue that of equal importance is paying attention not solely to the
amalgamation of popular forces that encompass the local, national” and transnational but
also the ways diverse indigenous, peasant, environmental groups are forming their own
refined knowledges to shape the policies of state institutions. In an era of neoliberal
environmental politics when international development and state agencies give discursive
credence to “traditional” or “local” knowledge yet establish strict authority with claims to
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formal, technocratic expertise, an important issue is examining how the separations that
define “legitimate” environmental knowledge are constructed, negotiated and potentially
challenged (Collins & Evans 2002, Haydan 2003).

3.4-Conclusion
This chapter has attempted to situate the regulation of biotechnology within
broader discussions on the politics of environmental knowledge. Insights from political
ecology, environmentality and critical development studies provide a theoretical
framework to examine the operation of neoliberal environmentalism and its contestation
by social movements. Gramsci’s notion of articulation, by drawing a distinction between
projects of capitalist development and their contested implementation, is particularly
useful to examine the formulation of biotechnology regulations that have yet to be
decided in most developing countries. Through a detailed examination of agricultural
biotechnology regulation as a project of governance that is constructed, negotiated and
reshaped within state institutions and the public arena, my work provides a “critical
ethnography” of regulation (Hart 2004).
Guatemala is a particularly important case to examine the politics of
biotechnology knowledge not simply because strategic trade and commercial interests
have converged to shape regulation, but also because of significant resistance to the
commercialization of GM crops. The next chapter examines the recent historical
trajectory of agrarian development that informs contemporary biotechnology debates
with particular focus on the Green Revolution period, political mobilization and state
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violence during the civil war and a post-civil war era of neoliberal reform characterized
by mounting agrarian inequality yet the ongoing material and symbolic importance of
subsistence corn production.
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CHAPTER IV: HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHIES OF MAYAN SURVIVAL

Guatemala’s population is 60% Mayan, with diverse Mayan communities
concentrated in the northwestern highlands. The steep hillsides and cold plateaus of the
altiplano descend to the Pacific piedmont to the south and the hills and valleys of Alta
and Baja Verapaz to the north, forming belts of rich volcanic soil long dedicated to coffee
cultivation. The plains of the Pacific coast, Guatemala’s primary zone for export sugar
cane, are controlled by wealthy agrarian elites who have exerted significant influence
over the trajectory of national development politics since the colonial era. Beyond the
Verapaces, the lowland Petén region, once considered the agricultural frontier, is
increasingly divided between the sugar sector and transnational African palm interests
focused on bio-fuel expansion. With a legacy of political exclusion and economic
inequality, coupled with the convergence of transnational trade and commercial interests,
Guatemala would seem to provide an ideal context for the broad expansion of GM
agriculture. Nonetheless, Mayan movements have been increasingly effective in
organizing resistance to agricultural biotechnology.
This chapter argues that Mayan mobilization against biotechnology is integrally
linked to broader historical struggles over the promotion and protection of subsistence
corn production. Examining how Mayans historically have negotiated, resisted and
appropriated state-led modernization is essential to understanding political struggles over
contemporary agricultural biotechnology. I begin by examining Mayan survival from the
colonial era through the coffee revolution of the 19th and early 20th centuries to
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emphasize how indigenous communities worked within the political confines created by
a consolidating state to protect communal land and subsistence livelihoods. The second
section examines a brief period of democratic governance known as the “October
Revolution” from 1944 through 1954, when the state attempted to resolve agrarian
inequality through progressive land and labor reform, at the same time generating
expectations among the Mayan majority for more equitable modernization. Third, I focus
on the Green Revolution period of the 1960s and 1970s, when the exacerbation of rural
inequality and the simultaneous closing of political spaces spurred growing Mayan
mobilization to which the government responded with unparalleled violence. Finally, I
focus on the post-civil war period since the 1990s, a period characterized by limited
political democracy, structural adjustment and free-market economic reforms and the
continuing power of agrarian elites and transnational commercial interests.
As this chapter will show, Mayan farmer economies are not rooted in a “premodern” past. Nor, however, are they divorced from the political economic and symbolic
importance of subsistence corn production. Corn remains essential to food security and
rural livelihoods in Mayan regions, as well as to the cultural construction of
contemporary Mayan social movements. Understanding the historical geographies of
Mayan economic and cultural survival, and especially the role of corn in place-based
configurations of Mayan modernities, is thus essential to grasping the potency of
contemporary opposition to GM agriculture in Guatemala.
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4.1-Mayan subsistence survival during the colonial era and the coffee economy
The colonial period, ushered in by the Spanish conquest of Guatemala in 1524,
resulted in profound changes for Mayan subsistence-based agricultural communities.
With war and devastating European disease, the indigenous population dropped 70% to
90% by the late 1600s (Handy 1984: 19, 26). Since Guatemala was largely absent of
mineral resources, colonial elites focused on extracting wealth through controlling land
and a scarce labor supply. The colonial administration dispersed wide tracts of land under
an encomienda, or land grant system and resettled much of the small and scattered
remaining Mayan population into roughly 700 towns (Ibid: 23). Population concentration
further enabled the implementation of a system of forced labor or repartimiento, which
required up to a quarter of Mayans in each community to work on haciendas primarily
dedicated to cattle, cacao and indigo.
Yet, the control by colonial elites of land and labor was far from absolute. With
concerns over the collapse of the indigenous population, the Spanish crown established
the New Laws in 1541, which limited elite demands on communities for tribute and
granted some legal protection against the encroachment of plantation owners
(hacenderos) on indigenous land. Guatemala also remained a relative economic
backwater, and by the mid 18th century, the Mayan population had dispersed and reestablished villages in the Western highlands, showing a “determined hold on communal
lands” known as ejidos (Ibid: 30). Most of these communities were relatively isolated and
focused on subsistence agriculture. Others, particularly in the K’iche’ region, were linked
to the colonial economy not only through tribute but also as important centers of
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commercial corn production supplying the nearby capital (Van Etten 2006a: 695).
Despite growing land conflict with non-indigenous or mixed-raced ladinos, who in 1810
made up roughly one third of the total population, Mayan communities were generally
successful in maintaining local land rights by turning to both protections offered under
the Spanish court system and open rebellion (Handy 1984: 41). As a result of these
factors, McCreery asserts that:
The dominant character of most of rural Guatemala during the colonial
period was precisely the failure of the Spanish and better-off ladinos to
penetrate the countryside as large-scale landholders and agricultural
producers (McCreery 1994: 17).
In essence, the limited reach into the countryside of Spanish and creole elites (native-born
of Spanish descent), enabled a reassertion of Mayan autonomy through the control of
land and subsistence production as well as through participation in an incipient colonial
agricultural economy.
Guatemala’s independence from Spain (1821) was followed by mounting political
struggles over the autonomy of Mayan communities, increasingly perceived as an
obstacle to a “modern” agricultural economy centered on coffee. Coffee comprised half
of national exports by 1871 (McCreery 1994: 161), yet broad expansion was hampered
by the inability of elites to secure a steady labor supply. As McCreery points out, “as long
as the population could supply its subsistence requirements from its own resources it had
little reason to labor in someone else’s coffee groves” (McCreery 1994: 304).
In response, the Guatemalan government enacted land and labor reforms that
resulted in a five-fold increase in coffee production from 1871 to 1884 (Handy 1984: 6465). In the coffee producing regions of the Pacific piedmont and Alta and Baja Verapaz,
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coffee arrived like a wave to dramatically erode the subsistence base of indigenous
communities. Thousands of Mayans were dispossessed of land formally utilized for corn.
Most of this land was transferred to a new class of ladino elites and immigrant German
coffee planters lured by state incentives (Handy 1984: 69, McCreery 1994: 300, Grandin
2000: 112). Land expropriation in the piedmont regions also impacted neighboring
highland Mayan communities that had traditionally claimed land in lower areas for
subsistence corn production (Ibid: 255). In some highland regions, the state transferred
indigenous property to predominately ladino townships as a means to establish greater
rural authority (Grandin 2000: 111). Ladino planters with ties to the state also purchased
communal land in the highlands to establish fincas de mozos (farms that produce
workers), in which residents were required to labor on coastal coffee plantations in
exchange for continued access to subsistence land.
In tandem with land expropriation, the state revived and expanded colonial era
forced labor through the mandamiento, which gave coffee planters the right to demand
labor from highland communities of workers not already connected to particular
plantations by dept peonage (McCreery 1994: 189). As described by Grandin, “more than
ever before in the history of the colony or the nation, elites viewed Indians as a labor
force to be mobilized” (Grandin 2000: 110). The only legal alternative to forced labor
was debt labor agreements that nonetheless tied workers and their descendents into longterm contracts for seasonal work on the plantations. By the early 20th century, a shrinking
land-base caused by elite land concentration and population recovery made plantation
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wages necessary to supplement subsistence agriculture in many Mayan communities
(McCreery 1994: 304).
Nonetheless, the rise of the coffee economy significantly altered but did not
dismantle subsistence livelihoods. Most highland areas were too cold for the plantationstyle coffee cultivation that was so profitable on the lower Pacific piedmont, thus
sheltering many Mayan communities from wholesale land expropriation. The seasonality
of demands for coffee labor allowed small-scale corn production to continue in the
highlands. In fact, corn became an even more important component of highland diets,
since the labor drain of the coffee economy meant that other crops could no longer be
grown, since their growing season conflicted with the coffee harvest. Within coffee
plantations, planters set considerable land aside for rental by resident colonos and
seasonal workers for subsistence corn needs. Overall, the general results of coffee
expansion were three fold: linking subsistence agriculture to the timing and demands of
the coffee economy, pushing subsistence agriculture into marginal lands (McCreery
1994: 244), and limiting possibilities for the future expansion of corn to meet domestic
food security (Ibid: 311).
The survival of corn production also reflected the resistance of indigenous
communities to the onslaught of the coffee economy. When an increasingly consolidated
state made open rebellion increasingly infeasible, Mayan communities increasingly
engaged state institutions. As asserted by McCreery, “Indian elders of the Reforma were
by and large not ‘men without tongues,’ but men who struggled ingeniously and
tenaciously to guard and advance community well-being within the range of possibilities
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available to them” (Ibid: 251). Indigenous leaders particularly took advantage of state
land titling efforts to increase holdings and maintain their political and economic
authority in rural communities (Grandin 2000). In much of the rural highlands, Mayan
villages secured and in some cases expanded communal land in the face of ladino
encroachment (McCreery 1994: 259). Indigenous workers also frequently filed court
petitions against plantation owners, a legal recourse that while not questioning the
structural injustices of the coffee economy, often stemmed the abuses of local elites. As a
result of the broad changes of the coffee economy, indigenous communities now placed
their hopes not solely in the protection of “traditional” agriculture but also in ensuring
more equitable participation in the market economy as agricultural producers and
laborers (Grandin 2004: 29).
During the 1930s, the global depression and the international collapse of coffee
prices resulted in mounting tensions in the Guatemalan countryside (Handy 1984: 98). To
stem the impacts of the economic crisis on elites, the authoritarian dictatorship of Jorge
Ubico (1929-1944) launched a “murderous crackdown” on emerging urban and rural
workers’ organizations (Grandin 2004: 32) and established new vagrancy laws to ensure
an adequate labor supply during the summer coffee harvest.7 As Grandin notes, the
paradox of Ubico’s rule was that while a predatory state quelled political dissent, ideals
of justice and equality espoused by the state were key in his overthrow (Grandin 2004:
49). Urban students, an emerging middle class and reformist military officers led the

7

These vagrancy laws remained in effect until 1945 making Guatemala the last country in the
Western hemisphere to eliminate state mandated labor coercion (McCreery 1994: 321).
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revolt against Ubico. The following decade would also result in growing rural
expectations for transformative development.

4.2-Guatemala’s October Revolution
The fall of Ubico ushered in a decade of democratic governance known as the
“ten years of spring” when the state for the first time significantly altered the balance of
power between agrarian elites and the rural peasantry. While referred to as the “October
Revolution” in reference to the 1917 uprising that resulted in communist political
transformation in Russia, the Guatemalan state did not overtly espouse ideals of
communism but rather the notion that land and labor reforms to benefit the increasingly
marginalized Mayan population were key in the development of a modern capitalist
economy (Handy 1984). As Grandin (2004) argues, the Guatemalan government’s
reforms in the 1944-54 period were social democratic in character.
The first administration of Juan José Arévalo (1944-51) enacted modest social
reforms (a new labor code and social security legislation), while avoiding direct
confrontation with landed agrarian elites or US economic interests such as the Bostonbased United Fruit Company. Nonetheless, Arévalo’s support for perceived communist
political groups like the Guatemalan Workers Party (PGT) and the National
Confederation of Peasants (CNCG) provoked 30 coup attempts in seven years from a still
largely conservative military. The survival of Arévalo hinged on support from junior
military officers led by then Defense Minister Jacobo Arbenz.
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After taking office as president in 1951, Arbenz enacted a number of reforms
centered on the modernization of Guatemala’s agrarian-based economy. Arbenz
promoted export diversification into sugar and particularly cotton through setting
minimum prices, protecting production from foreign imports and expanding access to
agricultural credit (Handy 1984: 116). Peasant producers benefited from $8,500,000 in
small loans through the National Agrarian Bank, which weakened the role of exploitative
local moneylenders. The most significant policy, agrarian reform, marked the full
extension of a revolution largely limited to Guatemala City to the rural countryside.
Issued in 1952, Decree 900 called for the transfer of underutilized agricultural property to
peasant producers from three sources: the country’s largest private agricultural estates or
fincas, municipal land and state-owned property (Grandin 2000: 200).
Land ownership concentration had grown increasingly pronounced during the 20th
century in a country where three-fourths of the population participated in the agrarian
economy primarily as laborers and/or subsistence-based producers (Handy 1984: 127,
following attributed). In 1950, 2% of the population controlled 74% of the arable land,
while 76% cultivated just 9% of the available production area, and the majority of
farming families lived near or below the poverty line. Furthermore, while large-scale
producers only cultivated 5% to 25% of their total landholdings, small farmers utilized
80% to 90% of land they possessed. Within this context, Decree 900 was based on
official recommendations that land transfer from inefficient extensive farming to more
intensive-use peasant production would break the feudal hold of agrarian elites in the
countryside and foster the development of a new class of small capitalist farmers, viewed
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as an essential first step to creating an internal market to foster domestic industrialization
and deepening capitalist relations.
The most widespread land redistribution occurred on the Pacific coast with
significant reforms also impacting the highlands. Decree 900 targeted the United Fruit
Company (UFCO), a US company that since the 1920s held a stranglehold on coastal
land as well as national railway transportation and seaports responsible for international
shipping. At the time of the agrarian reform, the company controlled 550,000 acres for
banana production, only 15% under cultivation (Ibid 142). In 1953, the government redistributed 200,000 acres of uncultivated UFCO land on the Pacific coast to 23,000
peasants with an additional 172,000 acres expropriated from the company’s Atlantic
holdings the following year. In the highland and piedmont regions, the types of land
transferred varied from state owned farms confiscated from German coffee planters
during WWII to local municipal land and large private-owned farms. By 1954, the state
had transferred around 1,500,000 acres or 17% of all national private land to 100,000
people, primarily Mayan families (Grandin 2004: 159, Handy 1984: 128).
Decree 900 also created opportunities for economic transformation through a
fundamental realignment of rural political relations. The decree established local peasant
agrarian committees (CALS), which grew from 1,497 in 1953 to over 3,000 in 1954 and
were responsible for submitting local land claims to state agencies and facilitating land
reform (Handy 1984: 130, Grandin 2000: 201). Circumscribing existing local political
institutions often connected to agrarian elites, the CALS were particularly successful in
coordinating the transfer of private plantation property to resident peasants. The agrarian
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reform was strengthened by support from roughly 2000 urban and rural labor
organizations with total membership reaching 300,000 in 1954 (Grandin 2004: 51).
Land reform had immediate positive impacts on both subsistence corn production
and the bargaining power of Mayan workers. While Handy notes that the upheaval
associated with land transfer could have resulted in at least temporary declines in
domestic agricultural production, from 1950 to 1953 corn and bean harvests actually
increased 11.8% and 14.3%, respectively. In tandem with agricultural credit, which
“broke the hold of predatory moneylenders” in local communities, land reform further
reduced peasant reliance on the coffee plantations, forcing significant wage increases as a
means to attract seasonal labor (Handy 1984: 129).
Nonetheless, land reform heightened opposition from various sectors including:
landed elites who resorted to coercion and intimidation to slow the process, a
conservative Catholic Church that opposed “communist” influence in the government,
and branches of the military connected to landed elites who felt their hold in the
countryside was weakening. There was also significant tension within Mayan
communities between new peasant organizers and indigenous and ladino landowners who
“profited from the old order” (Grandin 2004: 61). Opposition, which “cut across class
and ethnic lines” was also evident from indigenous peasants who “found safety and
meaning” in hierarchical communal relations and the plantation economy (Ibid).
The most significant challenge came from the US government. In response to
agrarian reform and escalating concerns over the global spread of communism, the US
launched its first major operation of the Latin American Cold War. The so-called
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“Operation PBSuccess” culminated in the C.I.A.-orchestrated overthrow of Arbenz by
Guatemalan military colonel Castillo Armas in 1954. As asserted by Grandin, “while the
counterrevolution would not have taken place were it not for the United States, neither
would it have achieved its durability and strength had it not connected to oppositional
currents within Guatemala” (Grandin 2004: 77). The coup marked the end of
Guatemala’s democratic experiment and efforts at structural reform more aligned with
rural labor and subsistence farmers.

4.3-The Green Revolution: Cold War modernization in the countryside
If the October Revolution viewed agrarian inequality as antithetical to the creation
of a modern Guatemalan economy and nation-state, post-1954 administrations pushed
forward a vision of agricultural modernization that excluded significant political or
economic reform. As one of the first official acts of the new dictatorship, Castillo Armas
killed between 3,000 and 5,000 Arbenz supporters, jailed 12,000 to 17,000 and
dismantled labor and peasant organizations established during the previous decade
(Grandin 2004: 66, Grandin 2000: 214). Rural elites burned peasant maize crops in their
fields and Castillo Armas returned 99% of private and state land expropriated during the
reform to its former owners (Handy 1984: 187).
The role of the CIA in reinstating the military dictatorship and US recognition of
the need to stem communist expansion through economic development made Guatemala
a significant test case for Cold War-era modernization (Grandin 2004). From 1954-1957
alone, the US channeled $100 million in economic aid and “soft loans” for infrastructure
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projects and the expansion and diversification of the agro-export economy at a time when
annual aid to the rest of Latin America was $60 million (Handy 1984: 189).
Representatives from the US Agency for International Development (USAID) and the
World Bank directed government agencies like agriculture and public works to create
policies “favorable for American investments” (Ibid).
Building on a booming post World War II commodity market, the geographic
expansion of large-scale export production hinged on new rural infrastructure created by
US firms as well as the broad adoption of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides supplied
by US companies like Monsanto, which established Guatemalan subsidiary operations in
1965 (Tobis 1976: 276). Fertilizer consumption increased near seven-fold during the
1960s and 1970s,8 which in Guatemala coincided with the rapid growth of large farms
(Vilas 1995: 49). Land area dedicated to input-intensive cotton production on the
southern coast increased from 5,000 hectares in 1948-52 to 895,000 hectares in 1967
(Dunkerly 1988: 189). Sugar cane benefited from the reallottment of the Cuban quota in
the wake of the Cuban Revolution to become an important export crop (Oglesby 2004:
558) with production area increasing twelve-fold from 1967-1976 (Vilas 1995: 43).
Overall, agro-export area increased 159% from 1948 to 1979 (Dunkerly 1988: 187, 189)
with the southern coast accounting for 40% of national agricultural production (Vilas
1995: 47).
Meanwhile, the increased concentration of fertile lands for export crops meant
that peasant farmers responsible for the majority of domestic grain production were
8

According to the FAO, total fertilizer consumption measured in tons increased from 15,000 in 1961
and 46,000 in 1970 to 100,400 in 1980 (FAOSTAT 2011).
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pushed further into marginal areas. The post-revolutionary government carried out
limited peasant colonialization projects from 1954-1959 funded by USAID with little
success in increasing food production, let alone addressing land inequality (BulmerThomas 1987: 162, Handy 1984: 215). In 1964, around 72% of all agricultural terrain
was controlled by 2% of landholders while “90% of rural families were either landless or
possessed insufficient land for subsistence” (Handy 1984: 208-209). With growing rural
unrest and the establishment of a small yet increasingly active guerilla insurgency, the
United States supported successive military dictatorships throughout the 1960s.
State efforts to stem rural unrest resulted in a simultaneous militarization of
Guatemalan cities and the countryside as well as the promotion of agricultural
development that preserved the interests of landed elites. The combination of
authoritarian government and rural development in Guatemala gained support from
broader US regional political efforts under the 1961 Alliance for Progress, in which the
Kennedy administration pledged $20 billion in assistance to Latin America to promote
political, social and economic modernization (Streeter 2006: 59). US military assistance
to Guatemala increased ten-fold from 1956-1963. From 1963-1969, 29% of all global
military assistance loans went to Guatemala (Handy 1984: 156). This aid helped
consolidate state authority in the Guatemalan countryside through extending the reach of
rural military commissioners. Expanding from 300 before 1954 to 9,000 in 1966, these
commissioners “doubled as spies and plantation security, worked closely with regional
army officers, and organized peasants into vigilante groups…” (Ibid: 97). At the national
scale, the US directed military aid towards strengthening Guatemala’s intelligence and
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repressive apparatus. In 1966, the increasing persecution of political reformers and
guerilla leaders culminated in the military’s first large-scale “scorched earth” mission of
the civil war, killing 8,000 civilians to eliminate a “few hundred” guerillas (Ibid: 98).
This “Operation Cleanup” marked “a decisive step” in the escalation of state-sponsored
repression not only in Guatemala but also throughout Latin America (Grandin 2004: 74).
While the state viewed military repression as key in preventing widespread
political mobilization, officials also recognized the need to generate tangible material
benefits for the Mayan majority to stem rural unrest. Military aid funded rural civic
action programs from infrastructure projects to literacy programs with the goals of
improving the “army’s image” and winning “the hearts and minds” of the peasantry
(Grandin 2004: 95). Under the aegis of the Alliance for Progress, US development
officials and national policy-makers turned to new agricultural technologies as a means to
address poverty, food insecurity, and discontent over the reversal of land reform (Casey
2009). Increasingly, the ideals of structural reform and political mobilization for rural
development called forth during the October Revolution were replaced with the
possibilities of chemical fertilizers and hybrid corn seeds under the Green Revolution.
The adoption of agro-chemicals did lead to significant changes in corn
production during the 1960s and 1970s (Bulmer-Thomas 1984: 206). USAID and
Catholic organizations disseminated commercial fertilizers to Mayan farmers leading to
dramatic yield improvements, helping to meet subsistence needs of a growing population
and marking a transformation of corn from solely a subsistence crop to a market
commodity throughout the western highlands (Arias 1990, Watanabe 1990, Casey 2009).
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At the national level, while land area dedicated to corn remained unchanged, production
increased 74% from 1952 to 1978 (Dunkerly 1988: 197).
Catholic Action, one of the primary religious organizations involved in efforts to
increase corn production in Mayan communities, particularly reflected the state mandate
of directed national development. The national and international leadership of the
Catholic Church originally conceived the organization as a means to thwart land and
labor reform during the Areválo and Arbenz administrations through the proliferation of
foreign priests and conservative Church doctrine in local communities. In the 1960s,
Catholic Action took on the primary role of promoting “non-revolutionary” agricultural
activities in the Mayan highlands. Through establishing agricultural cooperatives that
provided credit, providing fertilizers at lower prices than local stores and offering
marketing assistance, Catholic Action established “an avenue for limited economic
betterment without challenging the national structure of the distribution of income in any
fundamental fashion” (Handy 1984: 240). Parallel to this, a broader cooperative
movement with 27,000 members in 1967 (Manz 2004: 57) represented nascent political
mobilization as peasants and an emerging rural Mayan middle class navigated a tense
Cold War climate to harness state-led modernization (Arias 1990).
The promotion and adoption of hybrid seeds was far more limited compared to
synthetic fertilizers, with the vast majority of Mayan corn producers in highland
communities continuing to rely on locally available criollo varieties. The low
acceptability of hybrids was due both to an unwillingness of farmers to buy commercial
seeds every year as well as the general unsuitability of hybrids for growing conditions in
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the highlands characterized by varied climates and limited agro-chemical usage. As a
result, hybrid varieties like HB-83 were utilized almost exclusively in lowland areas of
increasingly industrialized production (Van Etten 2006b: 17).
Nonetheless, it is also important to note that some small-scale Mayan farmers
interbred modern characteristics like shorter stalks into local seed varieties that were in
turn, saved from year to year. This was largely a response to increased fertilizer use,
which resulted in taller, heavier corn plants susceptible to felling by strong winds. With
little emphasis by groups like Catholic Action on promoting hybrid seed usage and most
farmers relying little on commercial markets to purchase seeds annually, the
dissemination of modern seeds occurred primarily at the informal level. Commercial
hybrids developed in El Salvador and adopted throughout Central America were adapted
by Guatemalan Mayans to highland growing conditions (Van Etten & de Bruin 2007: 61).
The dissemination of modern seeds by the agricultural research institute (ICTA), created
in the early 1970s, was limited to lowland areas although they did support training in seed
selection methods in some highland communities (Van Etten 2006a: 703).

4.4-The limitations of the Green Revolution
Despite the role of new agricultural technologies and a growing cooperative
movement in increasing corn production, the Green Revolution also exacerbated rural
conflicts and heightened economic inequality. In one sense, an impoverished rural
population with the inability to produce beyond bare subsistence levels ensured an
adequate supply of seasonal agro-export workers (Handy 1984: 68). To the extent that
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traditionally marginalized communities benefited from projects promoting fertilizer use,
modern seeds and local organization to become less reliant on plantation wages, these
projects also ‘strained the Guatemalan social structure’ and appeared threatening to
agrarian elites (Streeter 2006: 62).
Communities that had become stakeholders in agricultural modernization further
came up against a context of inequitable fiscal and credit policies as well as adverse
external conditions (Bulmer-Thomas 1987: 207). Despite strong economic growth from
1960 through 1980, taxation and social spending in Guatemala were the lowest in Central
America (Manz 2004: 49) and elites continuously blocked fiscal reform for domestic
food production (Bulmer-Thomas 1987: 184). An International Monetary Fund (IMF)
study found that in the mid 1960s, Guatemala ranked 71st (out of 72 countries) in terms of
tax equality and effectiveness (Handy 1984: 193). The share of agricultural credit
dedicated to coffee, cotton and sugar remained at 85% through the 1970s (Ibid, 186).
While corn yield increases reduced the reliance on seasonal labor income for some smallscale farmers in this period, the majority of highland farmers still migrated to the
southern coast for plantation employment (Casey 2009: 305). For most peasant
producers, non-official loans from labor contractors were the only means to purchase
fertilizers to ensure subsistence survival on a shrinking land base (Manz 2004: 48).
With few official support mechanisms and growing reliance on agro-chemicals,
small-scale farmers were disproportionately impacted by a dramatic increase in fertilizer
prices following the international oil crisis of 1973. In Guatemala, the price of fertilizer
rose from $50 per ton in 1971 to $225 in 1973, increasing by another 215% in 1975
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(Casey 2009: 304). This exacerbated economic polarization in indigenous communities
and between the Mayan highlands and export-dominated coast. With fertilizer prices
rising beyond local market corn prices, some small-scale farmers became wage laborers
or sharecroppers on land they previously owned while “thousands upon thousands of
campesinos were forced to migrate to the plantations and to the capital” (C’Amabal in
Arias 1990: 241). For small-scale Mayan producers, fertilizer use perpetuated, rather than
offered a solution to a cycle of debt dependency on plantation labor (Casey 2009: 306). In
fact, most of the wage income from plantation work went to purchase chemical fertilizers
for subsistence corn production during the off-season (Oglesby 2004).
As illustrated in Table 4.1, corn production did increase considerably from 1963
to 1980 and per capita corn consumption remained relatively stable. Yet, with “mediumand large-scale farmers” responsible for over half of basic grain production at the end of
the 1970s, “it was clear that the increment in production has been achieved mainly at the
expense of small farmers whose share of total output declined” (Bulmer-Thomas 1984:
206, 372). In addition, government policies increasingly favored corn imports from the
US, which more than doubled from 1973 to 1980 and grew exponentially in the following
decades. As described by Garst and Berry (1990) and further discussed in the next
section, the increase in corn imports beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s was
particularly tied to US food aid distributed through agencies like the United Nations
World Food Program (WFP). While seemingly a-political in intent, food aid provided a
means for the US to dispose of grain surpluses, the import of which undercut small-scale
farmers by driving down local corn prices, often below the market costs of increasingly
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expensive commercial fertilizers (Garst & Berry 1990: 52). The marginalization of
Mayan corn producers during the late 1970s set the stage for the flood of US commercial
grain imports during the 1990s and 2000s.

Corn imports

Corn production

Population total

Corn consumption
per capita9

1963

11,959 tons
$904,000

589,000 tons
$60,314,000

4,488,931

.134 tons

1973

35,845 tons
$3,839,000

812,680 tons
$77,020,000

5,885,983

.144 tons

1980

81,032 tons
$13,210,000

902,419 tons
$82,148,000

7,015,704

.140 tons

1993

146,752 tons
$23,991,000

1,294,780 tons
$128,583,000

9,554,062

.151 tons

2003

532,031 tons
$69,248,000

1,053,560 tons
$63,696,000

12,090,955

.131 tons

Table 4.1-Corn imports, production, population & per-capita consumption (1963-2003)
Data from FAOSTAT, 2011
Furthermore, the contradictions of Guatemala’s colonial legacy of land
concentration and recent agro-export expansion became readily apparent by the late
1970s as growing populations had little room for the expansion of domestic corn
9

Corn consumption per capita for given years determined by dividing the sum of corn production and
imports in tons by population.
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production. Guatemala experienced a strong rise in land inequality (Bulmer-Thomas
1987: 207) evident with a growth in microfincas (minifundios or family farms not large
enough to support subsistence survival) from 20.4% in 1964 to 41.1% in 1979 (Ibid,
218). The doubling of Guatemalan microfincas represented the largest increase in Central
America.

4.5-Mayan mobilization and the escalation of the civil war
The Green Revolution exacerbated tensions between subsistence and export
production, but it also contributed to rural mobilization. Catholic Action entered local
communities as a conservative force, but foreign priests also fostered a cooperative
movement increasingly independent from the control of local and national elites. The
number of rural cooperatives increased from 145 in 1967 to 510 groups in 1976, with
group membership totaling 132,000 thousand people, over half located in the Mayan
highlands (Dunkerly 1988: 474). In 1975, 20% of the peasantry were cooperative
members.
Combined with rural literacy programs and increasing political organization, the
cooperative movement “sparked significant changes in Indian communities and Indian
attitudes” (Handy 1984: 240). Newly prosperous farmers could afford to send their
children to school, and a new generation of middle class Mayan cultural and political
leaders emerged. With the continuing memory of the 1950s agrarian reform, an
increasingly politically conscious Mayan peasantry began to connect their poverty to a
ladino-dominated political and economic hierarchy. The 1973 oil price crisis however,
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revealed the limits of rural developmentalism, as masses of farmers faced ruin because of
the suddenly inflated costs of fertilizers and other agricultural inputs that were integral
components of the Green Revolution. During the 1970s, rural cooperative and political
organization turned increasingly militant, eventually becoming a national political
movement for land redistribution and labor rights (Arias 1990, Streeter 2006).
Yet, Mayan aspirations of change through conventional electoral politics were
increasingly thwarted. The inept official response to a 1976 earthquake that devastated
the Mayan highlands as well as the corruption of military reconstruction efforts led to
widespread discontent and the emergence of the first major insurgency group in the
highlands, the Guerilla Army of the Poor (EGP) (Handy 1984: 174). At the same time,
relief efforts led by Catholic groups and rural labor unions strengthened local
autonomous organizations (Ibid) and fostered political coordination between ladino
workers on the southern coast and Mayan peasants in the highlands (Arias 1990: 248).
The government increasingly responded to peasant and worker organization with
repression during the late 1970s.
Mayan disenchantment with the military-controlled government was apparent in
the 1978 elections that brought General Romeo Lucas García to power, in which just
15% of eligible voters participated. While the repressive capability of the military had
escalated since “Operation Cleanup,” Lucas Garcia ushered in a new phase of statesponsored violence (Handy 1984: 174). As Handy notes, “all elements of reform in
Guatemala were ruthlessly attacked” from students to labor leaders and opposition
politicians. The most pronounced repression occurred against Mayan leaders and rural
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communities that continued to openly appeal to government institutions for protection
from elite encroachment.
Two key events placed Mayan communities in overwhelming opposition to the
military government. In 1978, the army killed 52 Q’eqchi Mayans in the village of
Panzos, Alta Verapaz who were protesting harsh treatment on local plantations and the
forced expropriation of community land (Ibid: 222). The newly formed Committee for
Campesino Unity (CUC) led a 80,000 strong protest in Guatemala city, marking the first
time in the post-revolutionary period in which popular groups “publicly accused the state
of assassination and genocide” (Grandin 2004: 156). Comprising Mayan and ladino
farmers and rural laborers, the CUC represented the increasing identification of
indigenous groups with a broader class-based movement (Arias 1990: 250, Konefal 2005:
171).
The second event occurred in January 1980, when a delegation of Mayan leaders
representing the CUC traveled to Guatemala City to protest military repression of
communities in the northern region of El Quiché province known as the Ixil triangle. The
Guatemalan president and members of the National Assembly not only refused an
audience with the delegation but seven leaders were soon found murdered (Handy 1984:
246). In reaction, another group of Mayan CUC representatives peacefully occupied the
Spanish Embassy with the intention of receiving national and international support to
stem the violence. The police responded by firebombing the building, killing 39 people
and leaving only two survivors. The Panzos and Spanish Embassy massacres marked a
“definitive watershed” for a Mayan population that “no longer looked to the central
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government to temper the exploitation of local planters but increasingly confronted the
government directly and challenged its legitimacy” (Arias 1990: 254, Grandin 2004).
In the immediate aftermath of the Spanish Embassy massacre, the CUC organized
a massive strike of 80,000 to 100,000 Mayan plantation workers and resident ladino
laborers. The strike was directed at Pantaleón, the largest sugar plantation in Guatemala,
and focused on redressing harsh working conditions and low wages. According to
Oglesby:
The brief period of insurrection that united permanent (non-indigenous)
plantation workers and migrant workers…quite clearly altered the social
relations underpinning the country’s agro-export economy. By uniting the
various groups of rural laborers, the 1980 strike upended prior methods of
labor control that were based on the manipulation of ethnic divisions
(Oglesby 2004: 560).
The unwillingness of the state to represent the interests of the rural peasantry led to a
brief yet significant unification of indigenous and ladino groups, although it resulted in
few immediate victories for rural workers. The event failed to gain any significant
concessions from Pantaleón. In some towns, those “suspected by the military of being
involved in the strike were rounded up after they had returned home and killed” (Handy
1984: 178). Overall, the recorded number of political murders and abductions, most
directed at student and union organization members, nearly tripled from 1,371 cases in
1979 to 3,426 in 1981 (REMHI 1999: 211).
With continuing government repression and the impossibilities of enacting reform
through conventional politics, indigenous leaders organized under CUC issued a
declaration in February 1980 at Iximché in the department of Chimaltenango. Iximché
was a symbolic ceremonial site where Kaqchikel Maya rebelled against the Spanish
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conquistadores in the 16th century. The statement entitled, “los pueblos indigenas de
Guatemala ante el mundo” or the Declaration of Iximché, as it became widely known,
was “virtually a declaration of war against the regime” (Arias 1990: 254). Described as
the “culmination of a process of convergence between indigenous struggles and the
political project of the expression of the left” (Sandoval 2008: 34), the document affirmed
the unique cultural oppression directed at Mayan communities and anti-colonial historical
resistance of Mayan groups as well as calling for a unification of indigenous and ladino
communities under the banner of class struggle.
A guerilla insurgency movement initiated by non-indigenous military officers,
repressed urban communist activists and disenfranchised ladino peasants during the
1960s that had been previously largely isolated to the eastern portion of the country, now
broadly extended to the Mayan highlands. During 1980 and 1981, the number of guerilla
combatants in the highlands reached around 8,000 and it is estimated that “between
250,000 to 500,000 highland Indians participated as “active collaborators and supporters”
of the insurgency (Jonas 2000: 23). The breadth of both political and guerilla
mobilization and coordination between Mayan and ladinos was unparalleled in
Guatemalan history.

4.6-State counterinsurgency and ‘scorched earth’
Popular efforts to more forcefully reshape the state and the course of agrarian
politics would not come to fruition. As indigenous political organizations solidified and
became incorporated into the guerilla movement, the government responded with a
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widespread counterinsurgency campaign in the highlands. During the latter portion of the
Lucas Garcia administration and the dictatorship of General Efraín Rios Montt (19821983) the military fully implemented scorched earth policies that targeted guerillas and
civilians alike. From 1981 through 1983 alone, state-sponsored counterinsurgency
practices killed 150,000 people, primarily rural Mayan civilians, completely destroyed
hundreds of villages and displaced over a million people within Guatemala and
neighboring Mexico (CEH 1999, Jonas 2000).
The destruction of corn fields and other subsistence crops was an essential
component of the counterinsurgency against Mayan communities and one criteria utilized
by the UN-sponsored Commission for Historical Clarification Committee (CEH) to make
its case for genocide committed by the Guatemalan state. These tactics, widely carried
out in indigenous communities as part of the military’s Victory 82 campaign, were
specifically described in the military policy document Firmness 83:
Their sowings must be destroyed to cut off [displaced Mayans] from their
sources of supply and to oblige them to surrender due to hunger or to reveal
themselves for their movements through the areas they visit and thus be able
to fight them, with the objective of disorganizing them (CEH 1999 in Van
Etten 2006: 703).
As pointed out by Manz, “for peasants, the razing of cornfields and the desecration of
land had special significance: It destroyed a sacred plant and strangled the source of life”
(Manz 2004: 150). Those who escaped the violence by hiding in the countryside often
relied on agricultural plots for survival. Even though families could continue to flee, the
military’s discovery of hidden subsistence fields, often with support from captured
community members, forced many to surrender. Another report created by the
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Archdiocese of Guatemala describes the specific consequences of the violence for farmer
livelihoods dependant on criollo seeds.
When crops were destroyed, parts of the seed supply that communities had
inherited and preserved for generations was also lost. This interfered with the
production cycle and reduced the quality of corn and other crops. Also lost
was the wisdom and genetic inputs contained in seeds that had been selected
and tended for generations (REMHI 1999: 41).
Destroying crops to break real or imagined material support for the insurgency
complemented other counter-insurgency efforts, which together resulted in growing state
control of the food supply in key rural areas. Throughout the 1980s, the military utilized
food aid from the United States and distributed through the World Food Program (WFP)
in numerous respects. After razing towns and destroying food sources, the military
encouraged Mayan resettlement in strictly monitored centralized villages through
offering food rations. This “beans and bullets” program was supplemented by a “food for
work” campaign designed to restore stability in the highlands through labor-intensive
reconstruction projects (Garst & Berry 1990: 163). Although prohibited under
international law, food aid was utilized as the primary and often sole form of payment to
Mayan workers in the construction of “model villages” and roads that facilitated
increased military presence in communities. The villages were densely populated and
residents had little or no access to agricultural land, so control of the food supply was an
effective means to hold and ensure the deference of the Mayan population.
Food aid also ensured cooperation in a rural system of civilian self-defense patrols
(PACs), whose purpose was to monitor communities and assist the military in counterinsurgency operations. At the height of the program, membership included one million
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peasants or one fourth of the adult population (Jonas 2000: 24). While participation in the
PACs was officially mandatory and unpaid, the military used both violence and the threat
of cutting off food and other development aid to ensure community compliance (Garst &
Berry 1990: 166).
The dramatic rise in food aid reflected broader US political concerns over
stemming civil unrest in a Central American region that was a strategic focus during the
final years of the Cold War. Title I of US Public Law 480 legislated the concessional sale
of wheat and corn from the US at reduced prices, which offered a quick source of
currency to supportive governments and often served as an indirect means of funding
military operations. Overall, the US distributed $600 million in Title I supplies to
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica making up 75% of total food aid in the
region during the 1980s (Ibid: 18). When the US restricted formal development aid to
Guatemala in the early 1980s in response to international attention over human rights
abuses, Title I food aid increased from $11.4 million in 1984 to $19.7 million in 1985, for
example (Ibid: 13). Donated or distributive US food aid channeled from the WFP and
local organizations to military coordinated “humanitarian” projects was particularly
visible in rural Guatemala with the gradual return and resettlement of the displaced
Mayan population. As a whole, WFP food aid to Central America rose from $5.5 million
in 1979 to $60 million in 1990 (Ibid: 166).
The civil war undoubtedly disrupted Mayan subsistence livelihoods. At the height
of military violence in 1983, the highland grain harvest was 60% lower than previous
years (Steinberg & Taylor 2002: 348). At the national level, corn production nonetheless
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rose approximately 45% from 1980 to 1993, attributed to more intensive land use as well
as agricultural extension services and credit particularly in lowland areas (Van Etten &
Fuentes 2004: 56). Most significantly, the repression and destruction of indigenous
communities, the dismantling of Mayan political organization and the disarticulation of
briefly unified Mayan and leftist movements indefinitely closed possibilities for agrarian
reform through conventional let alone revolutionary politics.

4.7-Neoliberal peace and struggles over biotechnology knowledge
The de-escalation of the civil war beginning with the election of a civilian
president in 1986 as well as growing international attention to issues of human rights
initiated a gradual reemergence of Mayan organizations. Nonetheless, scholars assert that
the Mayan movement emerged weakened and disarticulated from former leftist
revolutionary groups that seemingly abandoned indigenous communities during the state
counter-insurgency (McNeish 2008). The result has been significant yet circumscribed
achievements in the advancement of indigenous rights (Hale 2002).
Mayan organizations were actively involved in shaping a United Nations brokered
peace process during the early 1990s, which culminated in the official end of the 36-year
civil war with the signing of the Peace Accords in 1996. These groups successfully
pressed for inclusion of an accord on “Identity and the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,”
which called for the state protection of indigenous rights often defined in terms of
cultural preservation (Jonas 2000: 75). The “maintenance, revival, and expansion” of
Mayan language, as one of the central themes of activism since the 1980s, has resulted in
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the recognition of a unified Mayan alphabet by the state, for example (Fischer & Brown
1996: 15) and efforts to promote bi-lingual education. Fischer and Brown further make
the point that these “seemingly innocuous linguistic issues” also created new possibilities
for Mayan activists make demands for human rights to the state. Yet, the ability of
Mayan activists to make political demands beyond multi-cultural recognition has been
limited in the post-civil war era. The most contentious of the Peace Accords entitled,
“Social and Economic Aspects and Agrarian Situation,” resulted in the creation of the
state land transfer agency, FONTIERRAS, which nonetheless has proven ineffective in
redistributing land and supporting marginalized farmers (Gauster 2007).
Overall, structural issues at the heart of the civil war remain unaddressed.
Guatemala currently has one of the highest degrees of economic inequality in Latin
America, with 51% of the population living below the poverty line and 15% in extreme
poverty. Among the Mayan population, these numbers rise to 73% and 26%, respectively
(PNUD 2010: 257). With half the population working in agriculture, estimates of national
land concentration vary from 2% of the population controlling 57% to 72% of total
agricultural land, and with 54% of farms too small to meet subsistence needs (Gauster
2007: 1521, Steinberg & Taylor 2009: 74).
Continued land inequality, combined with free trade and neoliberal reform policies,
have exacerbated a general if uneven historical trend of agro-export growth to the
detriment of subsistence livelihoods. For a now powerful sugar sector that tripled
production and doubled land area dedicated to the crop on the Pacific Coast during the
1990s, the return to a stable democracy was an important factor in promoting expansion
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and international trade (Oglesby 2004: 558). Increased corn imports to Guatemala over
the last two decades have offered an important “escape valve” for US agricultural grain
surpluses that has pushed down local prices and created a disincentive for domestic
production (Van Etten & Fuentes 2004: 52). The government initiated extension services
and credit for subsistence-based corn farmers in the mid 1980s as part of the development
component of the counterinsurgency campaign that were nonetheless abandoned by the
early 1990s. Overall, free market changes in agriculture have disproportionately impacted
Mayan communities in the post-civil war period with food insecurity concentrated in the
western highlands (See Figure 4.1).10 In general, food security and insecurity are
measured in terms of “food access, availability, food use and stability” with the latter
distinguished by transitory food insecurity associated with “natural disasters, economic
collapse or conflict” and chronic food insecurity due to “structural poverty and low
incomes” (FAO 2006: 1). In Guatemala, estimates that almost half the country’s children
are undernourished, rising to 80% in rural Mayan communities are jarring examples of
contemporary structurally-rooted chronic food insecurity (Lowenberg 2009).
Although the peace process did not result in broad structural reform, it did provide
participatory spaces particularly around issues of indigenous cultural rights related to
language and education (Grandin, Levenson & Oglesby: 2011). In addressing the

10

Figure 4.1 measures food insecurity in terms of food availability and consumption. Thus, “very
high” indicates areas with lowest food availability and consumption where food insecurity is most
prominent and “very low” reflecting lowest food insecurity.
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Figure 4.1: Food Insecurity in Guatemala
Data from the Ministeria de Agricultura y Ganaderia (MAGA) 2004
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seeming contradiction of a Guatemalan democracy characterized by new indigenous
rights with neoliberal reforms that have intensified political economic inequality, Charles
Hale asserts that the state has effectively promoted a brand of multiculturalism
recognizing the unique “rights” of indigenous Mayans that is complementary to rather
than in competition with neoliberalism (Hale 2002). The recognition of multiculturalism
both creates new spaces for Mayan mobilization while establishing clearly defined limits
for “legitimate” demands that do not “violate the integrity of the productive regime,
especially those sectors most closely linked to the global economy” (Hale 2004: 18).
Rather than a simple division between acceptable “cultural” rights and prohibited
“economic” ones, the state and an influx of international funding have fueled the
proliferation of NGOs focused on encouraging rural development through providing
basic services and “poverty alleviation” in Mayan communities. In taking on a role as
quasi-state purveyors of development, these organizations nonetheless limit their ability
to effectively formulate challenges to elite economic interests (Bebbington 2007).
Moreover, organizations that press for more significant reform are labeled as radical and
excluded from state-sponsored development discussions. Overall, the marked delineation
between radical and acceptable demands has generally weakened the Mayan movement
(Hale 2002).
In a related critique, Berger (1997) describes how the opening of political space
during the peace process allowed national mobilization around environmental issues that
spurred the creation of state environmental agencies. Yet, Berger asserts that the
environmental movement, formed in attachment to the state and international funding,
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remained urban based, focused on top-down conservation projects and disconnected from
the needs of marginalized communities and grass-roots organizations. Critiques of
environmental organizations are echoed in Sundberg’s study of market-orientated
conservation efforts in the northern Maya biosphere reserve, in which government
officials and NGOs compelled Mayan community participation in environmental
management but allowed little official space for local groups to shape project formulation
or implementation (Sundberg 2003).
In general, the emphasis by Guatemalan state institutions and international
agencies on multiculturalism, participation and environmental conservation represents an
important product of indigenous struggles that has nonetheless been shaped through a
process of neoliberalism. Yet, in building on Gramsci’s notion of articulation, Hale draws
a distinction between “managed” and a potentially more enabling “transformative”
variant of development. The question becomes:
…will the subjugated knowledge and practices be articulated with the
dominant, and neutralized? Or will they occupy the space opened from above
while resisting its built in logic, connect with others, toward ‘transformative’
cultural-political alternatives that still cannot even be fully imagined? (Hale
2002: 499)
The emphasis on the potential to rearticulate dominant knowledges in ways that
encourage more progressive state policy and development practice has two implications
for tracing agricultural biotechnology politics in Guatemala. In the state, it requires taking
seriously the formulation of biotechnology regulation as an open question that bares the
mark, but may move beyond the control of capital. Ethnographic research is ideally
suited to examine the formulation of various linkages and interactions between actors
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within the state as well as identifying the fissures in seemingly unified neoliberal
projects.
Second, if transnational and Guatemalan capital interests have become increasingly
adept at extending their political and economic power outside state institutions, “civil
society” is nonetheless an important terrain of struggle over what becomes the accepted
or taken-for-granted regulatory narrative on the risks and benefits of agricultural
biotechnology. The articulation of linkages between diverse Guatemalan Mayan, peasant
and environmental groups around the threats posed to subsistence corn production by GM
crops, along with the ability of these groups to link “scientific” data with broader cultural
and economic critiques of the technology, reflects new and potentially significant efforts
to shape Guatemalan post-civil war development.

4.8-Conclusion
This chapter has placed contemporary Guatemalan biotechnology debates within
a longer historical trajectory of state-sponsored agrarian development, Mayan efforts to
promote rural livelihoods and mounting political repression. Although elite efforts to
control land and labor initiated during the colonial period and solidified under the coffee
revolution integrally linked the Mayan population to an inequitable agrarian system,
indigenous communities adeptly negotiated these changes to protect subsistence
livelihoods. The 20th century witnessed growing Mayan expectations for equitable
modernization and the solidification of political mobilization in response its limitations
and contradictions.
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Within this history, I would argue that Green Revolution period is particularly
helpful to understand debates over the possibilities and contradictions of contemporary
agricultural biotechnologies. The promotion of GM seeds at a time of mounting agrarian
inequality shares remarkable parallels with the past introduction of modern seeds and
agro-chemicals aimed at reducing tensions between agrarian elites and the peasant
population. During the 1960s and 1970s, Mayan farmers utilized commercial fertilizers to
increase corn production yet were disproportionately hurt by rising costs. They
incorporated traits from modern seeds while continuing to depend on locally developed
varieties and remaining outside the formal seed market. The reliance of Mayan farmers
on criolla seeds sometimes inter-mixed with modern varieties, as well as the rising costs
and decreasing effectiveness of commercial fertilizers (Casey 2009: 308) has heightened
concerns today over the potential negative impacts of patented GM seeds and increased
agro-chemical usage on subsistence livelihoods.
The contradictions of the Green Revolution further triggered the solidification of
unified Mayan and peasant ladino mobilization during the 1970s, which the state met
with an open conflagration of military violence. This violence, in turn, represented the
failure of an elite hegemonic project for agrarian modernization, which has been
seemingly re-established in the post-civil war period of neoliberal reform, limiting
possibilities for progressive structural reform. While the Mayan, environmentalist and
peasant movement reemerged in the 1990s, the state has provided few possibilities to
redress longstanding agrarian polarization. Following this trajectory, recent literature has
pointed to the ratification of the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) as a
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prime example of the inability of a weakened Mayan movement to influence
contemporary development policy (McNeish 2008). Although the US government and
Guatemalan agrarian elites have taken an active role in shaping the regulation of GM
crops, the following chapters emphasizes the negotiation and contestation of
biotechnology regulation, particularly centered on risks and benefits of GM corn, as an
example of the fundamental political struggles over the establishment of authoritative
knowledge.
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CHAPTER V: THE INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS OF AGRICULTURAL
BIOTECHNOLOGY REGULATION

The context of post-civil war development politics in Guatemala shaped by
agrarian elites and neoliberal free trade and punctuated by a weakened Mayan movement
would seem to provide an ideal setting for the broad commercial expansion of GM
agriculture. Yet, the sale of GM corn seeds is still not approved by law. Understanding
the political and institutional conflicts over biotechnology in Guatemala requires opening
up the black box of the “expert-state,” which in critical political economy is often
portrayed as a source of unified power monolithically shaped in the interests of
capitalism and most recently, neoliberal environmentalism. This chapter argues that
institutional biotechnology discussions reflect increasing challenges to national and
transnational capital interests for GM agriculture.
Two distinct biotechnology regulatory frameworks are competing for dominance
in Guatemala: one sponsored by the United Nations and opposed by the US government
and the other championed by the US Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural
Service (USDA-FAS) and the Guatemalan private sector. The opening section of this
chapter describes conflicts over the proposed UN-sponsored national biosafety
legislation. Second, I examine the primary actors promoting GM agriculture in
Guatemala including the transnational company, Semillas Cristiani-Burkard and the
powerful Guatemalan sugar sector, as well as the connection of the technology to broader
US trade and commercial interests. Third, I focus on how transnational capital interests
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are mobilizing “expert” knowledge to influence Guatemalan biotechnology debates
through a government-sponsored Technical Commission. Despite its powerful backers,
however, the Technical Commission has not been able to establish a unified narrative on
biotechnology’s safety and benefits, nor have these efforts led (yet) to approval of a
biotechnology regulatory framework. Ongoing institutional conflicts over the future of
GM corn in Guatemala are at the center of broad struggles over rural development, free
trade and food security.

5.1-The UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program
As described in chapter II, the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) and
the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) essentially serve as the funding mechanisms for
the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (CPD), an international agreement established in
2003 to provide technical guidelines and financial support for biotechnology regulations
in developing countries. The US government opposes the Cartagena Protocol for two
main reasons: its precautionary principle approach emphasizing the potential
environmental risks of GM crops to regions of strong biodiversity and its calls for civil
society participation in the regulation process.
As one of the first countries globally to draft legislation through the UNEP-GEF
Program, Guatemala was a significant test case for the establishment of biosafety
regulations under the Cartagena Protocol throughout the “Third World.” In fact,
Guatemala did pass the Cartagena Protocol. It was first submitted to the National
Assembly for review in 2003, accompanied with letters of support from a diversity of
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agencies including the Ministry of Livestock and Agriculture (MAGA), the Ministry of
the Environment and Natural Resources (MARN), the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and
the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance (Guatemalan Congress 2003). It appears
that little discussion took place within particular ministries and that approval from
directors of key government agencies was the deciding factor in the ratification of the
protocol. The Guatemalan president officially approved the Cartagena Protocol in August
2004 (Diario de Centro América 2005: 11).
Furthermore, the Guatemalan Biosafety Program led to a comprehensive legislative
proposal to the National Assembly that same year, which represented the most concerted
institutional effort to develop a comprehensive policy framework for the regulation of
agricultural biotechnology. Formally known as the National Biosafety Framework
(NBF), the “biosafety proposal” was put forward by the National Council of Protected
Areas (CONAP), a multi-sector National Coordination Committee on Biosafety (NCCB),
and was led by a non-governmental Guatemalan environmental consultant. The twentymember NCCB committee included two representatives from the National Coordination
of Campesino Organizations (CNOC), an umbrella group made up of numerous peasant
and indigenous organizations. Seemingly guided by tenets of participation and
sustainable development, the proposal received marked criticisms by social movements
on one side, and the US government and the Guatemalan private sector on the other. In
doing so, the proposal is emblematic of broader tensions between the market-based
commodification of nature and ideals of more pluralist development in contemporary
environmental regulation (McAfee 2003b).
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5.1.1-Information gathering, consultation and the formulation of the biosafety legislation
The UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program occurred in parallel with the review of the
Cartagena Protocol. The National Biosafety Framework that resulted from the UNEPGEF Program was nonetheless met with strident controversy and was never passed into
law by the Guatemalan National Assembly. CONAP and the NCCB executed the initial
phase of biosafety program between 2002 and 2004 at a cost of $189,350 (CONAPa
2004). The project included three distinct phases:

1) Information gathering:
The first stage involved an analysis of existing scientific and financial infrastructure
for biotechnology in the country. The resulting study identified 27 laboratories operated
by the government, private sector and academic institutions with the majority focused on
the micro-propagation of plants or utilizing “molecular markers” to accelerate crop
improvement through conventional breeding methods (Orozco 2004). Only two of these
labs had engaged in genetic engineering with one qualified to carry out risk assessment
(in a laboratory setting) on GM plants (Ibid: 10). The nascent development of the
biotechnology industry is also evident with the limited number of national experts: there
were a total of 70 biotechnology professionals in the country with college degrees, only
15 of whom had doctoral degrees. Furthermore the scope of research and commercial
activities were fairly limited in 2004. The report emphasized the potential of agricultural
biotechnology to support rural health initiatives and agricultural improvement while
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asserting that current projects were largely disconnected from indigenous communities.
Another component of this initial information-gathering stage of the UNEP-GEF
Biosafety Program involved an analysis of plant diversity in Guatemala and an
assessment conducted by CONAP on the potential risks of introducing GM plants. The
final report that resulted from this information-gathering phase emphasized the
importance of gene flow between different corn species in accounting for the breadth of
corn diversity in Guatemala. It also notes the lack of knowledge in internationally
adopted risk analysis over the potential impacts of gene flow from GM plants to local
varieties in centers of crop origin (Azurdia 2004: 46). As a consequence of unique
potential risks for Guatemalan diversity, CONAP recommended preventing commercial
planting or investigation until a comprehensive regulatory framework was in place.
Another recommendation included establishing mechanisms to preserve corn biodiversity
through both ex-situ conservation with the creation of government germplasm banks and
support for small-scale corn farmers responsible for the in-situ seed conservation (Ibid:
94).

2) Consultation events
The second major component of the biosafety program involved a series of 22
consultation meetings throughout the country with representatives from government
ministries, the private sector, academia, non-governmental organizations and indigenous
groups. In the first set of meetings, which took place from February through March 2004,
members of the NCCB disseminated information on the potential risks and benefits of
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agricultural biotechnology before then gauging support for national biosafety legislation.
There was a spectrum of participation social movements including: environmental
organizations like La CEIBA and Madre Selva; “culturalist” groups like Maya
Internacional and Centro Maya and; The Guatemalan office for the Faculty of Latin
American Social Science (FLACSO), an international organization prominently
recognized for its investigatory work in human rights and social justice in Guatemala
(CONAPb 2004: 5).
The results of the meetings are evident in participant survey responses from social
movement, government and academic actors that underscored potential negative aspects
of the technology such as: the loss of culturally, economically and environmentally
significant corn varieties; the marginalization of small-scale farmers in relation to elite
producers; and growing dependence on expensive technologies (CONAPb: 2004).
Responses from the government and private sector also emphasized the possible benefits
of GM seeds in reducing costs, increasing agricultural productivity, and promoting global
competitiveness. For coordinators, this indicated a tacit stakeholder acceptance of
biotechnology as well as recognition of the need for strong regulation (Ibid: 12).
Responses further showed a broad concern for regulating investigation and
commercialization as well as monitoring the import of GM foods.

3) The creation of a National Biosafety Framework (NBF)
The final phase of the UNEP-GEF Program involved drafting the National
Biosafety Framework (NBF) composed of 68 articles of law that defined the roles of
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government agencies and public groups in national biotechnology regulation (CONAPc
2004). The duties of the Ministry of Public Health and Social Assistance (MSPAS) would
include evaluating GMOs intended for food use. The Ministry of Livestock and
Agriculture (MAGA) and the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources
(MARN) would review proposed investigative or commercial use of GM plants, while
MARN would conduct an environmental impact assessment and ultimately decide the
approval of new crops.
Article 15 of the law proposed the establishment of a new committee, the
Comisión Nacional de la Biotecnología Moderna or the National Council of Modern
Biotechnology (CONASBIO), to coordinate and serve as technical advisors for the three
agencies. An auxiliary “consultative council” of CONASBIO was intended to provide a
forum for representatives from the private sector, environmental groups and indigenous
organizations to discuss social and economic aspects of agricultural biotechnology. One
representative of the consultative council would also hold membership in CONASBIO to
negotiate decisions on biotechnology regulation. In this sense, the council would serve as
a bridge between government agencies and broadly defined civil society groups.
Although the acronym is missing the letter “M,” the formal title of the commission,
clearly reflected at attempt to bring diverse and potentially competing interests under the
banner of “modern” biotechnology regulation.
The National Biosafety Framework (NBF) also defined procedures for proposal
review of new GM plants and foods. After initial acceptance of a solicitation,
CONASBIO would publish proposals in the national press and hold public consultations
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for feedback before the official submission to a government Technical Commission. The
commission would be granted 270 days to approve or deny a proposal with the total
process taking approximately one year. The NBF incorporated elements of the
precautionary principle in technical analysis with Article 33 stating that “the absence of
scientific knowledge or of scientific consensus will not be necessarily interpreted as
indicators of a determine level of risk, of the absence of risk, or the existence of
acceptable risk” (CONAPc 2004: 13).
The NBF placed particular emphasis on the protection of local biodiversity by
allowing the prohibition or restriction of GMO release in centers of origin for plant
species as well as in national protected areas. Perhaps ironically, concerns over the
inability to control GMO pollen migration once biotech crops were released into the
Guatemalan environment would become a central critique of the proposed Biosafety Law
by oppositional social movements. Article 39 further established the incorporation of
socio-economic criteria, “in a manner compatible with international and national
obligations” in evaluating the potential effects of GMOs on “the conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity” (Ibid 21). In general, project coordinators attempted to
strike a balance between market interests and addressing the potential impacts of GM
plants to biodiversity and small farmers through the incorporation of diverse perspectives
in the biosafety program. As stated in the introduction to the National Biosafety
Framework:
Since our country is a multiethnic society with enormous economic and
political contrasts we tried to conciliate the different groups by encouraging
all interested and affected parties to participate. We promoted a broad and
inclusive process, involving stakeholders with different social, ethnical and
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economic points of view…This law proposal is the first example of
environmental policy developed by united Guatemalans…(CONAP: 2004: 4).
Yet, when I arrived for my initial research in 2007, the Biosafety Law had been rejected
by the Guatemalan National Assembly, the National Coordination Committee on
Biosafety (NCCB) responsible for formulating the legislative proposal was defunct, and
the proposed commission (CONASBIO) intended to implement the biosafety law was
never formed.
5.1.2-Critiques and dismissal
Despite the ideals of participation and inclusion, the biosafety proposal inevitably
failed to gain significant support from either civil society critics or commercial
proponents of agricultural biotechnology. After completing the initial draft of the
biosafety proposal, the National Coordination Committee on Biosafety (NCCB) held four
final consultations to receive feedback from the government, private sector, academia and
civil society groups and subsequently revise the existing biosafety proposal before
submission to the National Assembly. In the transcripts of these meetings, the latter two
groups expressed particular concerns over the limited incorporation of popular voices in
the regulation process. One of the most vocal oppositional perspectives in the
deliberations was the Guatemalan environmental organization La CEIBA that formed an
alliance of popular groups known as the National Network for Food Sovereignty
(REDSAG) in 2004 in opposition to agricultural biotechnology. According to a
representative from La CEIBA:
In the end, we have a consultative council where citizens do not make
decisions, they simply are consulted and nothing more. Knowing how
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things function in Guatemala, these consultation will not even be carried
out…Within ten years of this accord, Guatemalans will be asking
permission from Monsanto to buy seeds and plant their own crops…
(CONAPc 2004: 43).
Concerns on legitimizing a perceived asymmetrical negotiating process were also
directed at the peasant organization CNOC, the only civil society group with
representation in the NCCB. Participating members of CNOC emphasized the
transparency of the consultation process and generally supported the biosafety legislation
when I interviewed them.11 Nonetheless, as asserted by one academic in a 2007
consultation, “CNOC may be an ethnic committee but it does not speak for all the
indigenous of the country. Why not propose the creation of an entity that is representative
of more ethnic groups?” (Ibid: 31).
Although it is uncertain what suggestions were incorporated into the final
proposal submitted to the Guatemalan National Assembly in July 2004, it is clear that the
biosafety legislation received marked criticisms from both sides of the biotechnology
debate. For indigenous and environmental organizations that attended consultation
meetings yet were not included in the NCCB council, the workshops were criticized as
“fake consultations.” As stated in a written critique of the biosafety program by
representatives from La CEIBA, the workshops:
…reflected the technocratic focus of the consultants, who arrived with a
vision that the population cannot challenge the opinion of experts and that
there is no need to prohibit transgenics or the indiscriminative advance of
biotechnology, but rather just establish protection zones…(La CEIBA
2005: 3).

11

National Coordination of Campesino Organizations (CNOC) representative, personal
communication, Guatemala City, 13 July 2005.
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The view from CNOC participants in the NCCB, who saw a comprehensive legislative
framework as necessary to mitigate the potential environmental and socio-economic
impacts of biotechnology, stood in contrast to other civil society voices. These
participants viewed the biosafety proposal as a means to open the country to the
widespread commercialization of GM crops with little consideration for the protection of
biodiversity or rural livelihoods.
In examining the juxtaposition of civil society expectations for participation and
actual policy outcomes, Hale distinguishes between the spaces allowed for Maya
mobilization during the civil war and a new era of neoliberal democracy. Instead of
simply saying “no” to indigenous claims, neoliberal institutions now respond with “sí,
pero” or “yes, but” by privileging the participation of particular organizations and
particular claims while excluding others. Post-civil war Guatemalan development politics
involves “a disconcerting combination of genuine democratic opening and persisting
authoritarian practice” that has marked implications for indigenous movements (Hale
2002: 509). As further asserted by Hale:
…The ‘sí, pero’ on which this combination rests creates dilemmas for prodemocracy and cultural rights activists alike: opening just enough political
space to discourage frontal opposition, but too little to allow for substantive
change from within. Frontal contention turns to closed-door negotiation,
which creates ideal conditions for the binary to exert its full influence (Ibid).
The binary that Hale refers to is the division between state-accepted cultural rights and
“radical” political-economic demands. In essence, civil society organizations are faced
with a decision of jettisoning “radical” politics to avoid exclusion from institutional
negotiation in favor of participation that leaves little opportunity for substantive change.
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The concept of “sí, pero” is useful for conceptualizing the spaces established by the
UNEP-GEF National Biosafety Program for the inclusion of social movements in
decision-making processes around agricultural biotechnology. For oppositional social
movements, the biosafety program encouraged indigenous activism around the cultural
and environmental significance of corn while limiting opportunities to question the procommercial logic inherent to the mandate of the neoliberal environmentalism.
Yet, it is also important not to diminish the real and potential impacts of social
movement participation in the consultation process. In one sense, Hale asserts that
“cultural resistance forges political unity and builds the trenches form which effective
political challenge can later occur” (Hale 2004: 18). The coalescence of social movement
actors around the cultural significance of corn and environmental biodiversity was a key
impetus for the formulation of REDSAG in opposition to agricultural biotechnology. In
another sense, the language employed by Madre Selva and La CEIBA during the
consultation meetings were far from circumscribed calls for “cultural” recognition but
centered on the political economic and environmental threats posed by GM crops. On an
immediate level, I would argue that the final version of the biosafety proposal recognized
the need to encourage greater social movement involvement in decision-making
processes to address these concerns in the future regulation of agricultural biotechnology.
This legislative proposal considers the possibility of adapting to new
circumstances and knowledges to reflect the dynamic issues related to
biosafety regulation. It highlights the relevant contributions of public sectors
in the evaluation of environmental and socio-economic risks…including the
possibility of prohibiting or restricting activities in geographic areas identified
as centers of species origin that need special treatment (CONAPc 2004: 66).
The call for “adapting to new circumstances” signaled potential to broaden social
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movement participation and potentially the geographic scope of regulation. Although the
biosafety proposal called to restrict the commercialization of biotech crops specifically in
protected areas administered by CONAP, the reference to Guatemala as a center of
“species origin for corn” (Mexico is often recognized internationally as where corn
originated) could imply possibilities of prohibiting commercialization throughout the
country, a case aptly made by social movements.
Regardless of social movement criticisms, the most visible explanation for the
failure of the UNEP-GEF legislation was strident critiques from government and
academic scientists, the private sector and particularly, the US Department of
Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service (USDA-FAS) for “over-regulating” GM
agriculture. In interviews conducted throughout 2007, I found an official discrepancy
over the degree to which the proposed legislation was even seriously considered in the
National Assembly. The program’s coordinator asserted that the biosafety proposal made
it through two rounds of reviews in the Health Committee of the Legislature but remained
in the third and final “reading” mired in controversy. Others, including a former member
of the Ministry of Health who made up part of the committee, asserted that the proposal
was placed in a “cold case file” and stopped in the first reading.12
Critiques of the NBF by more enthusiastic biotechnology proponents fell into a
number of themes including a “general opinion that it was orientated towards punishing
rather than regulating biotechnology.”13 One major complaint from a scientist at a leading
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national university was the failure to make a regulatory distinction between
commercialization and investigation, arguing that academics “would not have the money
or incentive to investigate because the approval process would be so complicated.”14
The critique of a long review process extended to concerns the proposal would slow the
import of biotech grains and, in turn, pose a threat to national food security. As one
Guatemalan food industry representative put it, while new GM foods and products are
being considered, “what about the boats in the ports filled with grain? What about the
poultry industry that needs animal feed? What about the people that are hungry?”15
Biotechnology proponents further believed the creation of a new biotechnology
commission (CONASBIO), as opposed to fully relying on existing institutions for
regulation, would simply add to government bureaucracy and slow the development of
the technology.16
Another major theme identified in explaining the failure of the biosafety proposal
were political issues within the state. A representative from a policy oriented
environmental NGO asserted that CONAP did not effectively lobby deputies in the
National Assembly who are “largely ignorant over issues of education, science and
technology.”17 The indigenous congressional representative who submitted the law was
recruited for his political connections and history of proposing environmental legislation
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but played no role in the projects’ formulation.18 As similarly asserted by a Guatemalan
representative from the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), it was a “political
error of project coordinators not to involve legislators in the formulation of the biosafety
law.”19 At a more general level, one of the project’s organizers in CONAP argued that the
high level of professional rotation within and outside of government agencies was a
major obstacle: “Once we finished the proposal, many of the people we worked with in
other agencies left…all of our investments of time and money were lost.20 While these
observers generally supported the proposal, they also believed it was dead from the
beginning or “nació muerto” because of lack of national political will.21
The politically influential private sector and the USDA-FAS played the most
direct role in halting the biosafety proposal for the perceived threat it posed to trade
relations and commercial interests. According to one government official:
As experts, we [coordinators of UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program]
developed a technical proposal that focused on the interests of Guatemala
from the point of view of conserving biodiversity. The lack of political
support has to be seen in the context of economic power.22
As described by the former Health Ministry representative involved in the government
review process, US trade interests and the Guatemalan private sector rejected the
biosafety proposal primarily for potentially restricting the import of US grain and slowing
18
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the commercialization of GM plants.23 There is some documented information on how
this influence was exercised. The USDA-FAS acted as an informal technical advisor on
the biosafety proposal at the request of the Health Ministry while US reports show that
the seed sector sent a formal letter to the agricultural ministry (MAGA), in opposition to
the biosafety framework (USDA-FAS 2005: 3).24
The most publicly visible example of US and private sector lobbying power took
place in October 2005 when the USDA-FAS hosted a three-day technical workshop led
by a USDA expert entitled “Biotechnology in Agriculture: Workshop on US regulations”
(Huete 2005, Kardwell 2005, Tay 2006). Representatives from the UNEP-GEF biosafety
project attended the initial meeting but left in protest after the first day.25 The workshop
significantly brought together government, academic and private sector biotechnology
proponents critical of the proposal for the first time. The most influential private sector
representatives in attendance had the most at stake for future commercialization of GM
plants. This included Antonio Cristiani, the president of the Guatemalan Association of
Seed Producers and owner of Semillas Cristiani-Burkard (SCB), the largest seed
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company in the Latin American tropics. Also in attendance was Manuel Rivas, the chief
representative of Monsanto’s operations in Central America and Mexico.26
The workshop involved presentations by USDA-FAS representatives and the
dissemination of a 500-page handbook on US biotechnology regulations and supporting
scientific studies. The main intention was to identify potential contradictions in the
Guatemalan biosafety proposal with free trade obligations under the WTO and CAFTA
as well as with national economic interests (Huete 2005). Like earlier concerns, US
representatives and panel participants concluded that a 270-day review process
(compared to 90 days in the US) would threaten $100 million of biotech coarse grains
and soybean imports. Most fundamentally, the US criticized the proposal for creating a
framework in which Guatemalan decision-makers, with input from oppositional social
movements could refuse imports or commercial planting regardless of approval in the
US. As asserted by the national coordinator of the UNEP-GEF program:
The US generally disagreed with taking a precautionary principle
approach….I believe nonetheless that because our country does not have
the same resources or training as the US and because Guatemala is the
center of corn biodiversity, which does not have the same importance for
the US, it does not make sense to copy the US model of regulation.27
Another component of the workshop involved participant group work to draft
formal recommendations to the National Health Commission on the biosafety proposal.
These “technical” recommendations resulted in the official dismissal of the legislation by
the National Assembly and represented a marked closure of possibilities for continuing
(albeit limited), state-sponsored national discussion. By placing the protection of corn
26
27
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biodiversity at the center of regulation and creating spaces for social movements to voice
concerns, the proposal went too far for participants in the US sponsored workshop. As I
will illustrate, these participants would exert significant effort to define “national”
interest through emphasizing the economic potential rather than the environmental and/or
socio-economic risks of GM agriculture. In understanding their political weight, it is first
important to more fully describe the specific commercial interests involved in national
biotechnology discussions.

5.2-Trade and capital interests for GM agriculture
The issue of GM agriculture represents a convergence of national and
international capital interests in Guatemala focused on the expansion of trade and
agricultural markets in Latin America. Following Segovia (2004, 2005), these interests
reflect a broader regional and transnational reorganization of Guatemalan agrarian elites
driven by the application of neoliberal reforms such as privatization and deregulation and
the decline in the old agro-export model of growth based on coffee. Guatemala is now the
largest contributor to Central American trade markets (Segovia 2004: 46) and along with
Costa Rica, has the highest degree of foreign investment in the region (Segovia 2005:
82). The “modernization” and transnationalization of Guatemalan agrarian elites
compared to other Central American countries (Ibid: 58) are important factors in
understanding the strong “national” impetus for the commercialization of GM crops. The
following subsections describe the two most powerful and visible Guatemalan private
sector proponents of agricultural biotechnology, the seed and sugar sectors. I also provide
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information on how GM agriculture fits into broader US economic and geopolitical
interests for Central America.

5.2.1-Semillas Cristiani-Burkard, Monsanto and biotech corn
The most vocal private sector proponent of GM agriculture has a significant
history in Guatemala and Central America. Semillas Cristiani-Burkard (SCB) was
founded in 1966 in El Salvador by Antonio Cristiani-Burkard, brother of Alfredo
Cristiani Burkard, president of El Salvador under the conservative ARENA party from
1989-1994 (Reynolds & Nocete 2008). With the onset of political turmoil, SCB had
transferred 40% of its production to Guatemala by 1980 when the El Salvadoran military
government expropriated the company’s remaining landholdings as part of a national
land reform program.28 SCB moved its full operations to Guatemala and although
significantly impacted by land reform,29 the company soon recovered financially based
on renewed corn seed production and sales. While revolutionary governments upended
agrarian relations in neighboring countries, the intransigence of the Guatemalan state to
structural reform ensured a relatively stable investment climate emerging agrarian elites,
including Semillas Cristiani.
SCB continued its economic recovery during the 1980s and 1990s, expanding
seed markets in Guatemala and throughout Central America. The company also benefited
from various partnerships with the private and public sectors. This included an agreement
28
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with Pioneer-HiBred (now owned by chemical and biotechnology giant Dupont) to sell
corn seed in exchange for hybrid seed technology. The partnership occurred after the
1979 Sandinista Revolution halted Pioneer’s Nicaraguan-based operations in Central
America. At the official level, the Guatemalan Institute for Agrarian Science and
Technology (ICTA) provided the public seed varieties that formed the basis for SCB’s
commercial hybrids. The continuing access to local germplasm and the production of
seeds in Guatemala contrasted to foreign seed giants that either had not established or
were unable to maintain a strong presence in the region. Semillas Cristiani thus had a
distinct advantage in the development of hybrid varieties specifically suited for the
climatic and soil conditions of lowland tropical regions.
SCB has a strong recent history of biotechnology research with Monsanto,
carrying out joint field investigations of GM corn in 1998, 2000 and 2004 (Azurdia
2004). In 1998, SCB tested GM corn containing the insect resistant Monsanto gene
“yieldgard” in the lowland regions of Esquintla and Baja Verapaz. Official documents
indicate that SCB incinerated the corn and terminated the study after two years. The 2000
field test involving “round-up ready” corn varieties was approved by the ICTA and the
Ministry of Livestock and Agriculture (MAGA) but never carried out (Orozco 2004: 72).
Another approval was granted for yieldgard corn in 2004 (Tay 2009). According to
ministry officials, the lack of regulatory certainty for future commercialization led to the
abandonment of the studies.30
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Currently, SCB is the most strategically positioned to benefit from the
commercialization of GM plants. Company representatives asserted that although there
has not been a huge market for white corn seed (given that most farmers produce white
corn for local consumption from saved seeds), there has been greater recent demand for
both the company’s yellow and white corn hybrid varieties. Corn, and to a lesser extent
soybeans and sorghum (the latter serving as a substitute for corn in animal feed) comprise
all production area on the company’s 1,300-hectare (approximately 3,200 acre) main
farm. Although seed sales of $15 million in 2006 are modest in comparison to global
giants,31 SCB is nevertheless the largest grain seed company in Central America and
operates throughout Latin America. During the research period in 2007, SCB was
developing GM corn varieties utilizing Monsanto’s traits and its own tropical corn
hybrids with plans to release them for commercial sale by 2012 (Klepek 2007).
The partnership between SCB and Monsanto for GM corn investigation as well as
the attendance of Monsanto at the 2005 USDA-FAS workshop, were telling signs of the
future relationship between the companies. In June 2008, Monsanto acquired SCB for
$135 million (Reynolds & Nocete 2008), marking a solidification of US agricultural
biotechnology interests in Central America. With SCB continuing as a subsidiary of
Monsanto, the companies are positioned to exert significant influence on future markets
for GM grain seeds throughout Latin America.
In addition to direct pressure from trade and private sector interests, other official
mechanisms have lent credence to biotechnology proponents. In 2005, the National
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Assembly passed the Food and Nutritional Security Law, which created the National
Council on Food Security (CONASAN) responsible for outlining policy to address
mounting food insecurity. Along with increased food aid to marginalized communities,
the law calls for a “technification of small and medium scale farmers” as a means to
increase domestic food production, including the use of GM seeds.32 Representatives
from SCB had a different idea for the future trajectory of the technology, arguing that
rising food costs and new GM seed would trigger a greater proportion of large-scale
producers in future domestic corn production.33

5.2.2-Biotechnology, food aid, corn contamination and seed proprietary rights
As the acquisition of SCB by Monsanto shows, there is a strong vested
transnational interest in ensuring the commercialization of GM seeds. The formal
influence of the US in biotechnology debates was particularly apparent in the 2005
USDA-FAS workshop. A less direct or visible means to promote GM agriculture is
evident in the distribution of corn as food aid. During the civil war period, US food aid
served a dual political and economic role for the US government: as an indirect form of
military support for a repressive Guatemalan state and as means to dispense US
agricultural surpluses at the cost of disrupting domestic agricultural grain markets (Garst
& Berry 1990). With the end of the armed conflict, the prevalence of food aid donated to
communities (compared to food sold at concessional prices to government agencies)
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aptly fits into a prominent US discourse of promoting food security and poverty
alleviation in emerging developing country democracies.
Donated corn is currently being distributed in Guatemala under two primary
channels. The first is Title II of the Food for Peace Act, which involves direct food
donation centered on meeting emergency demand (particularly natural disasters) and
“non emergency food needs...” (USDA-FAS 2009a). The destruction of crops and entire
Mayan communities during Hurricane Stan in 2005 is a recent example of an emergency
situation that necessitated Title II assistance. Nonetheless, the increase in corn food aid
distributed under the Food For Peace Act most generally reflects the escalation of food
insecurity in the Western highlands caused by land concentration and a diminishing land
base for subsistence agriculture. Another channel for donations is the Food for Progress
program, which supplies food assistance to national agencies in exchange for
“introducing and expanding free enterprise in the agricultural sector” (USDA-FAS
2009b).
For critics, donated US corn is reflective of and complicit in broader neoliberal
policies that have negatively impacted subsistence corn production. Not only is food aid
an inadequate substitute for land reform (Gauster 2007), it has been promoted in tandem
with the dismantling of public support mechanisms for small-scale grain farmers (Van
Etten & Fuentes 2004). As discussed in chapter 4, flooding Guatemalan markets with
food aid and subsidized US imports has furthermore driven down grain prices often
below costs of production, thus decreasing the viability of corn as a source of income
particularly given the cost of commercial fertilizers.
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Food aid may also be playing an important role in influencing contemporary
discussions over agricultural biotechnology. Desantis (2003) asserts that GM corn
donated in grain form offers a potent biological tool to facilitate the commercialization of
biotech plants by making the restriction of gene flow between GM and local corn
varieties infeasible. At a broader level, Clapp (2006) attributes the acceptance of
unregulated GM corn food aid in Mexico and Central America compared with its
rejection in southern and central African countries as reflective of the strong influence of
US trade interests in the Americas.34 As further posed in chapter 4, the US has funded the
Guatemalan military and exerted significant influence over Guatemalan agricultural
policy through framing food aid in apolitical rather than economic or geopolitical terms.
If seemingly apolitical humanitarian food aid provides an indirect mechanism to
open national markets to GM agriculture, the establishment of seed patent rights is an
integral component of protecting investments for future commercialization. Provisions in
CAFTA require the ratification of the internationally recognized agreement on plant
intellectual property rights (IPRs), the Union for the Protection of New Varieties of
Plants (UPOV), established in 1991. The draft law elicited heated discussion in the
Guatemalan National Assembly. In June 2006, the Guatemalan National Revolutionary
Unity (URNG), a political party formed by guerilla leaders during the civil war, issued a
public statement denouncing UPOV 1991:
If established, this agreement will harm the interests of thousands of
national producers that save seeds…The right to utilize native or criollo
agricultural genetic material will be converted through UPOV 91 into a
“privilege,” the conditions of which will not be decided by farmers, but
34
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rather plant breeders, the majority likely connected to transnational seed
interests…Whichever producer of criollo or native seeds whose varieties
have been subjected to genetic contamination …will be automatically
placed in a vulnerable position by patent demands...(URNG 2006: 2).
There is evidence that at least some of URNG’s concerns influenced the formulation of
the UPOV draft law, particularly Article 16. The article states: “The breeder’s right shall
not be deemed to be infringed if farmers use for propagating purposes on their own
holdings, the product of the harvest which they have obtained by planting on their own
holdings…” (UPOV 2009: 5, UPOV 2007: 3). This exception to plant breeder’s rights for
farmer saved seeds containing modern traits may have been a significant concession.
After recommendations by an international UPOV council and seed industry
representatives from the non-governmental seed association of the Americas (SAA), the
article was nonetheless revised in September 2006 to include the protection of local seed
saving “within reasonable limits and subject to the safeguarding of the legitimate interests
of the breeder” (UPOV 2007: 3). This modified version of the UPOV legislation,
granting greater rights commercial seed interests defined as the “breeder” would set the
legal framework for potentially strict national IPR enforcement. Nonetheless, Guatemala
has not ratified the agreement as of 2011 (UPOV 2011).

5.2.3-The Guatemalan sugar industry: export agriculture, ethanol and rural development
With a gradual restructuring of Guatemala’s agrarian economy that included the
collapse of cotton production in the 1970s, a marked decline in the coffee economy and
an increase in US sugar quotas in the 1980s, sugar has become a powerful national sector
in the post-civil war period. Pantaleón Sugar Holdings, the largest among the sugar
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sector, was a particular target of major popular protests during the late 1970s over land
and labor rights. With the peace process and neoliberal economic transformation in the
1990s, Pantaleón emerged as the most prominent example of Guatemala’s modernizing
agrarian elites both in terms of technification of production and by discursively reframing
itself as a responsible corporate purveyor of development (Oglesby 2004).
The sugar industry, led by Pantaleón, is now highly concentrated in the hands of
14 families who control much of the 215,000 hectares dedicated to sugar production in
the country. They also hold significant control over the crop’s commodity chain from
plantations and refineries to research, development and distribution (Fradejas et al. 2008).
The economic significance of sugar and recently, sugar-based ethanol production is
particularly evident compared to other countries in Central America. Guatemala controls
eight of the top thirteen sugar refineries in Central America, produces half of the region’s
sugar, and accounts for 44% of Central America’s ethanol. At the international level,
Guatemala is the fifth biggest exporter of sugar in the world, with a dramatic recent
increase in sugar sales and production35 driven by growing demand for ethanol in US and
European markets (Tay 2009: 4).
Guatemala is also the second most efficient sugar producer in the world measured
in terms of production and transportation costs. There are a number of reasons that help
explain the sector’s global competitiveness including ideal growing conditions on the
Pacific Coast, excellent highway infrastructure and proximity to shipping ports as well as
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a cheap and readily available labor supply. Another important factor is related to the role
of the industry’s investigative organization in promoting more efficient production
methods. Formed in the 1992, the Guatemalan Center for Sugar Cane Research and
Training (CENICAÑA) has traditionally provided expertise in areas like fertilizer
application and irrigation. Over the past decade, the organization has increasingly
focused on agricultural biotechnology as a means to develop more productive sugar cane
varieties.36 CENICAÑA currently has one of the most well equipped biotechnology
research institutions in Guatemala and has focused on “micro-propagation” of plants and
the use of molecular markers for crop improvement.
Unlike the national trajectory of GM corn investigation since the late 1990s, the
sugar sector’s interest in transgenic cane varieties is a relatively recent phenomenon.
There are two major explanations given by national experts for this difference. First,
sugar cane has a much more complicated genomic structure compared with the three
currently utilized GM crops: corn, soybeans and cotton. Another major difference is that
sugar cane reproduction does not require new seeds every year but rather can be achieved
through replanting “cuttings” or portions of existing plants. As stated by the head of
biotechnology research at CENICAÑA, this reproducibility is the “reason why Monsanto
has not investigated transgenic sugar cane.”37
Despite a general lack of international initiative from private seed companies, the
development of transgenic sugar cane by public institutions in the United States and
36
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Brazil has sparked interest from the Guatemalan sugar sector. In 2007, representatives
from Pantaleón and CENICAÑA were brokering an agreement to obtain transgenic cane
varieties from Texas A&M for research and future commercial use in Guatemala (Klepek
2007). This investigation is occurring at a time of potentially major sugar expansion for
ethanol. Estimates from CENICAÑA as well as the Ministry of Agriculture (MAGA) see
the potential to extend the current planted area by 135,000 to 600,000 hectares in the
northeast and Petén region for ethanol export alone (Fradejas et al. 2008: 29, Tay 2009:
3). Transgenic varieties would be an important means to overcome a significant barrier to
current sugar expansion in the country, the lack of arable land. To do so, researchers are
hoping to create higher yielding sugar varieties adaptable to harsher climatic conditions
outside the southern coast in areas once considered unsuitable for cane production.
The United States has also been instrumental in strategically promoting ethanol in
Central America through the elimination of tariffs under CAFTA and other visible
measures. During a visit by President Bush in March 2007, “one of the most strategic
objectives demonstrated was to promote the production of biofuels in the region” (Reina
2007: 2). This trip followed a recent $200 million ethanol development project sponsored
by the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) proposed for Latin America, intended
to create the financial and technical infrastructure for production and processing
throughout the region. Some analysts believe Guatemala in particular could become the
new “Saudi Arabia” for sugar-based ethanol production (Ibid 2007). The push for biofuel expansion is a key example of a broader promotion of export-oriented agricultural
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diversification as a replacement for what the USDA-FAS frames as inefficient
subsistence corn production.
Food security concerns are related to lack of opportunities in rural areas
where income is less than two dollars a day. White corn production has very
poor yields and crop diversification is the only opportunity for poor families
to improve their quality of life. A biofuel production plot could be an
invaluable opportunity for this diversification and could help alleviate
extreme poverty in Guatemala (Tay 2009: 6).
The promotion of sugarcane has thus involved a narrative of the causes of food insecurity
and poverty linked not to issues of structural reform, but rather to a lack of agricultural
technification and market integration. The legitimacy of this project further hinges on the
argument that small-scale farmers could readily diversify into sugarcane production for
bio-fuels. Yet, with sugar elites purchasing vast tracts of land in the northern Petén and
eastern Polochíc Valley, bio-fuel expansion appears to currently be replicating the highly
consolidated and inequitable plantation system on the southern coast (Solano 2008: 31).

5.3-The Intersectoral Technical Commission on Biotechnology
In 2005, the United States took a strong stance against the UNEP-GEF Biosafety
Proposal by marshalling disconnect within academia, government agencies and the
private sector. During my initial investigation in 2007, prominent actors brought together
by the USDA-FAS workshop were organized under a new Intersectoral Technical
Commission on Biotechnology, sponsored by the Guatemalan government’s National
Council on Science and Technology (CONCYT) and coordinated by a CONCYT
biotechnology expert. In total, twelve of the group’s twenty members were from
government agencies and academia with the remaining eight from the private sector,
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including Pantaleón and Semillas Cristiani-Burkard.38 There were no social movement
representatives on the commission. Describing efforts of the USDA-FAS and the private
sector to promote the commercialization of GM crops and extend the influence of the
Technical Commission within and beyond state institutions, the following subsections
provide a poignant example of neoliberal environmentality in action (Agarwal 2002,
Goldman 2004, Luke 1999) while emphasizing the broad contestation and tentative
nature of this project.

5.3.1-US commercial influence on national biotechnology experts
In addition to bringing together state, private sector and academic representatives
in opposition to the UNEP-GEF Biosafety Legislation in 2005, the USDA-FAS continued
support for the Technical Commission through two international programs centered on
the development of a new cadre of experts to facilitate the commercial adoption of
biotech crops. First, the Cochran Fellowship Program sponsored three representatives
from the governing committee of the Technical Commission, for training in US academic
institutions. Coordinated by the FAS and the US Department of State, the program’s goal
is to strengthen ‘trade linkages between eligible countries and agricultural interests in the
United States’ (Yost 2008: 4) with agricultural biotechnology becoming an important
focus (Essex 2008: 205).
A more recent initiative promoting GM agriculture and addressing growing
regulatory controversy is the Norman Borlaug International Agricultural Science and
38
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Technology Fellows Program, established in 2004 and coordinated by USDA-FAS and
USAID. The program, which has trained Guatemalan fellows since 2005, provides shortterm training and research opportunities for scientists and policy makers from developing
countries “to promote the transfer of new science and agricultural technologies” as well
as to address “obstacles to the adoption of technology, such as ineffectual policies and
regulations” (USDA-FAS 2009b).
For both programs, the role of trade and commercial interests in shaping
biotechnology science is evident in efforts to facilitate more ‘effective’ regulation in
Guatemala. As asserted by a Guatemalan food industry representative who was also a
member of the Technical Commission and Cochran Fellowship recipient:
The United States has ten years of studies over transgenic agriculture and
there is no possibility that Guatemala is going to come up with
information contradicting them. The best way to proceed is just to start
growing…the ministries will not care.39
This Technical Commission representative defers to US official narratives on GM
agriculture by emphasizing the lack of environmental risks of biotech plants as well as
asserting the need to initiate commercialization to break regulatory inertia. Most
importantly, these training programs are a key component of neoliberal regulation that is
shaping the subjectivities of a technocratic elite integrally tied to the expansion of
transnational capitalism. For the USDA-FAS, members of the Technical Commission,
versed in the language of US risk assessment and now working to overcome existing
political obstacles, have become the “multipliers of the true knowledge around
biotechnology” both within the state and in the public arena (USDA-FAS 2005: 2).
39
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5.3.2-The private sector’s public relations campaign
Throughout 2007, the Technical Commission engaged with the Guatemalan news
media and hosted numerous public forums as a means to shape national biotechnology
debates. Private sector representatives of the Technical Commission were particularly
active in coordinating events that conveyed benefits to a wider public audience while
relegating concerns over the potential environmental risks of GM corn as misguided and
unscientific. This was evident in a presentation organized in October 2007 by the sugar
sector representative on the Technical Commission and hosted by conservative American
journalist and science editor of Reason Magazine, Ronald Bailey.40 The presentation,
entitled “Sustainable and Profitable Farming for Developing Countries,” was held at
Francisco Marroquin University in Guatemala City.
Before the forum, Bailey carried out an interview through the university with the
host of the English language radio show “Good Morning Guatemala,” Carlisle Johnson.
The interview centered on debunking what was portrayed as one of the most common
environmental misconceptions of agricultural biotechnology: that “genes from biotech
crops will somehow get into local crops and destroy them” (Bailey quoted in Johnson
2007). Instead Bailey argued that concerns over the risks of gene flow to biodiversity, in
general, and to Guatemalan corn varieties in particular were “a made up theoretical
problem that now, more than a decade of research has shown is not really an issue”
(Ibid). As one of the few journalists in Guatemala actively engaged with the Technical
Commission, Johnson offered a supporting response to Bailey by asserting: “I’m getting
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frustrated because I haven’t found anybody, who knows anything about this issue who
has said there is one iota of evidence anywhere…” (Ibid).
In the formal presentation, Bailey re-iterated these arguments by comparing gene
flow between biotech and traditional seeds to unregulated cross-pollination of
conventional and local varieties.
No one seems to worry about genes from conventional crops going into
land races…if you have corn with a biotech gene or two, also a high
productivity modern variety, why would that create a problem for
landraces?...What you actually may find is the creation of indigenous
varieties that are more efficient and better than the old ones without a loss
of the gene diversity…(Bailey 2007).
The argument implies that like the Green Revolution, farmers who do not wish to return
to the formal seed market every year can incorporate modern seed characteristics into
local varieties that would enhance local biodiversity. For Bailey, official environmental
and/or socio-economic risk debates stood as the key impediment to the emergence of
Guatemala as the new agricultural biotechnology leader in the Latin American tropics.
While Technical Commission public events largely promoted agricultural
biotechnology to urban-based students, policy makers, commercial groups and scientific
experts, the National Seed Fair was significant as the first major event which attempted to
garner support for GM seeds among rural farmers dedicated to corn production. The
three-day fair event was held in April 2007 on the southern coast of Guatemala in
Retalthuleu, an area dominated by agro-export production but also the site of some
industrialized commercial corn farming. I arrived with an invitation from Semillas
Cristiani-Burkard with the event including the participation of the Ministry of Livestock
and Agriculture (MAGA) along with major international agro-chemical and
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biotechnology firms Monsanto, Syngenta, Bayer and Dupont. The individual booths set
up by industry representatives and agricultural extension agents from MAGA focused on
marketing inputs and promoting new agricultural techniques to southern coast farmers.
Yet, there were no GM seed products for sale, nor was there much discussion of GM
corn. A representative from Monsanto was hesitant to even talk about the company’s
plans for GM agriculture in Guatemala. One local farmer working with an environmental
NGO was collecting corn samples from the fair to see if any were genetically modified,
though it was later found they were all conventional hybrid seeds.
While most of public presentations addressed the proper use of agro-chemicals,
hybrid seeds and heavy machinery, the director of Semillas Cristiani-Burkard, Antonio
Cristiani,41 focused on debunking the environmental “myths” of GM corn and promoting
the economic benefits of the technology for Guatemalan farmers. In a presentation
entitled “Biotechnology in Tropical Maize Varieties,” Cristiani deemphasized scientific
concerns over introducing GM corn into the environment by comparing the spread of GM
traits to domestic varieties as similar to the exchange of genes in traditional farmer seed
selection, arguing that new biotech genes would enhance biodiversity (Cristiani 2007).
Like Bailey, Cristiani implied the continued ability of small-scale farmers to use GM
seeds to improve local varieties. While further recognizing the importance of preserving
agro-diversity, the director nonetheless assumed an inevitable displacement of local seeds
through industrialization. According to Cristiani:
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Antonio Cristiani-Moscoso was the manager of company operations. His father, Antonio CristianiBurkard, founded the company and remained the head director.
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It is necessary to have adequate seed banks to be able to conserve our
biodiversity. In the long term, it is not sustainable to continue growing
criollas forever. If producers wish to continue forward and have higher
productivity to be profitable, they cannot keep growing criollas (Cristiani
2007).
If predictions on the widespread adoption of GM agriculture were correct, germplasm
banks would preserve hybrids and local seeds necessary for public research and
development while facilitating greater private control over the production and provision
of the seed supply. In this sense, biotech seeds would increase the divide between
“traditional” Mayan producers and input-intensive, elite corn production. As the primary
spokesperson for national and transnational seed interests in Guatemala, SCB’s
promotion of GM agriculture thus centers on portraying cross-pollination, as well as the
marginalization of local corn varieties and subsistence production, as a natural, if not
desirable component of agricultural modernization. As further evident in a SemillasCristiani banner that hung in the formal presentation room next to agro-chemical
advertisements (see Figure 5.1), homogenous GM hybrid corn is portrayed as the next
phase of more efficient industrialized corn production.

5.3.3-Institutional biotechnology debates and the politics of GM corn cross-pollination
In general, the Technical Commission espoused the need to promote a sciencebased regulatory framework that would facilitate not hinder the investigation and
commercialization of agricultural biotechnology. In practice, this meant purging the
perceived “radical environmentalist” influence allowed under UNEP-GEF Biosafety
Program by closing off spaces for public consultation in state discussions. As stated by
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Figure 5.1-Industry seed fair, 2007, photo by author

Guatemalan USDA-FAS representative, “we spoke with members of CONAP who now
recognize that even though the Cartagena Protocol calls for a democratic approach, we
need to have expert representatives to formulate official policy and not include the entire
population.”42
Taking on the role as the state-recognized biotechnology “expert” institution, the
Technical Commission closed off any possibility for indigenous and environmental
organizations to participate in official discussions. Although private sector members were
deeply concerned about improving the public image of biotech crops over the long term,
42

US Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service (USDA-FAS), personal
communication number 18, Guatemala City, 11 April 2007.
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their immediate focus was creating a secure legal framework for commercialization
without the involvement of a National Assembly gridlocked during a presidential election
year. With the rejection of the biosafety proposal, the Technical Commission focused
attention on strengthening an existing regulatory edifice for GM agriculture incrementally
established by the Ministry of Livestock and Agriculture (MAGA).
The basis for pro-commercial regulations was Ministerial Accord 386-98, created
in 1998 in response to a solicitation to test GM corn by Semillas Cristiani. The accord
established “requisites for the import, transport, in country handling, and the
establishment of field experiments of genetically modified organisms” (CONAPd 2004:
16). In 2006, MAGA included the commercial production of GM seeds for international
export (MAGA 2006). The approval of new GM crops was to be determined solely by an
accessory commission chosen and administered by MAGA. In 2007, the goal was to
extend MAGA’s accord to allow both the production and commercial sale of GM seeds
within Guatemala, at the same time buttressing the regulatory position of the
commercially oriented Ministry of Agriculture in relation to Ministry of the Environment
(MARN) and the National Council for Protected Areas (CONAP). One board member of
the Technical Commission stated that the future goal would be to remove all risk analysis
requirements for products already tested and deregulated in the United States, limiting the
role of the environmental ministry.43 The prompt establishment of pro-commercial
regulations would also marginalize CONAP by limiting the agency’s ability to reactivate
the more precautionary biosafety legislation.
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While the commission held numerous private meetings between government
agencies throughout 2007, the Technical Commission’s political posturing was
particularly evident in a “Symposium on Science-Based Regulatory Policy,” led by the
three US academics and focused on “developing a model for risk analysis” for
agricultural biosafety (SENACYT 2007). Held in an upscale hotel in Guatemala City and
funded by the USDA-FAS and the Guatemalan government, the invitational event was
attended by members of the Technical Commission, as well as by other representatives
from government agencies and the agricultural industry. The atmosphere was both formal
and intimate. Along with the radio host, Carlisle Johnson, I was the only investigator
permitted to participate in the entire duration of the symposium. No social movement
representatives were in attendance.
While the formal title suggested the symposium would focus on facilitating
“science-based regulation,” there was little actual discussion on “science” per say, such
as drafting environmental risk assessment procedures in the Guatemalan context, for
example. Taking the “expertise” of US regulatory assertions as given, the event was more
accurately a political act to convince government agencies as well as the broader public
on the safety and benefits of GM agriculture. It was specifically focused on swaying the
environmental and protected areas agencies to defer to the agricultural ministry’s procommercial accord as well as to prevent support for the future reactivation of the UNEPGEF Biosafety Proposal.
The symposium included a series of presentations followed by an informal
roundtable discussion and a short press conference. The three US academics sponsored
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by the USDA-FAS led formal presentations44 focused on re-interpreting the Cartagena
Protocol to fit within the pro-commercial framework espoused by the agricultural
ministry. As asserted by the US expert with particular experience with biotechnology
regulations in Guatemala and Latin America:
Within the latitude that the Cartagena Protocol permits, each country can
decide which level of precaution they are going to decide. They can decide
to adopt a level that is so precautionary that it would make the use of
biotechnology impossible or under the same protocol, can use norms
based on experience and facts that comply with the needs of the protocol
without major impediment to the use of the technology (Ibid).
As evident following the presentation in comments by the former national coordinator of
the UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program, the issue of reshaping the implementation of the
Cartagena Protocol was not completely unchallenged.
The presentation that you gave today addressed topics that we already
knew about. We know the protocol, its contents and have a law proposal
based on scientific and technical knowledge. Guatemala has made
decisions based on science and in a transparent manner. I believe we have
interpreted the protocol well. I thank for you coming because sometimes
we need someone from another country to say what we already knew so
that we will believe it (Ibid).
With the departure of the majority of the symposium’s attendees not directly involved
with the USDA-FAS and the Technical Commission, the concluding roundtable
discussion provided a less hostile audience. The language of the commentaries during the
closing meeting nonetheless reflected competing views over how best to facilitate the
commercialization of GM agriculture. According to one private sector committee official:
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The leading US “expert” had a particularly interesting background. His great grandfather was a
mayor in rural Colombia who had been jailed in Cartagena during the country’s “1000 Days War”
from 1899 to 1902. Since then, the family joke was that they hated everything related to Cartagena.
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Laws must be a product of demand and are created when there is
something already existing. It would be better to go the respective
agencies, make sure particular regulations are in place and then work
with investigators and seed producers to begin growing transgenics (Ibid).
In contrast, another member expressed concerns over simply shoring up existing
regulations and then initiating planting: “A ministerial accord is a good place to start for
investigation and production but the question is how to gain more legal certainty without
having to go through Congress and the whole political environment” (Ibid). With
continuing national controversy over the technology and uncertainty over the future of
the UNEP-GEF program, establishing a pro-commercial national law was seen as
important yet politically difficult. Others believed that surmounting this political
roadblock by establishing a national biosafety law was infeasible and unnecessary.
If we have to wait for legal certainty, we would all be dead…This is not
going to happen here in the next decade. Talk with people entering in oil
concessions… One has to take the risks in the absence of a regulatory
framework or insurance of the sanctity of contract (Ibid).
Frustration with bureaucratic and contentious state regulatory discussions extended
throughout the Technical Commission. Though most of the discussion centered on
creating a system of regulations through inter-agency negotiation while minimally
complying with the Cartagena Protocol, one prominent private sector member of the
Technical Commission suggested planting biotech crops immediately before then
returning to regulatory negotiation.
In my opinion, it is easier to ask for forgiveness than permission. We need
to develop the technology through the private sector and in the next two to
three months, create a cooperative growing GM corn. Then the UNEPGEF program will not be relevant (Ibid).
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Stretching the boundaries of legality was thus seen as a possible means to naturalize what
critics view as potentially dangerous genetic contamination (Desantis 2003). In particular,
commercial interests proposed utilizing the unique characteristics or agency of corn itself
(the plant’s ability to cross-pollinate making it difficult to control) to shape regulations
and facilitate the commercialization of GM agriculture. The pro-active attitude of some
private sector members of the Technical Commission speaks to the politics of
institutional regulatory discussions and the role of trade and agro-capital interests in
attempts to articulate the scientific discourse of state ministries away from more
precautionary alternatives.
The posturing of the Technical Commission was particularly evident after the
roundtable discussion when reporters from national television stations interviewed the
leading USDA-FAS guest, a professor from the University of Georgia. Figures 5.2 and
5.3 are photos taken during the informal press conference in which the US representative
reasserted the need for “science-based” regulations that facilitated rather than hindered
agricultural biotechnology. The press conference and broader symposium most directly
reflected a “performance of expertise” to portray assertions on the safety and benefits of
agricultural biotechnology as well as the transformation of corn from a subsistence crop
to an industrialized commodity as based on “scientific” claims and therefore politically
neutral. Some in the Technical Commission believed this narrative would be most
convincing once GM crops were out in the environment.
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Figure 5.2-USDA-FAS representative speaking to reporters
after symposium, 2007, photo by author

Figure 5.3-Three USDA-FAS representatives participating
in interviews, 2007, photo by author
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Participation in the symposium and the events the followed represented the
pinnacle of my working relationship with the Technical Commission. That same night, I
attended an informal gathering with the reporter Carlisle Johnson and the three US
academic participants from the symposium at the Canadian Embassy before joining the
Technical Commission at the home of the vice-president of Guatemala, Eduardo Stein,
for a cocktail party. The following week, I sat in on a special broadcast of Johnson’s
radio show, “Good Morning Guatemala,” with a panel that included Technical
Commission member and molecular biologist, Monica Stein (the daughter of the
Guatemalan vice president) and three biotechnology scientists. The intention was to
promote an upcoming week-long science conference called Converciencia. Hosted by the
National Council of Science and Technology (CONCYT), the event brought 21
Guatemalan scientists working in the US and Europe to present their research experiences
to a broad public audience and to facilitate linkages with students and professionals living
in Guatemala.
After a brief discussion about Converciencia, the panel departed and I participated
in an impromptu 30-minute radio conversation with Carlisle Johnson. While our
conversation mainly oscillated between the Converciencia event, current agricultural
biotechnology products and international research as well as light banter on Guatemalan
current events, Johnson also posed more specific questions on my research regarding the
politics of biotechnology debates in Guatemala such as: “Why is there so much
controversy over GM corn here?” and “How do you think biotechnology “experts” can
better get their message across to start growing biotech crops?” I had a lot to potentially
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share on the issue, particularly what I felt were very real concerns over the environmental
and socio-economic risks of growing GM crops in Guatemala. Yet, in answering these
questions, I spoke only vaguely about “social movement opposition,” which Johnson
immediately dismissed as “irrational” and “harming Guatemalan farmers.” In essence,
my attempt to portray myself as an “unbiased observer” to avoid compromising my
relationship with the Technical Commission allowed Johnson to invoke my positionality
as a US academic and “biotechnology expert” (however limited) to buttress a strict divide
between “irrational” social movements and “authoritative” biotechnology proponents.
With the wealth of information obtained by my interactions with the Technical
Commission and perhaps to compensate for my participation in the radio broadcast, I
published an article with the news agency Inforpress in August 2007 focused on
proponent attempts to commercialize GM crops with little regulatory oversight. As
discussed in the introductory chapter of this dissertation, the Technical Commission
essentially halted communications with me after the article’s release. Feeling deflated for
not being able to maintain my previous “insider access” buttressed my impression on the
power of the Technical Commission, which appeared confident in their ability to
commercialize agricultural biotechnology.
Yet, the private sector did not start growing GM corn. I would argue in fact that
the suggestion particularly to illegally plant GM crops reflected not a sign of the
Technical Commission’s inherent power but rather frustration over their inability to
readily shape state institutions to allow commercialization. Since 2007, biotechnology
controversy in regulatory agencies and the Guatemalan National Assembly has prevented
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proponents from altering regulations, let alone passing pro-commercial national
biotechnology legislation.

5.4.4-Guatemalan commercial uncertainty in the context of Central America
In 2010, private sector members of the Technical Commission who took over the
three-person governing council in 2008 were replaced with three government
representatives (SENACYT 2011). By all indications, the commission has continued to
work with the USDA-FAS with return official visits from US biotechnology consultants
and the technical training of Guatemalan commission members in US institutions to
promote “science-based” biotechnology regulations (Tay 2009). Yet, as of 2011, it is still
illegal to sell or grow GM corn in Guatemala.
With national regulatory uncertainly in an era of increasingly transnationalized
Guatemalan agro-elites, SCB already considered transferring operations to neighboring
Honduras in 2007. As contended by the director of SCB in 2007, “once our GM corn
varieties are ready for public release, Guatemala will have to decide whether it wants to
remain the center of commercial corn seed production in Latin America.”45 According to
the timeline established by the company, Semillas Cristiani should be currently
completing the development of new GM corn varieties suited for the tropical climate of
lowland Guatemala with commercial release scheduled for 2012. The moment of decision
for the company is thus coming soon. The 2009 military coup in Honduras that replaced
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leftist reformist President José Manuel Zelaya with a conservative counterpart, Porfirio
Lobo, may signal a particularly favorable business climate for the company.
In fact, the precarious situation in Guatemala is distinct from the trajectory of
biotechnology discussions in other Central American countries. Panama and Nicaragua
have not field-tested GM plants or established coherent regulations and have shown little
national interest in the technology (Leiva 2009, Villalaz 2009). El Salvador appears to be
moving on a different trajectory. After three years of private sector lobbying, the
government repealed Article 30 of the national Seed Law in 2008, which formerly
prohibited all import and use of GM plants (Herrera 2008). As asserted by the USDAFAS as well as a member of Guatemala’s Technical Commission, El Salvador’s
environmental ministry would soon “fall in line” by authorizing the sale and planting of
GM seeds. 46 The relatively larger proportion of farmer integration into the formal seed
market in El Salvador may also provide greater farmer interest in GM seeds. According
to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 80% of corn planted in El Salvador in
1999 was from improved seed varieties (Aquino et al. 2000: 53). On the other end of the
regulatory spectrum, Costa Rica and Honduras commercially grow GM plants. Costa
Rica produces GM soybean and cotton for seed export while prohibiting seed sale for
domestic use (Gonzalez 2009). Honduras is the only country in Central America allowing
full commercialization of GM plants and is currently producing almost 15,000 hectares of
GM corn for sale in domestic and international markets (Gomez 2009).
Even with significant trade and capital interests, interviewees placed Guatemala at
46

Guatemalan biotechnology consultant, personal communication number 42, Guatemala City, 25
July 2007.
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the other end of the regional spectrum, seeing it as the country with the least certain
future for the commercialization of GM plants.47 Guatemalan biotechnology proponents
provided various reasons for this uncertain future. Throughout 2007 and particularly
during the biotechnology symposium, the USDA-FAS and Technical Commission
expressed fear over the reactivation of the biosafety legislation by the National Council
of Protected Areas during a final implementation phase, with $700,000 in potential
funding from the UNEP-GEF.48 In fact, in November 2010, CONAP announced the reinitiation of the biosafety project, which according to the director of the agency “would
guarantee the implementation of the Cartagena Protocol” (Prensa Libre 2010).
Pro-commercial representatives from the Technical Commission were particularly
concerned about the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources (MARN), which
maintained its stance as the final regulatory authority and had yet to allow any
commercial release of GM crops. In 2007, MARN was deciding how to evaluate the
potential risks of releasing biotech plants into the environment. Officially, the agency was
planning on carrying out an environmental impact assessment (EIA) process described as
much more “broad and complex” than risk assessment procedures promoted by the
Ministry of Livestock and Agriculture, the United States and members of the Technical
Commission.49 As a representative from Semillas Cristiani stated, the potentially costly
EIA requirement was the primary reason why SCB and Monsanto were unwilling to
move from field-testing to submitting a request to commercialize GM corn. With MARN
47
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largely disconnected from the UNEP-GEF Program and international funding, some
experts attributed the agency’s strict stance to interagency politics and political posturing.
According to one representative from CONAP:
MARN wants to absorb CONAP and there has been recent conflict over
the fields of regulation for which each agency will be responsible. Now it
seems like MARN is trying to exert more control over both CONAP and
MAGA through the EIA requirement.50
For the Technical Commission, moving forward with regulations to allow the full
commercialization of GM agriculture would require “keeping MARN in its place.”51 Yet,
reigning in the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources remained an elusive goal.
Division over the regulation of GM agriculture extended not only between state
agencies but perhaps most significantly within the Technical Commission itself. I
encountered evident concern from commission representatives over the role of private
sector in shaping regulations and the future trajectory of biotechnology investigation and
commercialization. One of these included a scientist on the Technical Commission who
had diverse professional experience as a molecular biologist in academia and in her
current profession as the director of a small molecular diagnostic company focused on
investigating methods to control fungus common in corn. Emphasizing the potential
benefits of GM agriculture in reducing chemical usage and allowing greater productivity,
the representative nonetheless asserted that:
While branches of the US government view GM agriculture as innocuous,
the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) was not able to prevent the
Starlink debacle, which exemplified the limitations of the US regulatory
50
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system. How then is the US supposed to make recommendations in a
country that has a complete lack of infrastructure to manage the risks of
agricultural biotechnology?...The economic interests driving the
biotechnology agenda and promoting a US-style regulatory system do not
have the best interests of Guatemala in mind.52
Thus, the Technical Commission did not even share a unified “private sector” vision for
the technology.
Other agricultural scientists (a representative of the Technical Commission from
one of the country’s leading private universities and an assistant-director of the
government agricultural research institute, ICTA) similarly viewed potential conflicts
with the United States in regulating the technology in a center of crop diversity and home
to native corn species.53 Another Technical Commission representative from the National
Sugar Research Center (CENICAÑA) believed that regulations should distinguish
between sugar cane and corn, the latter of which poses unique risks to the environment
due to cross-pollination.54 As acknowledged by the USDA-FAS expert who led the 2005
workshops in Guatemala against the “overarching” biosafety proposal, future regulations
may nonetheless need to consider Guatemala’s “unique environmental sensitivities,
particularly with respect to diversity of maize germplasm” (Kardwell 2005: 3).
Tensions within the Technical Commission over the potential environmental risks
of GM corn to Guatemalan biodiversity extended to broader socio-economic concerns
over the role of commercial interests in shaping the future deployment of the technology.
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As a US trained biotechnology scientist and leading member of Technical Commission
asserted:
Private sector representatives from big industry are mainly interested in
having little regulation…I am not expressing frustration towards
Monsanto but I believe it should be the government’s role to develop seed
varieties like this. The issue I struggle most with is biodiversity and crosspollination. Is it responsible to make transgenics of food that
Guatemalans grow?55
This question reflects concerns over protecting local biodiversity, economic control of the
seed and the extent to which GM corn would help alleviate or exacerbate tensions
between elite and small-scale agriculture. The answers to these questions, though
portrayed in public spaces as determined by agreed upon “scientific” facts and norms,
were fraught with uncertainty over environmental risks and inherently influenced by
diverging political economic perspectives within state institutions and the Technical
Commission.

5.4-Conclusion
The rejection of the UNEP-GEF Biosafety Legislation reflected polarization
between biotechnology proponents espousing market-based environmental regulation and
civil society organizations fighting to prevent the commercialization of GM crops. The
vision of the Guatemalan private sector in promoting the commodification of corn seeds
in transition to a more industrialized grain sector on one hand, and the dramatic
expansion of a highly concentrated sugarcane sector on the other, reflects the potential
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culmination of a historical trajectory of rural development resulting in mounting agrarian
economic inequality. Efforts by the USDA-FAS and private sector, operating through the
authority of the Technical Commission, represented attempts to (re)shape the
environmental subjectivities of state regulators, scientists, NGOs, farmers and the general
public to fully accept and participate in market-based terms for the deployment of GM
crops.
Yet, rather than leading to an increasing and inevitable extension of neoliberal
environmental governance, the irresolution of biotechnology debates reflects a broad
disjuncture within state institutions and the Technical Commission over regulation,
expert knowledge and the future deployment of GM crops. If biotechnology discussions
in state institutions, viewed in critical development literature as the center of capitalist
regulatory power, remain undecided, the establishment of authoritative biotechnology
knowledge in the realm of civil society has been particularly problematic. Indigenous and
environmental organizations that criticized the UNEP-GEF Program and were completely
excluded from institutional discussions under the Technical Commission were
nonetheless increasingly mobilized under REDSAG. The following chapter takes up a
more focused discussion of the tactics and strategies of the social mobilization in
opposition to GM agriculture.
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CHAPTER VI: RE-ARTICULATING MAYAN STRUGGLES AND THE ROLE OF
KNOWLEDGE ALLIANCES IN SHAPING BIOTECHNOLOGY DEBATES

The ability of large-scale commercial interests to shape institutional discussions
over GM agriculture seems logical in Guatemala where agrarian elites have extended
economic and political authority in the post-civil war period. Yet despite their best
efforts, the USDA-FAS and the Technical Commission were unable to fully control
national biotechnology debates, let alone facilitate the commercialization of GM
agriculture. To put this uncertain national trajectory in perspective, I traveled to Honduras
in November 2007 to speak with biotechnology experts from the government and
academia. As the only Central American country where the commercial production of
GM corn was already taking place, I was particularly interested in examining why
Honduras appeared to be on an opposite trajectory for GM agriculture compared to
Guatemala. During a conversation in the Honduran Department of Seed Certification, a
government official overseeing the approval of new GM crops referred bluntly to the
problems faced by Guatemalan commercial interests in quelling opposition to GM
agriculture:
In Guatemala, problems over GM corn are connected to the large
indigenous population…They did not forget about the war and have
reorganized around environmental issues orientated towards the radical
left, rejecting everything that smells of transnationals.56
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The statement is interesting on a number of grounds: for assuming a strong relationship
between “Mayan,” “leftist,” and “environmental” movements treated as distinct and
internally divided in development literature (Berger 1997, Hale 2002, McNeish 2008);
for emphasizing the ability of these movements to influence the commercial trajectory of
GM crops; and for the perceived threat this mobilization poses to capital.
This chapter suggests that social movements are presenting an important obstacle
to capital accumulation centered on agricultural biotechnology. The potential that seed
patenting and the genetic contamination of traditional corn from GM pollen could
internally dismantle small-scale producers is one form of a distinct project of
accumulation by dispossession. GM agriculture is also an important case to understand
wider resistance to a process of dispossession linked to a new extractive transnational
economy. The sugar sector, an active player in the Technical Commission, is projected to
double or triple current production area of roughly 215,000 hectares for export ethanol
through expanding into the northern Petén region. Africa palm has increased from
roughly 20,000 hectares in 2005 to 60,000 hectares in 2008 as a result of transnational
investment for bio-diesel in the Petén, with projected area expected to reach 150,000
hectares by 2017 (Solano 2008). In addition, Mayan communities have voiced increasing
opposition to Canadian and US mining, an industry that has been linked to human rights
abuses and environmental degradation (Law 2010).
The first section of this chapter explores renewed efforts to shape agrarian politics
at the national level, arguing that recent mobilization in opposition to GM corn marks a
reunification of the Mayan and leftist movements. Second, drawing on the case of the
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Guatemalan Network for Food Sovereignty (REDSAG), I illustrate how agricultural
biotechnology is encouraging strategic “knowledge alliances” between Mayan,
environmental and peasant organizations, international NGOs, and small-scale
Guatemalan farmers all mobilized around the cultural, economic and environmental
concerns raised by GM corn. Drawing on Escobar (2008) and Ferguson (2006), it
important to further to question simplistic conceptualizations of “grassroots” social
movements that simply rely on their essentialist “traditional” nature to make political
demands. By contrast, REDSAG represents a diverse assemblage of actors that are
simultaneously “local” and “transnational” in organization and that are formulating
sophisticated critiques of agricultural biotechnology.
In the latter respect, REDSAG is articulating knowledge that draws on “expert”
language of biodiversity protection espoused within the Cartagena Protocol, political
economic critiques of elite-oriented agriculture and situated farmer practices of seed
saving and exchange. I assert that the knowledge developed and deployed by this alliance
provides a useful example of what Escobar terms “alternatives to modernity” that both
questions the linkage of agricultural biotechnology to capitalist expansion and the
pervasive commodification of nature while calling for alternatives rooted in the
protection of traditional seed diversity and broader structural reform.
The final section turns to the specific case of San Martín Jilotepeque, a region of
notable indigenous mobilization and state repression during the civil war and where
farmers are now attempting to reconstruct subsistence livelihoods in an increasingly
precarious rural economy. I contend that contemporary farmer practices including inter-
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mixing hybrid with criollo seeds are emblematic of Mayan resistance and appropriation
of modernization as a form of “alternative modernity.” In this sense, REDSAG’s call to
support “traditional” livelihoods does not neatly line up with the “hybrid” practices of
farmers that have not rejected in total new seeds and “modernizing” technologies.
Despite these contradictions, I argue that mounting tensions in San Martín point to an
increasing points of articulation between the political projects of social movements and
marginalized farmers.

6.1-Bridging the divide between popular organizations in the post civil war period
In the brief period from 1978 through 1982 and for the first time in modern
Guatemalan history, the Peasant Unity Committee (CUC) brought together a viable
political force made up of Mayan and ladino campesinos capable of challenging agrarian
elites.57 As a prime focus of the military repression that followed, the organization
disbanded through the mid 1980s with surviving members fleeing to the countryside and
neighboring Mexico. Mayan activism re-emerged during the peace process particularly
around issues of human rights and the protection of indigenous language and culture
(Grandin, Levenson & Oglesby: 2011). In the post-civil war period, the Guatemalan state
and international development institutions have not simply tolerated but also encouraged
this multiculturalism as a form of governance that clearly separates “legitimate” cultural
activism from “radical” mobilization from Mayan groups like the CUC making economic
demands centered on livelihoods (Hale 2002). I suggest that activism around GM
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rebellion from 1837-1839, which brought Rafael Carrera to power (see Handy 1984).
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agriculture, through bringing together cultural issues of corn as a symbol of Mayan
identity and political economic concerns over transnational capital and the control of
economic resources, is nonetheless upending the divide and conquer politics of the early
post-war period facilitated by multicultural governance.

6.1.1-The Peasant Unity Committee (CUC), Mayan mobilization and the re-emergence of
popular agrarian protest
At the center of the CUC’s red triangular emblem is an ear or corn crossed by a
machete and hoe (see Figure 6.1). This “coat of arms” has remained a potent symbol of
peasant struggles to protect subsistence livelihoods and promote workers’ rights. With the
cessation of the most dramatic state-sponsored violence by the mid 1980s, the
organization reinitiated broad public mobilization for land and labor reform (CUC 2010).
From 1987 through 1990, the group staged a series of worker strikes on the southern
coast pressing for salary increases, the largest of which included the participation of
60,000 Mayan and ladino peasants. Although some members left in 1992 due to internal
conflict, the CUC and former participants reorganized the same year under an umbrella
organization named the National Coordinator of Peasant Organizations (CNOC). After
the end of the civil war in 1996, CNOC initiated a national political campaign focused on
implementation of the socio-economic and agrarian reforms proposed under the peace
accords. Nonetheless, popular calls for land, labor rights and political representation
remained largely unheeded by the Guatemalan state. In 2000, the CUC “participated in
the first major mobilization organized under CNOC…when more than 40 thousand
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peasants blocked the principal highways accessing the capital” pressing for land reform.
Protests escalated once again in 2004 over the potential impacts of the Central American
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) on subsistence-based agricultural producers.

Figure 6.1-Peasant Unity Committee banner titled “For the sovereignty of our
communities and the defense of our natural resources” with the organization’s emblem
visible to the right. Demonstration in Guatemala City, Central Plaza, photo by CUC
2009a
Yet, if the peace process has opened spaces for popular organization without the
overt threat of broad violent repression, these groups have had little success in
influencing recent agricultural policy at the national level (Hale 2004). Emphasizing the
failure of popular mobilization in 2005 to prevent the ratification of CAFTA, McNeish
(2008) argues that Mayan peasant organizations have been hindered by a form of
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essentialism, “which continues to insist on a zero sum game of self-determination that
rejects the formation of alliances with other marginalized or political sectors as a way to
expand Mayan influence within the Guatemalan state” (McNeish 2008: 50). In this sense,
McNeish seems to confirm Hale’s assertion that post civil war development politics has
divided the so-called Mayan movement. While Hale makes the distinction between stateaccepted “culturalists” and marginalized indigenous pressing for structural reform,
McNeish describes another fundamental division between Mayan groups and former
leftist revolutionaries perceived as abandoning indigenous communities during the state
repression of the civil war. He contends:
…We should keep in mind that the Mayan movement’s essentialist
understandings of identity has a had a lot to do with the already mentioned
damage of historical relationships with the leftist guerillas during and
immediately after the long years of the Cold War…A deeper
understanding of today’s Mayan essentialism and political fragmentation
in the analysis of current conditions with a much longer sweep of
historical relationships and political structuring that were formed and
frozen in zero sum politics of those earlier years (Ibid).
By placing the roots of this essentialism in “historical relationships,” McNeish recognizes
the importance of the violence of the civil war in shaping contemporary political
divisions. Yet, he also problematically accepts this fragmentation as given, assuming both
the past and contemporary Mayan movement as “frozen in zero sum politics.” In
describing the history, he brushes over the significant mobilization of organizations like
the CUC, which overcame fractures between the Mayan and ladino peasantry mounting
since the late 18th century. Most importantly, by deemphasizing the trajectory of
coordinated mobilization during the civil war and describing only a brief moment of
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contemporary protest, McNeish buttresses a view that discounts the role of today’s
popular organizations in potentially initiating more transformative agrarian politics.58
I would argue nonetheless that recent opposition to GM agriculture points to the
increasing convergence of the so-called “Mayan” and “leftist” movements around
broader issues of free trade, agrarian rooted economic inequality and threats to
subsistence livelihoods. As stated in the CUC’s 30th anniversary declaration in 2008:
As of 2005, we have suggested that a fundamental change has taken place
in the national context. The new and old elites have only adopted the
discourse of the Peace Accords, while imposing an agenda set by trade
agreements and ceding the riches of Mother Earth to national and foreign
companies. This situation has forced popular organizations to revise our
strategy and adapt to these new conditions (CUC 2008: 2).
This statement draws a distinction between two periods of popular struggle in recent
Guatemalan history. The first can be roughly demarcated by the re-emergence of popular
mobilization in the 1980s and the renewed possibilities for political and economic reform
with the end the civil war in 1996. Despite the promise of the peace accords for
traditionally marginalized rural communities, state policy in the following decade both
increased rural poverty while sapping collective energy to push for agrarian reform.
For the CUC nonetheless, the ratification of CAFTA represented a “fundamental
change” in agrarian politics both in terms of the threats to subsistence livelihoods and the
breadth of social struggles. In one sense, the accord codified efforts to dramatically
expand US commercial influence and elite-oriented agricultural policies guided by free
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My argument builds on the critique of David Stoll’s, “Between Two Armies in the Ixil Town of
Guatemala.” Hale (1997) and Arias (1997) argue that inaccurately portraying Mayan communities as
simply bystanders and victims of military and guerilla violence during the civil war, further
diminishes the potential for collective contemporary struggles.
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trade, the privatization of natural resources, and agro-elite expansion. In laying bare the
economic inequalities underlying Guatemala’s post civil war democracy, CAFTA is also
potentially triggering a second stage of indigenous mobilization characterized both by the
revalidation of historical struggles and a shift towards more unified contemporary calls
for structural change.
The CUC commemorated its 30th anniversary in April 2008 by staging an 80-mile
march along the Pan-American Highway from Chimaltenango to Guatemala City against
the privatization of land, water and seed (See Figure 6.2). Over 5000 protestors
denounced the expansion of sugar cane for bio-fuel production, increased US biotech
corn imports as well as foreign mining concessions in the Western highlands. One of the
stops included a town created by former guerilla combatants called “December 29,”
named for the day the Peace Accords were signed. Amongst the speakers was the cofounder of the CUC and current congressional representative in the Guatemalan
Revolutionary Unity Party (URNG), Pablo Ceto, who reiterated the common historical
and contemporary goals of agrarian reform between the leftist URNG and the CUC. The
march was followed by a major protest in August of 2008, when 30,000 Mayan and
ladino campesinos, led by CNOC, marched to the national legislative assembly in
Guatemala City. The protestors linked the country’s escalating food crisis to the
country’s inequitable agrarian structure and demanded government subsidies to support
the production of non-transgenic basic grains. As can be further illustrated in a CUC
commemorative mural, historical and contemporary struggles over the protection of rural
livelihoods and resistance to elite agricultural expansion are integrally tied to the
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Figure 6.2-Peasant Unity Committee, 30-year anniversary march, 2008,
photo by CUC 2009b

Figure 6.3-Peasant Unity Committee, “Mural in Honor of 30 Years
of Struggle, Organization, Resistance and Victories,” photo by CUC 2009c
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symbolic meaning and material significance of corn (See Figure 6.3).

6.1.2-The Second Declaration of Iximché: Questioning the “Indio Permitido”
Perhaps the most significant signal of a new period of indigenous mobilization is
the recent shift towards re-historicizing and re-politicizing Mayan cultural activism. As
described in chapter IV, Mayan leaders made the seminal call for unified struggle against
state repression in 1980 at the ruins of Iximché in the Department of Chimaltenango.
Most recently, Sandoval (2008) describes the significance of two contrasting declarations
issued at Iximché.
The first was issued in 2003 by then presidential candidate Oscar Berger in an
effort to appeal to Mayan voters. Created with participation from key indigenous leaders,
the accord called for the establishment of an institutional structure that would “advance
the rights of indigenous communities and support their organization and participation as a
motor for democratization…” (Ibid: 54). Although adopting a progressive discourse, the
state failed to translate the agreement into any concrete political action. For Sandoval,
naturalizing a continued absence of state accountability was buttressed by erasing official
memory of times when Mayan frustration with conventional politics led to more “radical”
and potentially more effective mobilization. Ignoring the significance of Iximché as a site
of historical politics can thus be viewed as state attempts to ensure that society
“remembers only the parts of history that generate the least irritation” (Sandoval 2008:
56). The contemporary political implications of this historical erasure are particularly
disabling:
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(The declaration) leaves the impression that along with the dispersal of
indigenous organizations…there is no common vision of indigenous
majority interest that can facilitate a space for political articulation or for
shared strategic objectives (Ibid: 55).
In this sense, the accord attempts to naturalize a participatory discourse of state-accepted
indigenous rights that has not ceded even minimal ground for material change. As a
fitting example of Hale’s multiculturalism, the accord buttresses a division between
participating yet impotent Mayan activists and voices at the margins calling for more
radical and potentially transformative demands.
The second statement, issued in March of 2007 at Iximché during the “III
Continental Summit of Indigenous Nations and Pueblos of Abya Yala,” reflected a
marked shift both in terms of the potential scope of political action and demands for
structural reform. The context was very different from 2003, with the statement
formulated not by the Guatemalan state but rather a consortium of Guatemalan and
international indigenous groups. Their presence as organizers was in itself significant and
contrasted with international indigenous conferences since the 1990s that were
coordinated and predominately shaped by international organizations like the United
Nations (Sandoval 2008: 63). These groups could also be viewed as emblematic of Hale’s
multicultural indigenous representatives that have traditionally remained, willingly or
unwillingly, within the realm of state-sanctioned politics. Nonetheless, the declaration
points to an increasing tension with free market state policy with common goals that aim:
To ratify the ancestral and historical rights to our territories and the
common resources of Mother Nature, reaffirming the inalienable character
of these rights as being non-negotiable, unquantifiable, without
impediment, and unrenounceable even to the cost of our lives…To
advance in the exercise of our right of autonomy and self determination as
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Indigenous Peoples…To ratify our rejection of Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) that make vulnerable the sovereignty of our Pueblos...To reaffirm
our decision to defend the nutritional sovereignty and struggles against the
trans-genetic invasion, convoking all peoples of the world to join this
struggle…(Continental Summit of Indigenous Peoples and Organizations
2007).
Co-titled “from resistance to power,” the language of the statement is significant for
implying a re-identification of Mayan cultural organizations with broader historical anticolonial struggles to protect territory and subsistence agricultural practices. The reference
to “trans-genetic invasion” is particularly significant for posing agricultural
biotechnology as a new type of post-colonial invasion, this time by US corporations. The
statement further calls for a fundamental questioning of free trade by fomenting
transnational linkages between indigenous struggles throughout the Americas.
According to Sandoval, the 2007 accord rejected the “exclusionary power” that
has shaped agrarian politics “throughout the continent and particularly in Guatemala”
(Sandoval 2008: 62-63). Of particular significance for Mayan mobilization, the statement
once again took up the “driving thread” of the 1980 declaration: the fundamental struggle
of indigenous communities for political and economic rights.
In February 2010, the CUC officially issued the second Declaration of Iximché.
Building on the 2007 statement, it reaffirmed the historical struggles of Mayan
communities that culminated in the 1980 statement:
30 years ago, some days after the Spanish Embassy Massacre, our brothers
and sisters recounted our common struggles and threats…Those of us who
are once again present in our Mayan city of Iximché are survivors of the
genocide that the state carried out through its military; we are sons and
daughters, grandsons and granddaughters of those great men and women
who dreamed of a different society without exploitation and racism for
them and future generations…(CUC 2010: 2).
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To confront the threat posed by an elite dominated state and increasingly
transnationalized agricultural interests focused on a new wave of agro-industrialization,
the declaration recognizes another important point from the 2007 statement: the need “to
articulate with other social movements and indigenous communities around the continent
that are faced with the same problems and that also aspire for peace and equality” (CUC
2010: 6).
Although Hale aptly illustrates the dangers of multiculturalism for a Mayan
movement whose marked cultural essentialism has limited their ability to form broader
political alliances, he also argues that “cultural resistance forges political unity and builds
the trenches from which effective political challenge can later occur” (Hale 2004: 78).
Since Hale’s original thesis, the second Declaration of Iximché signals that remerging
Mayan mobilization under the spaces allowed by post-civil war multiculturalism may
now be translating into new popular alliances no longer adequately contained by the state.

6.2-The Guatemalan Network for Food Sovereignty (REDSAG): Knowledge alliances in
opposition to GM agriculture
As an issue that transverses cultural, economic and environmental concerns
related to the protection of subsistence livelihoods, GM corn has become a potent symbol
of the threats posed by free trade and the expansion of industrial agriculture in
Guatemala. As Schurman notes in regards to international debates, agricultural
biotechnology disputes are leading to the formation of a diversity of alliances as different
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actors and groups link together to influence the codification of biotechnology knowledge.
It is further important to emphasize that:
…While struggles over institutional reform invariably reflect existing
power dynamics and relations, they do not necessarily (or perfectly)
reproduce them, because different groups may alter or crystallize their
definitions of self-interest, establish new alliances and enter into new
political arrangements and compromises (Schurman 2003: 18).
My research suggests that opposition to GM agriculture is bringing together diverse
Mayan, leftist and environmental organizations in new “popular knowledge alliances”
that are deploying formal scientific data and rationales in ways that are questioning the
authority of biotechnology proponents in the public sphere. Organized around issues of
food production and the control of seed resources related to food sovereignty (Rosset
2009, Patel 2009), these alliances are further pushing debates beyond the boundaries of
“formal science” by emphasizing the disproportionately distributed socio-economic and
cultural risks of GM agriculture to small-scale Mayan farmers. In doing so, REDSAG is
indeed challenging the exclusions legitimized by appeals to “expert” knowledge itself.
The convergence of organizations that have been considered divided (or at least
analyzed separately) in post-civil Guatemala (McNeish 2008, Hale 2002, Berger 1997) is
particularly evident in the Guatemalan Network for Sovereignty (REDSAG). As briefly
discussed in chapter V, REDSAG was originally formed in 2004 after the formulation of
the UNEP-GEF biosafety legislation. In fact, the founding members of the network,
including the environmental organization La CEIBA, attended consultation meetings
staged under the Biosafety Program in 2003 and presented a written critique to CONAP
and the national press against a legislative proposal they viewed as flawed in its emphasis
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on biodiversity protection while opening the doors to GM agriculture (La CEIBA 2005).
Yet according to biotechnology proponents both within and outside of Guatemala, the
biosafety legislation was wrought with the mark of “radical” social movements.
This juxtaposition of perspectives on the circumscribed or extensive influence of
popular groups on the UNEP-GEF legislation leaves open the question of precisely what
role their knowledges have played in shaping the UNEP-GEF Program and wider
biotechnology debates? I would argue the language of the biosafety legislation, which
called for restricting the import and commercial planting of GM corn to protect
biodiversity and farmer livelihoods, did not reflect a simple case of neoliberal regulation
in action but was influenced by the concerns expressed by popular organizations. In
2007, I documented similar environmental, political-economic and cultural concerns
within an overtly pro-commercial Technical Commission that was at least partially
divided over commercializing GM corn. Another key question is how particular
alternative knowledges remained a point of reference after the marginalization of the
biosafety legislation during the closed institutional discussions that followed?
I would argue that coordination between a diversity of popular groups is
increasingly influencing institutional debates. Membership to REDSAG now includes
200 organizations focused on issues ranging from Mayan cultural activism to campesino
agricultural production, agrarian reform and environmental conservation. The typology of
the organizations themselves ranges from nationally known groups like the CUC and
urban-based environmental NGOs to Mayan grassroots organizations coordinated by
rural community leaders. In addition, REDSAG also has strong transnational linkages
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with international NGOs including Rights Action and World Neighbors, two
organizations with a history of supporting agricultural development and environmental
initiatives in Guatemala. In general, REDSAG’s focus on food security and sovereignty
combines four major goals:
Strengthening the recovery and construction of models for endogenous
and sustainable campesino agricultural production; Promoting farmer
rights to the access, conservation and sustainable use of natural resources
essential for food production; Promoting access to innocuous and
culturally appropriate food; Investigating and becoming sensitive to
threats to food sovereignty posed by transgenic seeds, free trade, the food
crisis, etc. (REDSAG 2009).
Opposition to GM corn has become an important issue of an emerging food sovereignty
movement that is increasingly engaged in a form of agrarian politics combining
agricultural development with rural activism and increasing engagement with the
Guatemalan state. In starting with the assertion that the inability of commercial interests
to shape institutional discussions in ways that would allow them to sell and grow GM
corn is directly linked to popular opposition, the following sections focus on how
REDSAG is actually mobilizing to influence biotechnology debates. Despite the closure
of official spaces for participation in state discussions, these popular knowledge alliances
are effectively opposing GM agriculture through public denouncements of biotech food
aid and native seed fairs. In counteracting pro-commercial narratives of biotechnology,
REDSAG is further challenging the exclusionary foundations of capitalist modernity that
underpin contemporary neoliberalism while formulating alternative models for rural
development.
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6.2.1-Opposition to US food aid
McAfee (2003) points out a key distinction that underpins debates over the import
of biotech corn to Guatemala. While US biotechnology regulations are intended for fullycommercialized agricultural systems “where seeds are one sort of commodity and food is
a different commodity entirely,” in Mesoamerican countries, “the same seed may be the
source of life both in the next day’s meal and the next season’s planting material”
(McAfee 2003: 22). The distinction between industrialized and relatively “selfprovisioning farming systems” is essential to understanding concerns over the
distribution of biotech corn as food aid in rural communities throughout Guatemala.
Beginning in 2002, a series of public denouncements by REDSAG brought
significant national and international attention to the environmental and socio-economic
risks of GM corn. In collecting samples of food aid from Mayan farmers and rural
community leaders to discover the unregulated entrance of GM seeds, the organization
took on a role that state institutions have been unable and/or unwilling to fulfill. The
testing of this food aid, carried out in US laboratories, was facilitated by the coordination
of “local” social organizations with international NGOs like Rights Action in an
increasingly transnational network. In fomenting these linkages, REDSAG has been
generating an expert “counter narrative” (Escobar 2008) that ties official narratives
emphasizing the benign nature of GM cross-pollination to Guatemalan elites and US
trade interests. REDSAG also measures the broader impact of food aid utilizing a
different set of criteria than seemingly apolitical accounts by emphasizing its role in
destabilizing the domestic rural economy and harming small-scale farmers. The critiques
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offered by this national and transnational network are integrally grounded in the
knowledges and experiences of Mayan communities.
One of the coordinating members of REDSAG, an environmental organization
named Madre Selva, was the first to bring national attention to the issue of biotech food
aid. In 2002, Mayan farmers brought to Madre Selva samples of un-milled yellow corn
that was being distributed to rural communities by the United Nations’ World Food
Program. US biotechnology laboratories found the samples to contain three types of GM
corn with proprietary traits from biotech seed companies Monsanto and Aventis (WFP)
(Brosnan 2002). Originating in the United States and donated through Title II of US
Public Law 480,59 the varieties were prohibited in the European Union due to potential
health risks. In addition, small-scale farmers affiliated with Madre Selva reported that
other farmers were already illegally planting food aid and GM yellow corn imported from
the US.
With an escalating biotech corn contamination controversy in Mexico, the
principal source of concern for Madre Selva, reiterated by the Guatemalan Ministry of
Agriculture, was the potential negative environmental impacts if biotech corn crosspollinated with traditional varieties. Unlike the government response, REDSAG’s
announcement was further linked to the legal implications of contamination for smallscale farmers. The denouncement occurred in the wake of Monsanto’s recent victory in
the Canadian Supreme Court extending patent enforcement to crops contaminated with
GM traits via pollen flow. For La CEIBA, another environmental organization that
59

See Chapter IV for more information on the changing political function of US food aid distributed
under PL 480 during and after the civil war.
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helped create REDSAG, the ruling against canola farmer and seed producer, Percy
Schemeiser, provided a “terrifying” glimpse of the potential economic consequences of
genetic contamination for Mesoamerica for small-scale farmers reliant on seed saving
and exchange (CEIBA 2003: 27). The unregulated, if not illegal entrance of GM food aid
was thus seen as the first step in a broader push by the US and Guatemalan elites to
extend free trade and impose agricultural biotechnology in the region.
While Guatemalan organizations called for a moratorium on the commercial
import and donation of GM grains for food consumption, the government took little
action beyond promising to address the issue in upcoming governmental meetings.
Regardless of relative official inaction, popular concerns over the entrance of GM grains
initiated by REDSAG organizations resulted in more coordinated efforts at the regional
level. In 2003, La CEIBA facilitated a meeting in Nicaragua with counterparts from four
other Central American countries and the Dominican Republic to form the Central
American Alliance for Biodiversity Protection (Alianza Centroamericana de Protección a
la Biodiversidad 2005: 4). In 2004, the alliance, with support from rural communities and
the international NGO, Friends of the Earth (FOE), sent 77 grain samples from food aid
and/or commercial imports to another US biotech laboratory. In February 2005, La
CEIBA and the other members of the alliance hosted a series of news conferences in their
respective countries announcing that 80% of the samples showed presence of transgenes
banned for human consumption in Europe and/or the United States. Particularly
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controversial was the detection of Starlink GM corn in WFP food aid, produced in the
United States but unapproved for human consumption (ENS 2005).60
Similar to the 2002 denouncement, La CEIBA portrayed GM corn as dangerous
to human health, corn biodiversity and subsistence livelihoods. In addition, the alliance
broadened political demands (Alianza Centroamericana de Protección a la Biodiversidad
2005). To the World Food Program, proposals centered on stopping the distribution of
GM grains as well as prioritizing the usage of local corn supplies for future aid programs:
in essence connecting the unique risks of GM agriculture to critiques of the economic
function of food aid for generating import dependency and harming domestic producers
(Garst & Barry 1990, CONGCOOP 2007). To regional governments, the alliance called
for: the ratification of the Cartagena Protocol, the creation of national regulatory systems
following a precautionary principle approach, and the participation of civil society
representatives in official regulatory discussions at the national and regional levels.
Although Clapp (2006) emphasizes the pull of trade and commercial interests in
determining the weak response of Central American governments to GM food aid
controversy, highly publicized denouncements in both 2002 and 2005 were effective in
illuminating the potential environmental and socio-economic risks of GM corn to a wider
public audience.
By 2007, controversy over GM food aid was fully embroiled in opposition to
CAFTA and popular unrest over mounting food insecurity in the highlands. In October of
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Four years earlier in 2001, Starlink corn approved only for animal feed and industrial use was found
in US food supply, necessitating a costly recall that nonetheless failed to prevent its entering into
international grain exports (Schurman 2003)
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that year, I attended the third public denouncement of GM food aid found distributed in
grain form and as a new soy and corn blend called Vitacereal. The rejection of Vitacereal
in the community of San Mateo Ixtatán (located in the region of Huehuetenango) after
REDSAG found samples containing five GM traits, set the stage for growing conflict
between the organization and the Secretariat of Food Security and Nutrition (SESAN).61
Held in Guatemala City, the meeting was led by the coordinator of REDSAG from the
environmental organization La CEIBA with the participation of a Mayan farmer from
San Mateo who organized local opposition to Vitacereal (see Figures 6.4 & 6.5). The
event was also attended by journalists from major newspapers, television and talk radio.
Addressing the 2007 samples of GM food aid and the 2005 Starlink debacle,
REDSAG’s coordinator, Ronnie Palacios, argued that GM food aid violated UNestablished guidelines calling for the right to “quantitatively and qualitatively adequate
and sufficient nutrition that meets cultural traditions of particular populations” (REDSAG
2007). He made the case that US food aid stood contradictorily as a short-term attempt to
address the food crisis while at the same time undermining long-term food security and
food sovereignty by threatening corn biodiversity integral to subsistence livelihoods.
According to another presenter from REDSAG, protecting traditional seeds against GM
cross-pollination held particular stakes in the Guatemalan context:
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REDSAG coordinator Ronnie Palacios, personal communication number 50, Cuilco, 18 September
2007.
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Figure 6.4-REDSAG food aid denouncement, 2007, photo by author

Figure 6.5-REDSAG food aid denouncement, farmer press interview,
2007, photo by author
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With four different colors and 60 different varieties, corn provides a basis
for Guatemala’s national diet and has tremendous cultural significance for
the Mayan population… The threats posed by the contamination of
biodiversity by GM varieties is greater here than in other Latin American
countries because Guatemala is a center of origin for the corn species...
When all the corn in the United States is contaminated, Guatemala may be
the only country left able to maintain this biodiversity (RESAG 2007).
After the end of formal presentation, the coordinator of REDSAG and the Mayan
farmer participated in a press conference re-emphasizing the health, environmental and
broader economic concerns of GM agriculture and food aid that led to the rejection of
Vitacereal in the community of San Mateo. As a whole, the meeting provided a counterpoint to pro-commercial assertions by the Technical Commission and the USDA-FAS
with the threats posed by biotech food aid a tangible means to convey the political nature
of institutional biotechnology expertise.

6.2.2-Native seed fairs and the revalorization of campesino agriculture
Food aid denouncements were an effective means to bring attention to the
potential threats of GM corn to a broad yet diffuse national audience. Another important
aspect of REDSAG’s political campaign has been to host a series of “native seed fairs”
focused on mobilizing rural communities against GM agriculture and strengthening local
agricultural production through the exchange of traditional seeds and knowledge. The
first two national seed fairs in 2005 and 2006 were held at important sites of historical
and contemporary popular mobilization, Chimaltenango and Tecpán, the latter city
located next to the ruins of Iximché.
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In 2007, I attended a series of these forums, the largest of which was entitled the
“III National Native Seed Fair: Constructing Community Food Sovereignty,” and held in
Solola from April 17-19. The event was coordinated by 47 REDSAG member
organizations and included the participation of hundreds of Mayan farmers. The first
portion of the event took place in Solola’s municipal building with a series of
presentations by REDSAG member organizations including Madre Selva and La CEIBA
and affiliated farmers and community leaders. With a national food crisis and a recent
visit by George Bush promoting ethanol production,62 a major focus of discussion was
the future of subsistence livelihoods and campesino oriented food production. As asserted
by one presenter:
The rise in corn prices during 2007 raises the question of what the
government intends to do? It can either support domestic corn production
or continue following international financial interests pushing for more
corn imports and the production of sugarcane-based ethanol to sell in US
markets. This question is fundamental because if we continue following an
agro-export model that has brought economic growth without equity, local
agricultural markets will eventually be fully dismantled (Feria Nacional de
Semillas Nativas 2007).
REDSAG presenters argued that ethanol expansion would trigger a dramatic increase in
land concentration, a decrease in campesino food production and an unprecedented loss
of food sovereignty in rural communities: in essence representing the culmination of
historical agrarian tensions escalating since the 19th century. With the reliance on cornbased ethanol in the United States, forum participants also expressed concern over the
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In fact, Mayan priests carried out a “cleansing” ritual after Bush’s March 2007 visit to the
ceremonial site of Iximché (Grandin, Levenson & Oglesby: 2011).
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degradation of Mayan culture and material livelihoods if agrarian elites began utilizing
sacred grain seeds “not to stop hunger but to fill gas tanks” (Ibid).
Other REDSAG members expressed equally strident criticisms of a Guatemalan
state viewed as “turning its back on campesino farmers” in the service of national and
transnational commercial interests:
Guatemala is a country where the government believes the most important
thing to do is to produce food for export and buy seeds from commercial
sources because they believe these seeds are superior. What the
government does not know is that Guatemalan farmers, with traditions that
span thousands of years, have more extensive agricultural knowledge than
most professionals and that this knowledge is concentrated in maintaining
the seed (Ibid).
REDSAG was thus calling for change from current official views of food security
focused on supplying food aid, and marketing hybrid seeds and agro-chemicals. Instead,
the organization was calling for a greater recognition of farmer practices centered on the
maintenance of traditional seed. If the current model of albeit limited government
“support” was criticized for harming rather than promoting rural livelihoods, the opening
of the country to transgenic seeds was viewed as a further step in the disintegration of
subsistence livelihoods from within by destroying native or criollo seeds via genetic
contamination and patent protection.
The seed fair was unique because it was the first official forum where REDSAG
members expressed their concerns directly to government agencies involved in
formulating agricultural policy and shaping institutional discussions over GM agriculture.
These included the National Council of Science and Technology (CONCYT), the
Secretariat of Food Security and Nutrition (SESAN), and the Ministry of Agriculture and
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Livestock (MAGA). A particularly interesting dialogue between the MAGA official and
a REDSAG leader pointed to the contradictions and potential points of convergence
between state and popular visions for protecting rural livelihoods. The MAGA
representative first gave a presentation focused on the agency’s recent efforts to promote
domestic corn production through the subsidized sale of hybrid seeds in: the south coast
commercial production zones of Suchitepéquez and Retalhuleu, the drought prone eastern
regions of Progreso, Chiquimula and Jalapa, and marginalized highland departments of
Huhuetenango and El Quiché. According to the MAGA representative, the country was
almost self sufficient in white corn production with a 12% increase in production from
2002 through 2006.
After the presentation, a REDSAG organizer expressed concern over MAGA’s
broader views on supporting subsistence based corn producers:
I am truly surprised that a representative from MAGA has come to speak
with us today…I’m not sure if government policy has changed because the
previous minister of agriculture stated on numerous occasions that “to
cultivate corn was to generate poverty.” Imagine that one of the most
important food sources for Guatemalans was not considered adequate by
this gentleman. I also think it is a little contradictory when MAGA states it
supports farmers by giving away seeds and chemicals when after
generating dependence, farmers are forced to buy these products at high
market prices…those of us here are trying to move away from this model
and looking for new proposals (Ibid).
This critique was centered not simply on the lack of official support for most highland
communities but rather the deficiencies in the current model for generating a problematic
dependence on commercial inputs. MAGA did not provide an answer to these concerns
and instead emphasized that these mechanisms would be expanded during 2007 (see
Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6-National Seed Fair, exchange between government officials and REDSAG,
photo by author
Throughout this dialogue, REDSAG members emphasized that MAGA’s policy
would soon result in the distribution of transgenic seeds. Perhaps surprising for most
conference participants, the government official responded by stating: “At MAGA we are
the first ones to oppose the use of transgenics because Guatemala is a center of
biodiversity and a center of origin for the corn species” (Ibid). This strong political
statement cannot be seen as completely representative of official MAGA regulatory
policy, viewed by the USDA-FAS and the Technical Commission as the effective model
to commercialize GM agriculture. It does, however, illustrate the bifurcated character of
the state in which not all professionals in MAGA held a unified vision of GM agriculture
and in fact shared concerns with REDSAG.
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Another series of questions posed to government officials centered on why the
state had not made a greater effort to create incentives for campesino-oriented corn
production, such as through purchasing criollo seed for food aid and seed distribution
programs. As asserted by one indigenous leader: “How will the campesino economy
continue in the future if we have to buy our seeds every year? If government programs
would focus on supporting criollo seed production instead, farmers would have seeds for
the rest of their lives” (Ibid). These proposals represented another fundamental goal of
the Native Seed Fair: promoting a rural agrarian economy that would continue to rely on
and strengthen the use of native seeds. REDSAG was thus disseminating an alternative
view from the commercial seed sector’s emphasis on the inevitable disappearance of
criollo seeds, instead focusing on the viability of subsistence agricultural practices.
Although popular participants were calling on government agencies for a new
model of support, REDSAG presentations also highlighted projects developed by
community leaders successful for promoting a revalorization of “campesino orientated
production.” These ranged from efforts to recover local criollo varieties of wheat,
malanga (a starchy tuber crop native to Latin America), as well as criollo animals
domesticated by the Maya before the colonial conquest. Another important project was
carried out by the Institute of Mesoamerican Permaculture (IMAP), located near Solola
on Lake Atitlan. Formed in 2000, the organization developed a network of criollo seed
banks maintained by the institute and surrounding communities. In 2007, REDSAG was
in the process of extending these seed banks throughout the country by providing
materials like silos and technical assistance. IMAP’s future goal was to coordinate with
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other organizations outside Guatemala to establish a more encompassing Central
American seed bank.
During the third day of the event, the main focus was providing a forum for
REDSAG members and local farmers to exchange seeds and food products. The
assortment of criollo corn seeds included displays of dried ears of white, red, yellow and
black varieties, all with distinct tastes and adapted to varied growing conditions (see
Figures 6.7). For participants, the seed fair and process of exchange was an essential
means of spurring broader political action. As described by one Mayan vendor, “The goal
of these forums is to learn about our common problems, exchange seeds and ideas, and
organize ourselves to defend our food sovereignty.” Others similarly expressed that the
ties developed between organizations, farmers and community leaders were creating a
wider political movement that the state was increasingly unable ignore, one that drew on
both a cultural and political economic discourse about the importance of corn to Mayan
life.
The two illustrations photographed in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 are particularly
emblematic of the broader themes evident during the seeds fairs. The mural shown in
Figure 6.8, photographed at a regional meeting near the town Champerico on the
southern coast states simply: “The recovery of Mayan land and culture is the struggle for
life and peace.” Mayan mobilization for control of economic resources and cultural
autonomy are represented by peasants marching down a symbolic road to the capital
passing by a rural landscape of subsistence corn production. The second illustration, a
banner hanging at the Solola event was titled “Struggle for Food Sovereignty.” On one
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side, it depicts an ancient Mayan surrounded by the four-color varieties of Guatemalan
maize with the phrases: “We conserve what we inherited from our ancestors; We protect
our Mother Earth.” The other side of the illustration is telling of the perceived dangers of
GM crops to this heritage of Mayan corn production. The phrase, “Caution! Transgenics
are a threat to our biodiversity,” is placed next to a monstrous ear of genetically
engineered corn ridden by a vampiric US corporate giant who is enchaining a Mayan
peasant. Of equal importance is the evident linkage between biotech crops and the
problematic agro-chemical dependency that resulted from the Green Revolution and
portrayed as poisoning the soil.

Figure 6.7-Native seed fair, seed exchange, 2007, photo by author
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Figure 6.8- REDSAG mural, native seed fair, 2007, photo by author

Figure 6.9- REDSAG banner, native seed fair, 2007, photo by author
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Since my initial research, REDSAG has expanded native seed fairs nationally.
They have also established a network of seed banks throughout the country (see Figure
6.10), involving the storage and preservation of criollo seeds in communities located both
in the Guatemalan highlands and the southern coast, the contemporary center of
industrialized export agriculture. Overall, native seed fairs and seed banks are allowing
REDSAG to strengthen political opposition and develop concrete alternatives to the
commercialization of GM agriculture. With the re-initiation of the UNEP-GEF Biosafety
Program in 2010, the network is now poised to demand a more inclusive seat at the
negotiating table with their own knowledges situated in the experiences and concerns of
small-scale farmers. The following sections examine the case of San Martín Jilotepeque
as illustrative of the practices and struggles of Mayan farmers that inform the situated
knowledges crafted and deployed by REDSAG.

Figure 6.10-REDSAG seed bank inauguration, 2010, REDSAG 2010
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6.3-Resisting and negotiating modernization in San Martín Jilotepeque
The municipio of San Martín Jilotepeque, located in the central highland
department of Chimaltenango and adjacent to the rich soils of the Pacific piedmont offers
a microcosm of historical Guatemalan development politics characterized by economic
inequality, political exclusion and Mayan mobilization to protect land and economic
resources. The state violently repressed indigenous efforts in San Martín (and throughout
the highlands) for structural reform. Yet, in blending traditional and modern farming
practices (the inter-mixing of hybrid with criollo corn seeds and the limited use of
chemical fertilizers), Mayan farmers simultaneously resisted and appropriated
modernization in ways that remain vital to contemporary subsistence survival.
The next subsections assert that historical and contemporary Mayan political
mobilization and farmer practices in San Martín represent an important example of
“alternative modernities,” specifically characterized by indigenous efforts to reformulate
the Green Revolution and broader state modernization in ways that supported rather than
relegated traditional livelihoods. After examining the broader context of inequitable
development and Mayan mobilization in San Martín, I discuss my research in the
municipality focused on historical and contemporary Mayan efforts to promote rural
livelihoods in the face of mounting rural inequality. In exploring the ways in which
farmer practices do and do not dovetail with social movements like REDSAG, I also
address the tensions between social mobilization at the level of organizations and smallscale farmers. Although the articulation of “situated” knowledges by social movements is
awkward and imperfect, farmer reliance on practices of seed saving and exchange and re-
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emerging local activism point to the politically strategic nature of contemporary popular
knowledge alliances. It also signals greater points of convergence between REDSAG and
small-scale farmers with “hybrid” practices and political demands.

6.3.1-Agrarian politics, Mayan mobilization and state repression in San Martín
Local politics in San Martín Jilotepeque have long been linked the agro-export
economy. In the 1830s, ladinos were notably successful in seizing Mayan communal
property in San Martín at a time when the full-scale national assault on indigenous land
was not yet fully underway (McCreery 1994: 56). During the coffee revolution at the turn
of the century, elites acquired large tracts of ejido land in the municipio as a means to tie
Mayan farmers to particular coffee plantations. At the beginning of the 20th century,
McCreery documents six elite-owned fincas de mozos63 in San Martín out of “dozens or
perhaps a hundred” total throughout the country (Ibid 202). One of the largest of these
farms was the 69-caballería hacienda Rosario Canajal, colonialized with contract workers
from the neighboring El Quiché region.64 Gradual yet sporadic population growth in San
Martín, connected to the ebb and flow of the coffee economy, added to a diminishing
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As discussed in chapter IV, fincas de mozos (literally meaning farms that produce workers) refer to
farms purchased by elite planters in the highlands near or within indigenous communities. Existing
residents were required to labor on coastal coffee plantations in exchange for continued access to land
in which they had historical claims.
64
The hacienda Rosario Canajal was founded by the prominent Herrera family who began as coffee
producers and who own Pantaleón, the largest sugar company in Guatemala.
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land base for much of the Mayan peasantry. By the 1960s, San Martín had one of the
highest degrees of land concentration in the department of Chilmaltenango.65
Nascent rural mobilization surfaced during the 1960s and early 1970s with local
religious and cooperative groups increasingly focused on addressing the precarious
economic situation in Mayan communities. A devastating 1976 earthquake that leveled
buildings and killed 27,000 people in the Chimaltenango region would greatly amplify
Mayan calls for structural reform throughout the highlands (Hale 2006). According to
Hale, “while nearly all the varied activities of social mobilization in the late 1970s have
antecedents before 1976, in the aftermath of the earthquake the pace quickened, the sense
of urgency deepened and expectations soared” (Ibid: 61). The arrival of national relief
workers and foreign NGO assistance both encouraged an active role for Mayan peasant
organizations in reconstruction and generated hopes that efforts would help bring about
renewed opportunities for more equitable economic development. The ineptness of the
Guatemalan government and corruption of local elites in handling reconstruction funds
fed momentum for indigenous participation in municipal elections, agricultural
cooperatives and the guerilla insurgency as a means to influence local agrarian politics.
Organization in San Martín played a particularly important role in influencing the
broader national trajectory of political mobilization. Guatemala’s first guerilla group, the
Rebel Armed Forces (FAR) operated primarily in the eastern departments of Izabal and
Zacapa (Handy 1984: 231) yet had formed linkages with Mayan workers groups in
65

The degree of land disparity between ladino elites and Mayan landholdings varied greatly between
municipios. In 1964, 17% of farmers held 71% of land in San Martín Jilotepeque, compared to 7%
owning 12% of land in San José Poaquíl (Hale 2006: 55)
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various Chimaltenango municipios, including San Martín (Hale 2006: 64). After the
earthquake, which killed 4,000 people and destroyed nearly all structures in the San
Martín town center and surrounding countryside, Mayan and ladino peasant leaders met
in 1977 at a local finca to form the Peasant Unity Committee (CUC). The CUC, which
would soon become the national voice for a more unified indigenous and non-indigenous
peasant movement, maintained a strong base of support in the region. Some local CUC
members also linked up with guerillas now active in the highlands under the Guerilla
Army of the Poor (EGP).
The government’s response to calls for political representation, land and labor
reform in San Martín was emblematic of the broader escalation of military repression that
extended throughout the highlands. From the 1960s on, “neighbor organizations” in the
municipio made requests to the national government for a permanent army base “to fend
off the guerilla threat” (Ibid: 65). Beginning in 1978, selective killings of local Mayan
political and agrarian cooperative leaders were commonplace. With the emergence of
significant guerilla activity in 1980 throughout Chimaltenango, the army launched its
major counter-insurgency campaign of the civil war, effectively ending all popular
political mobilization and a brief indigenous insurrection. As a center of peasant
organization, San Martín was particularly targeted in the repression. In the post civil war
period, Hale notes that United Nations’ Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH)
“amassed sufficient evidence to make a fifth case of genocide in San Martín Jilotepeque,
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which they later set aside for technical reasons” (Ibid: 66).66 Currently, despite a large
and expanding indigenous population,67 “ladino power-holders have persisted to a greater
extent than in other locations” in maintaining power over local agrarian politics (Ibid:
78).

6.3.2-Reconstructing subsistence livelihoods in the post civil war period
Although San Martín was an important microcosm of civil war indigenous
mobilization, entrenched elite interests and state-sponsored repression, my choice of
conducting interviews there also came out of a series of conversations with a friend
named Tomás from the news agency Inforpress, whom I had met during pre-dissertation
work in 2005. In discussing my research over the politics GM agriculture, we frequently
turned to discussions of his hometown, San Martín, where he asserted that most Mayan
families had grown corn for generations. The very name “Jilotepeque” is derived from
the indigenous Nahuatl words of Xilotl and Topet, meaning “Hill of Tender Maize”
(Inforpress 2010). Tomás also asserted that most local corn producers relied on a
combination of traditional saved seeds, commercial as well as non-synthetic fertilizers. I
became increasingly interested in understanding the ways in which farmers were
reconstructing livelihoods in a post-civil war landscape including: the changes and
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Elizabeth Oglesby, who participated in the UN commission, asserted that the main constraint to
officially including San Martín as a genocide case was lack of time (personal communication, Tucson,
5 March, 2010).
67
In 2000, the population of San Martín was estimated at 58,578, 88 percent of which was Mayan.
This represented a proportional increase in the indigenous population of 1 percent from 1981. During
the same time period in the Department of Chimaltenango, the indigenous population fell 1 percent.
For Hale, these trends point to a “Mayanization” of some Chimaltenango municipios (Hale 2006: 78)
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continuities in agricultural practices and the degree to which Mayans were reengaging
with local and national agrarian politics.
I arrived at the center of San Martín Jilotepeque in October 2007 to meet Tomás.
San Martín was a bustling highland town of around 10,000 people surrounded by rolling
hills, dramatic mountains in the distance and patches of forest and agricultural land. The
town is most active during a weekly market in which some of the 63,000, largely Mayan
inhabitants living in smaller surrounding highland villages arrive to sell a variety of fruits
and vegetables, livestock and grains. Corn is present in multiple forms: from large burlap
sacks of white, yellow, black and red seeds in the town’s municipal building to tamales,
tortillas, grilled sweet corn on the cob and a white corn-based warm drink called atol de
elote sold out of small houses, in makeshift stands, and street corners.
In many ways, Tomás epitomized a contemporary generation of young
Guatemalans that grew up farming in the countryside but had moved to more urban areas
in search of a better life. Although his family still lived on a farm in one of the outlying
villages, he resided in San Martín’s town center with his wife, who worked as a
schoolteacher, in a home that doubled as a mini-convenience store. With a brother
illegally working in the United States and a still precarious economic situation in
Guatemala, Tomás often joked with a hint of seriousness that he might make the trip to el
norte as well. Tomás usually commuted to work in Guatemala City on a one and half
hour bus ride, but for this week I hired him as a research assistant through Inforpress. The
town center would serve as home base in which to make daily trips to the surrounding
countryside for farmer interviews set up by Tomás and his wife. Over the next five days,
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we traveled through rolling hills surrounded by forest, cattle pasture and corn fields,
while I carried out twelve interviews with farmers in the eastern portion of the
municipality (see Figures 6.11, 6.12 & 6.13).
While encompassing a bucolic patchwork of villages and agricultural land, San
Martín’s countryside also reflected the diverse and often precarious economic situations
of small farming communities. Tomás pointed to large, fenced cattle pastures alongside
main roads owned by prominent ladinos patrones (large-scale landino landowners) while
most Mayans farmed in the surrounding hills. Within the small villages we passed, there
was an immediate contrast between makeshift structures of wood, metal siding and
thatched roofs and larger houses made of concrete block. According to Tomás, this
contrast was an indication of those with and without relatives in the United States, while
most elites lived in the town of San Martín or Guatemala City. It was also possible to
view the effects of the civil war: one village had a six-foot, faded white obelisk on the
side of road with the names of those killed by the military during “la violencia.”
In an agrarian landscape that bore visible reminders of the brutality of the past and
continuing structural inequalities, my interviews focused on two themes: the experiences
of small-scale farmers during the period of the civil war, including agricultural practices
and participation in local politics; and second, the reconstruction of subsistence-based
corn production in the post civil war period. In examining the escalation of rural tensions
during 1970s, Arias (1990) illustrates how adoption of chemical fertilizers was connected
to a broader process of agricultural modernization that fomented Mayan organization in
response to growing rural inequality.
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Figure 6.11-The Department of Chimaltenango, Wikipedia, 2011

1. Chimaltenango
2. San José Poaquíl
3. San Martín Jilotepeque
4. San Juan Comalapa
5. Santa Apolonia
6. Tecpán Guatemala
7. Patzún
8. Pochuta
9. Patzicía
10. Santa Cruz Balanyá
11. Acatenango
12. Yepocapa
13. San Andrés Itzapa
14. Parramos
15. Zaragoza
16. El Tejar

Figure 6.12-The Municipalities of Chimaltenango including San Martín Jilotepeque,
Ministry of Culture and Sports, 2011
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Figure 6.13-The Municipality of San Martín Jilotepeque and Interview Sites,
Inforpress 2010

Farmers interviewed indicated that the initial adoption of synthetic fertilizers in
the late 1960s and after the devastating 1976 earthquake coincided with broader political
efforts by local cooperatives, sometimes with support from government institutions and
international organizations, in pressing for access to land. Regardless of farmer attempts
to improve local livelihoods, nearly all were directly impacted by military violence
between 1978 and 1983. Most were forced to flee for an extended period of time and
their homes burnt to the ground by government soldiers and/or local civil patrols. Within
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this group, there was a range of experiences. One farmer who I will call Ramón hid in the
nearby mountains for three years and went back periodically to grow and harvest corn
crops.68 Another fled to the mountains but returned after a year to rebuild his home and
reinitiate planting. Others left the countryside to the relative safety of urban centers in
San Martín and Guatemala City, returning to their land after two years with only the
clothes on their back.69
Out of the twelve interviewed farmers, ten had 17 cuerdas70 of land or less.
Within this group, two were renters with uncertain access to their fields the following
year. In an era of post-civil war national agricultural context characterized by minimal
government support, limited access to land and mounting economic inequality,
subsistence corn farmers were relatively self-sufficient, utilizing farm-saved seeds and
few agro-chemicals. Eight of the interviewed farmers used synthetic fertilizers, primarily
as a labor saving strategy. In comparing synthetic and traditional fertilization methods,
one farmer asserted:
I have been using chemical fertilizers for 38 years and remember that cow
manure worked about the same. The problem was that it required more
work to prepare the land and the fertilizer. Now, I just need one day to
apply the chemicals.71
Even with this advantage, just three farmers relied solely on chemical fertilizers with the
majority also utilizing a combination of animal manure, weeds, as well as corn stalks and
leaves from the previous years harvest to fertilize the soil. Farmers asserted that in
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Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 65, Pachay Las Lomas, 17 October 2007.
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 66, Caseria Rio Blanco, 18 October 2007.
70
1 cuerda equals .97 acres.
71
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 68, Caseria Rio Blanco 18 October 2007.
69
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addition to having readily available material on the farm, organic fertilization lasted
longer and improved the soil’s fertility over time.72 Farm-produced fertilizers were also a
pragmatic means to maintain productivity while mitigating the impacts of rising costs for
chemical fertilizers viewed as less effective than in previous years.73
In contrast to a relatively broad yet limited adoption of chemical fertilizers, just
two farmers reported utilizing herbicides or pesticides. One farmer who lived in the city
and rented property on the nearby farm of San Jose Las Rosas, applied two rounds of
herbicides for weed control and burned remaining corn leaves and stalks at the end of
harvest season. He attributed his greater reliance on both herbicides and chemical
fertilizers to the problem of finding labor to assist in working the land.74 Nonetheless, for
the majority of interviewed farmers, these materials served not as nuisance but as a
valuable source of organic compost and animal feed that also helped reduce costs.
Pesticide adoption was similarly rare among the interviewees. Only one farmer purchased
three dollars worth of insecticide a year to control a larval form of the common June Bug
known as gallina ciega that consumes corn plant roots.75 The other farmers reported that
tilling soil, which allows the pest to consume other vegetation besides the corn roots, had
been effective in preventing any problems.76

72

Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 68, Caseria Rio Blanco, 18 October 2007.
At the national level, the importance of both “modern” and “traditional” inputs matches a more
general observation of a relatively broad utilization of chemical fertilizer for corn production but with
a lesser degree of intensity by particular farmers compared to neighboring Mexico. In the 1999 and
2000 farm season, Guatemalan farmers utilized synthetic fertilizers on 53% of the total area dedicated
to corn production, compared to 43% of the total area in Mexico. Nonetheless, fertilizer use per
hectare was almost twice as much in Mexico as compared to Guatemala (Aquino et al. 2000: 54).
74
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 71, San Martín, 20 October, 2007.
75
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 66, Rio Blanco, 18 October 2007.
76
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 62, Rosario, 16 October 2007.
73
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Compared to the varied adoption of agro-chemicals, all the interviewed farmers
continued to rely on traditional saved seeds. Farmers generally selected seeds during the
yearly harvest, looking for the largest and most uniform ears of corn. In hillside areas
where crops were particularly exposed to wind, farmers selected for shorter stalks to
prevent felling.77 Farmers also identified numerous factors that helped explain the
continued importance of criollo seeds for subsistence corn production. This included
cultural factors ranging from a dietary preference for criollo corn for family consumption
to the significance of preserving seeds planted among particular families and
communities for generations. Criollo seeds also helped reduce farmer reliance on
commercial inputs. “Felipe” summarized some of the practical advantages of criollo
seeds (Felipe’s story is recounted in more detail in the following section below):
Leaves from hybrid corn plants decay a month after the harvest. Corn
from criollo seeds can be saved for a year to feed livestock during the dry
season or used as organic fertilizer during the next years planting….Most
importantly, while hybrids are conditioned to synthetic fertilizers and
pesticides, criollo seeds grow well with little or no chemical application. 78
Felipe had been planting the same seed lines used by his parents, grandparents and
generations before. He gave a common reason for not switching to modern hybrids:
Hybrids are not particularly adapted to the colder climate of this area…
sometimes they work and sometimes they don’t. Also, you have two years
to replant hybrids and after that the seeds will not grow. Criollo varieties
are much more reliable long-term.
The farmer brings up two important biological factors that have constrained the full-scale
adoption of hybrid corn in the Mayan highlands. The first is that hybrid varieties utilized

77
78

Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 66, Rio Blanco, 18 July 2007.
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 64, Pachay Las Lomas, 17 October 2007.
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in Guatemala, like the rest of the Latin American tropics, have been created primarily for
hotter lowland climates. In one of the few studies documenting modern seed adoption in
the Guatemalan highlands, Van Etten (2006b) finds that in addition to utilizing traditional
seeds, farmers living in warm highland conditions below 1400 meters had incorporated
hybrid varieties that were “recycled” or saved year after year. The same study found that
the use of modern varieties decreased with altitude. In cold regions with elevations above
2000 meters, farmers utilized solely traditional seeds (Ibid: 5).
With an average elevation of 1755 meters, San Martín is considered a “temperate”
highland growing environment (Inforpress 2010). While none of the farmers formally
purchased hybrid seeds, a local variety identified by three farmers as “H3,” suggests the
utilization of modern seeds by some, perhaps for decades. Yet, saving and reusing hybrid
seeds over an extended period of time seems to contradict a second major assertion
identified in the farmer’s quote: a dramatic yield reduction that occurs when replanting
hybrids. To overcome this problem, local farmers were not simply “recycling” but rather
have intermixed modern hybrids with traditional corn varieties. The result has been the
creation of plants with both stable yields and desired “modern” characteristics like shorter
stalks. Although names like H3 may suggest a sole lineage from hybrid seeds, these
farmers recognized their corn plants as mixed “hybrid and criollo” varieties.79
At the national level, available estimates place the range of corn seeds utilized in
Guatemala within two categories: “formal” hybrid and open-pollinated corn varieties
created by government institutions or the private sector and purchased in commercial

79

Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 66, Rio Blanco, 18 October, 2007.
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markets; and native seeds “informally” developed, saved and exchanged (see Table 6.1).
Recycled seeds purchased once and saved thereafter comprise another subcategory in the
“informal” category, though their usage is not listed in this data. Finally, while described
as common practice in Guatemala and Mexico (Soleri et al. 2005), the two data sources
do not mention traditional saved seeds intermixed with improved seeds (and thus
containing modern traits) as a distinct category.
Although these national statistics clearly illustrate the ongoing importance of
criollo seeds, which comprise 91% to 69% of total usage, uncertainty over types of corn
seed utilized throughout the country reflect problems not simply with gathering data but
also with the strict definitions of “modern” and “traditional” seeds, which do not always
clearly match farmer practices. In a broader sense, the persistence of “traditional”
farming has been lamented by agrarian elites and the USDA-FAS as emblematic of the
“backwards” nature of the peasantry while celebrated and vigorously defended by social
movements. As illustrated in a statement by the director of REDSAG during a roundtable
discussion at a regional seed fair in the town Cuilco, articulating the importance of native
seeds to Mayan farmers has been an essential if problematic political task:
Although people in the villages use their own seeds, it may be due to a
number of factors like not having the economic resources to buy
commercial hybrids…There is a dangerous perception that a plant is better
simply if it yields more…We can’t just reject hybrids and GM plants but
rather must more clearly express why local varieties are better.80
REDSAG does aptly call attention to problems with common “scientific” measurements
of agricultural productivity based simply on yields. Recent literature in Mexico and
80

Ronnie Palacios REDSAG coordinator, personal communication number 78, Cuilco, 19 October
2007.
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Guatemala for example has identified other important characteristics (yield stability
under marginal conditions and few commercial inputs, culinary preference, etc.) that
explain the continued usage of criollo seeds by small-scale farmers (Soleri et al. 2005).
Yet, in assuming a strict divide between “modern” and “traditional” seeds, REDSAG is
also promoting a vision of subsistence corn production that may not be desirable or
practical for some small-scale farmers. In creating seeds of mixed lineage that could be
saved from year to year for example, farmers in San Martín appropriated hybrids
intended for industrialized farming to ensure subsistence survival within a context of
limited capital resources. The same can be said about the mixed use of chemical
fertilizers and local organic materials as a means to maintain corn yields while avoiding
broad dependence on the commercial input market.

Improved

Criollo

Formal

Informal

9% to 31%

data undetermined

NA

69% to 91%

Table 6.1-Estimates for national corn production by seed type and source

Despite sharing common practices of seed experimentation, the ability of farmers
in San Martín to improve their family’s economic conditions, let alone meet subsistence
needs, varied greatly. Three farmers accounts detailed below illustrate the continued
importance of criollo seeds (sometimes inter-mixed with hybrids) for corn production,
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obstacles to and efforts to reduce reliance on chemical inputs, as well as growing tensions
over local political rights and access to land.

6.3.3-Agrarian Practices and Political Mobilization: Three Farmer Accounts
In the late 1970s, the first farmer, whom I will call Ronaldo, was a landless
peasant who provided a particularly vivid account of military repression in response to
local attempts for agrarian reform.81 During the presidency of Lucas Garcia from 1978 to
1982, he was part of an 80-member cooperative organized to request land through the
National Institute for Agrarian Transformation (INTA). According to Ronaldo, the group
had completed the necessary paperwork, had been preparing the land for 20 days and
recently installed a mill to grind corn. In addition, the government had sent an agronomist
as the project manager or gerente to facilitate the final land transfer. His account of what
happened next was chilling:
One day, I went to the local store with my son and saw the army waiting
there, surrounding the area. I left to tell the gerente who told me not to
worry, that we already had the farm. We all went back to the store and the
soldiers had left. Some were even drinking beers when the military
showed up again suddenly and told us to put our hands up and get on the
ground. Then someone from the military began to read off a list of names
of accused guerillas. They called the names of our organization leaders
and carried seven of them away like pigs. The local group leaders were
later found dead while the gerente was beaten, burnt but left alive at a
garbage dump. I think the gerente made a deal for his life.
Ronaldo further explained the military showed up on that particular day as the
cooperative was scheduled to turn in the required paperwork to officially own the land.
Speaking on why his cooperative was singled out, he thinks that other local community
81

Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 62, El Rosario, 16 October 2007.
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members accused the group of being guerillas because they also wanted the land. He
added: “We were easy targets as members of an organization…they saw us mobilizing
and wanted to destroy us.” After the cooperative was disbanded, the locals believed to
have made the accusations received parcels of land from the military.
Ronaldo survived as a subsistence farmer growing corn mainly for family
consumption and selling “a little” on the commercial market to cover the primary costs of
production: rent for land on a large finca named “El Rosario” and the purchase of
synthetic fertilizers (See Figure 6.14). Nonetheless, the percentage of corn available for
family consumption varied depending on the harvest and fluctuating price for corn. With
predications for a good harvest in 2007 and high prices, Ronaldo would need to sell 25%
of the crop, for example.82 In 2006 however, when most of his corn was destroyed by
wind damage, he produced just enough to cover fertilizer and land rental costs. While
growing the same criollo corn seeds for years and selecting for shorter stalks, he also
discussed the possibility of obtaining a stouter H3 variety from his father-in-law.
For Ronaldo, repression during the civil war largely ended his hopes of obtaining
land through cooperative organization. Instead, he has since relied on renting eight
cuerdas of land owned and administered by a local military official. The contracts for
Ronaldo and the 18 other renters were renewed yearly, and the group was awaiting the
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Based on farmer estimates, total yearly land rental and fertilizer costs equaled 3,540 queztales or
approximately $448 based on the 2007 exchange rate of 7.9 queztales to one US dollar. At a
maximum estimated future harvest in 2007 and maximum price, Ronaldo could potentially earn 8,800
queztales or $1,114, selling his entire crop on the market. With this estimate, he would need to sell
around 25% of the corn to cover basic production costs.
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Figure 6.14-Tomás and Ronaldo in corn field, 2007, photo by author

decision on whether they would be able to “grow another year” on the farm. Ronaldo also
linked the group’s tenuous position as land renters to the continued dependence on
chemical fertilizers. “We have little incentive to take better care of the soil and apply
more organic fertilizers because we don’t know if we will be here in the future.”
Speaking in general terms on national agrarian politics, Ronaldo stated that
support for local farmers had greatly diminished since end of civil war. He remembers
subsidized synthetic fertilizers during the presidency of Vinicio Cerezo (1986-1991) but
had not received any government assistance since the Portillo administration in 2000.
Ronaldo also commented on the presidential election campaign taking place in 2007
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between the center-left reformer Álvaro Colóm and conservative former military general,
Otto Pérez Molina. He asserted that local politicians had promised that if Perez-Molina
came to power, the government would redistribute land owned by the military in San
Martín. Tomás, who was currently volunteering in support of Colóm’s National Unity of
Hope (UNE) party, replied that it would be a mistake to elect a military official as
president who played a strong role in the violence of the civil war. He further asserted
that Peréz-Molina “might redistribute lands, but only among the military and the elite.”
Regardless of this discussion, Ronaldo’s main aspirations were to receive a loan to buy a
cuerda or perhaps a manzana of land.83
Miguel, another farmer in the eastern portion of the municipio, also organized at
the local level in the 1970s and witnessed extreme repression, but nevertheless was able
to hold onto his land and create a viable family farm in the post-civil period. This success
may have been due to the timing of the land transfer and support from the international
NGO, Vecinos Mundiales or World Neighbors, in the process. In 1972, Vecinos
Mundiales purchased and distributed land to 67 landless residents from the municipality
and initiated a program of “integrative agricultural development.”84 As one of the original
members, Miguel received two manzanas, under the stipulation that loans would be paid
back in five years. He also participated in technical training led by a US agronomist
focused on soil preparation and conservation techniques utilizing local inputs. Receiving
former pastureland, his family had to work to improve the parcel. By putting “local”
agricultural knowledge into practice…we learned that even with very poor land, we could
83

One manzana equals 1.73 acres.
Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 70, El Mirador, 19 October 2007.
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still make it fertile with time.” Miguel also asserted that San Martín was where “the now
internationally known methodology for campesino farming from Vecinos Mundiales
began.” This methodology was in turn, codified in the NGOs technical guide, Dos
Mazorcas de Maíz or Two Ears of Corn, now widely read in agronomy departments (See
Bunch 1982).
Nonetheless, problems for Miguel’s family and the cooperative began when the
1976 earthquake destroyed all farms in the area. With the initiation of the worst period of
violence in 1980, the family abandoned their farm and moved to the departmental capital
of Chimaltenango. As I glanced at a 1972 black and white photograph of cooperative
members posed in neat rows with smiles on their faces, Miguel pointed out that most of
campsesino participants who stayed in the countryside during the violence were killed
(see Figure 6.15).
Miguel’s family returned to their land after twenty years without a house, lights,
water or roads and “little by little” began to construct the farm. “We first bought a cow,
then started building the house, a road to access the property and a water cistern.” In the
contemporary period, the family has created a self-sufficient farm that produces dairy,
coffee, fruits and vegetables for subsistence and commercial purposes. Finding that
livestock provided a steady supply of natural fertilizer, they had not utilized chemicals for
about a decade. According to Miguel’s son-in-law, “even though we do not have much
money, we still have everything that we need from the farm.”
Through utilizing traditional seeds and natural fertilizers, the family was
attempting to realize the goals of the original Vecinos Mundiales program by creating a
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model example of productive campesino agriculture less reliant on expensive commercial
inputs. In fact, Miguel had recently formed a partnership with REDSAG through Vecinos
Mundiales to facilitate visits from farmers in the highlands and coastal regions to learn
about successful methods for agricultural diversification and reducing dependence on
commercial inputs.
With a reliance on various farm products from coffee to fresh cheese for income,
corn production remained essential as a subsistence crop that was supported by and
integral to wider farm production. The initial soil preparation process involved applying a
number of organic materials from the farm including manure and coffee pulp as well as
corn stalks and leaves from the previous year. Miguel grew a number of criollo corn
varieties: black and yellow corn used as animal feed because of their high nutritional
content and white corn consumed directly by the family. Seed saving remained essential
for farm production. Miguel explained the various requisites of yearly seed selection
including choosing plants with: two uniform ears of corn, strong stalks with ears close to
the center of the stalk (to prevent felling by the wind), and healthy leaves for fertilizers.
Miguel also once again became involved in a cooperative group with membership
including surviving participants from the 1970s Vecinos Mundiales program. The
primary goal of this new cooperative was to provide credit and to gain higher prices for
farm products by selling in volume. Nonetheless, with nearly three times the membership
of the original group and property increasingly split between family members, land
ownership had recently become an important topic within the cooperative. According to
Miguel, “we might be able to buy more land. Our focus though is doing the most we can
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on our existing land so that we both provide food for our families and care for the
environment.” Thus, this “campesino-oriented” form of agricultural technification, along
with secure access to existing land, were essential factors in promoting livelihoods while
stemming broader political calls for land reform. Nevertheless, as evident both from
concerns within Miguel’s cooperative group and as well as Ronaldo’ tenuous land rental
situation, structural issues facing small-scale Mayan farmers were once again bubbling to
surface as primary concerns.

Figure 6.15-Vecinos Mundiales-supported cooperative before the violence, farmer
photograph
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A third small-scale farmer, Felipe (referenced above), provided particular insight
on the context of social mobilization and repression during the civil war as well as the
potential re-emergence of contemporary action. As a former union member, Felipe spoke
extensively on the broader processes in which locals became involved in agricultural
politics during the civil war, which he traced to the 1976 earthquake:
The earthquake was at first a curse and then a great blessing for the people
in the area because it both destroyed life and brought new opportunities.
The destruction opened doors to international organizations, which
provided aid, technical education and helped introduce new fertilizers and
seeds.85
More than distributing aid and modern agricultural inputs, Felipe asserts that international
volunteers helped foment political consciousness in the countryside. In capacity building
workshops, attributed at least partly to the influx of international dollars and experts, he
further contends, “little by little Guatemala became aware of its poverty.” Although much
of this aid did not make it to the people because of government corruption, “people in
Chimaltenango began to realize the slavery they were living under.” Felipe also provided
a broad account of political mobilization in San Martín, the relationship of political
activism to the guerilla insurgency and the government response to local mobilization.
Some people thought that had to organize to confront this injustice and
when the government found out, little by little the government began
investigating communities. The killing started with local leaders and then
the government began to kill everyone indiscriminately in the early 1980s,
including my friends who participated in protests. The government would
report that they had killed five, ten or twenty guerillas but this was a
lie…they were just regular people, often boys.

85

Small-scale farmer, personal communication number 64, Pachay Las Lomas, 17 October 2007.
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Most of Felipe’s account focused on historical popular efforts and the violent
military repression that ensued. He also addressed social mobilization in the post-civil
war period asserting that increasingly coordinated workers unions, teacher groups and
campesino farmers were initiating a “different kind of war…a new war of dialogue”
against historically entrenched elite interests. The identification of these groups as the
center of a new revolutionary ethos was likely related to Felipe’s position as a Mayan
farmer, former union member and relationship with his son who worked as a teacher.
Nonetheless, his statement points to an increasing coordination among diverse social
groups around structural issues not seen for decades.
6.3.4-Farmer Seed Preferences and GM Corn Controversy in San Martín
Looking at farmers in San Martín, practices for corn production are integrally tied
not only to cultural preferences and traditions but also to an economic rationality focused
on ensuring stable yields with little reliance on inputs including irrigation, commercial
seed and/or chemicals. With the current generation of biotech crops criticized for
increasing rather than reducing chemical usage, GM seeds could represent a gamble for
farmers attempting to mitigate the impacts of the so-called “technological treadmill.”
Furthermore, while the current generation of GM traits like pest resistance in Bt crops
may not seem particularly useful for Mayan farmers in San Martín who do not widely
utilize pesticides, herbicide tolerance for weed control may be particularly unappealing to
those reliant on organic material for crop fertilization.
At first glance however, one could assume that GM seeds may follow a similar
trajectory as the adoption of hybrid varieties in the area: resulting in another generation of
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“modern” seeds adapted to local conditions and saved from year to year through mixing
with local criollo varieties. Yet, critics of agricultural biotechnology assert that GM seeds
pose new dangers particularly to small-scale farmers reliant on seed saving and exchange.
These dangers include the unknown environmental risks of cross-pollination to traditional
seeds as well as the new legal and biological methods of patent enforcement once this
cross-pollination has occurred. Control of the seed was a topic of discussion for a farmer
named Santos who attended a meeting sponsored by REDSAG over the risks of GM
seeds and “Terminator” technology. As he explained:
There have been a number of organizations working in San Martin that
have expressed concern over GM seeds. About two months ago, I attended
a meeting about Monsanto and new Terminator seeds that can kill criollo
varieties. I think these seeds are already being grown illegally in San
Martín…Big companies are always trying to find new ways to step on
farmers and consumers (Interview, San Martín, 20 October 2007).
In fact, Santos pointed to a farmer illegally growing GM seeds named Don Roberto who
was one of largest land-owners in the municipality.
On our last interview before the conclusion of my visit, Tomás and I visited Don
Roberto’s agricultural estate just outside the city of San Martín. The farm encompassed
64 manzanas (about 111 acres) with significant area dedicated to cattle pasture, coffee
and fruit production as well as Tilapia ponds and corn for family consumption and
commercial sale. My immediate interest was discovering whether transgenic seed
varieties were being grown and upon inquiry, Don Roberto brought out a bag of
commercial seeds colored with red and purple dye distinctive of Semillas Cristiani’s
hybrid corn. Over the next hour, the farmer led Tomás and I through rows of yellow and
white corn while explaining his thoughts on issues ranging from local development to
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commercial fertilizer and hybrid seed usage. While Don Roberto was sure to distinguish
himself from the “ignorant campesinos” in the area, neither was he an ideal exemplar of
capitalist farming:
I have been saving seeds from interbred criollo and hybrid corn for
years and am now growing the two types of corn together to create an
improved variety next year…The land in Guatemala has a potential to
produce enormous wealth but the people keep it poor. The farmers here
are perpetuating their own poverty and need to gain better technical
knowledge. I am the only one in the area buying hybrid seeds like
Cristiani’s and breeding them to create better varieties.86
This quote brings a number of important issues to the fore. First, it seem disingenuous of
a large landowner to argue that the poverty affecting most Mayans in the area was rooted
in their lack of technification when small-scale farmers I interviewed shared a similar
history of agricultural experimentation with hybrid seeds. Second, although rumors that
Don Roberto utilized GM varieties were perhaps unfounded, these concerns are a visible
example of how agricultural biotechnology debates are integrally influenced by existing
structural tensions between subsistence farmers and agrarian elites. REDSAG’s
mobilization around these concerns can further be viewed as a form of defensive politics
based on perceived desires of capital interests to start illegally growing crops (which I
witnessed first hand in institutional discussions) and on threats posed by corporate
controlled GM seeds.

86

Large-scale farmer, personal communication number 72, San Martín, 20 October 2007.
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6.4-Conclusion
Historical violence, entrenched elite interests and the limited democratic openings
allowed by the state with the return to democracy have all significantly hindered the
ability of rural communities and broader popular movements to influence Guatemalan
development politics. At the national level, CUC protests and Mayan activism points to a
growing convergence of popular struggles over structural issues such as access to land
and the protection of natural resources. REDSAG is particularly emblematic of a new
phase of mobilization in which indigenous, peasant and environmental organizations are
increasingly transnationalized and drawing on diverse knowledges situated (though
unevenly) in the practices and struggles of Mayan farmers.
In challenging proponent narratives that attempt to naturalize GM corn
contamination and the commodification of the seed, I would further argue that popular
knowledge alliances are generating an alternative form of “authoritative” knowledge. The
initial measure of REDSAG’s success is evident with their incomplete yet significant
influence in shaping the narrative of environmental and socio-economic risk within the
UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program. The present inability of commercial interests to grow
GM plants is directly related to the continued and growing potency of REDSAG in
shaping institutional discussions through activism in the public sphere. REDSAG
“occupied the spaces” (c.f. Hale 2002) allowed under the UNEP-GEF Program while
resisting the seemingly pervasive logic of neoliberal environmentalism calling for the
regulated commercialization of GM crops. Simultaneously, the Mayan, environmental
and peasant organizations that comprise REDSAG have also extended their linkages to
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transnational NGOs and small-scale Mayan farmers. In doing so, this network questions
the spatial metaphors common in development literature on “local” resistance to “global”
processes of capitalism (Ferguson 2006).
It is further important to address the degree to which the struggles of Mayan
farmers, such as those in San Martín, whose survival has hinged not simply on resisting
but also appropriating state-led development, articulated with social movements like the
CUC and REDSAG, which are also seemingly challenging the very foundations of
modernization. Escobar argues that rather than viewing “alternative modernities” and
“alternatives to modernity” as contradictory processes, they represent multi-faceted
struggles that are potentially “complementary and mutually reinforcing” (Escobar 2008:
170). In particular, attempts to engender modernities that better reflect the needs and
desires of resource-based communities can create the conditions in which to fashion
alternatives that do not reproduce or legitimize the pervasive logic of capitalism.
In San Martín, the conditions for opposition to GM agriculture are reflective of
past histories of Mayan resistance and negotiation of modernization, including the
appropriation of modern seeds since the Green Revolution. Nonetheless, I would argue
that social movements like REDSAG are articulating concerns of small-scale farmers in
places like San Martín over the broader structural inequalities that have shaped
Guatemalan modernization and now reflected in transnational capital interests for GM
agriculture. In particular, opposition to agricultural biotechnology reflects resistance to a
new phase of accumulation by dispossession promoted through twin projects of
enclosure: land-grabbing associated with the expansion of bio-fuels and industrial
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agriculture and the pervasive commodificaiton of genetic material and seed resources.
The threats posed by the latter are significant precisely because biological and legal
patent mechanisms threaten to upend the “hybrid” farming practices underpinning
contemporary Mayan survival. These threats, articulated by Mayan and peasant protest
and mobilization by REDSAG, have integrally shaped the politics of biotechnology
regulation in Guatemala.
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSION

Geographical literature describes GM agriculture as a prime example of a new era
of accumulation by dispossession being orchestrated through the commodification of
nature and genetic enclosure. Nonetheless, concerns over environmental risks to
biodiversity, the corporate control of the seed supply as well as the relationship of biotech
crops to a new wave of elite export production and bio-fuel expansion have produced
strong controversy in developing countries. Guatemala has provided an important case to
examine the construction of biotechnology knowledge not simply as a site of capital
convergence but also as a place where these interests have been unable to crystallize their
desires in the commercialization of biotech crops or the wider public acceptance of the
technology.
This dissertation has contended that much of the literature on biotechnology
debates overemphasizes the influence of “international forces” (whether it be
transnational and US capital or consumer choice-driven health and cultural concerns from
Europe) in deciding the fate of the technology in developing countries. Instead,
controversy centers on the unique risks of GM agriculture to biodiversity and food
production and further reflects the limits of formal science to address regulatory decisions
inherently tied to cultural and political economic issues.
The case of GM agriculture in Guatemala is particularly useful for
conceptualizing the broad terrain of struggle over the creation of “legitimate” knowledge,
evident with regulatory conflicts in state institutions and social movement mobilization.
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In one sense, GM agriculture reflects a poignant example in which to understand the
specific manifestations of neoliberalism as a distinct form of environmental governance.
Efforts by the USDA-FAS and the Technical Commission to shape biotechnology
knowledge is indicative of a project of environmentality predicated on the transformation
of state institutions and ultimately compelling resistant civil society sectors to accept and
willingly participate in “green development” (Agrawal 2005, Goldman 2004, Luke
1999).
I also emphasized the institutional tensions involved in neoliberal regulation
particularly centered on the inclusion of indigenous and environmental organizations in
state biotechnology discussions. The UNEP-GEF Biosafety Program attempted to strike a
balance between commercial interests and biodiversity protection through formal
mechanisms for stakeholder consultation and participation. In response, the Technical
Commission completely excluded social movements and jettisoned critical institutional
voices from inter-agency regulatory discussions under the guise of ensuring “sciencebased” regulation.
The meetings and public events sponsored by the Technical Commission were
key examples of the “performance” of expertise in which portraying the safety and
benefits of GM agriculture as pregiven or taken for granted and thus apolitical masked
significant “expert” disagreement. Efforts by the Technical Commission to utilize the
natural properties of corn itself to make regulation infeasible are telling of the politics
involved in the construction of biotechnology knowledge. Biotechnology proponents
privately drew on the complexity of GM corn cross-pollination while publicly asserting
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its predictability and safety as a means of facilitating pro-commercial regulatory
outcomes. Nonetheless, continuing debates between government agencies and within the
Technical Commission indicated a pervasive yet visibly fractured elite project of
environmentality. Despite private sector efforts, competing expert narratives emphasized
deep concerns over growing GM corn in Guatemala. Most significantly, some viewed
environmental threats to biodiversity as integrally tied to the implications of
commodified seeds for subsistence-based farming.
I have also argued that resistance to agricultural biotechnology is not simply
reflective of disagreement within the Guatemalan state, but also of mounting popular
opposition. If historical violence disarticulated a Mayan movement that remained weak
and divided in the post-civil war period (Hale 2004, McNeish 2008), recent protests in
opposition to agricultural biotechnology signify a broad fusion of diverse Mayan groups
around the cultural significance of corn and political economic struggles against a new
form of accumulation by dispossession. At the same time, statements like the 2nd
Declaration of Iximché represent the increasing identification of Mayan organizations
with broader indigenous and peasant struggles in Guatemala and throughout the
Americas.
REDSAG is emblematic of knowledge alliances that are deploying sophisticated
critiques of agricultural biotechnology through fusing together cultural, economic and
environmental arguments. This network has been particularly effective in mobilizing
rural opposition to GM agriculture through connecting the technology to historical and
contemporary assaults on indigenous territory and resources. Overall, REDSAG and
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related Mayan movements played a strong role in preventing an elite narrative
emphasizing the inherent safety and benefits of the technology from gaining traction or
becoming hegemonic.
This dissertation also raises questions relevant to critical examinations of
agricultural biotechnology politics in the Third World. First, to what extent can the
manifestations of resistance to biotechnology in Guatemala shed light on broader debates
and the varied adoption of GM agriculture in developing countries? Or put in another
way, is Guatemala just being “different” from other countries? Second, under what
conditions, if at all, can the agricultural products of genetic engineering become part of a
pro-producer agro-social economy?
I would first reemphasize the factors which make Guatemala an important, and in
some ways, unique case in which examine resistance to GM agriculture. These include:
the cultural and material significance of corn and farmer-saved seeds; the limitations of
the Green Revolution and the repression of indigenous communities during the civil war;
the continuing legacy of agrarian rooted structural inequality and; the re-emergence of
Mayan and leftist movements attempting to press beyond the mandate of state-sponsored
multiculturalism.
Beyond these specificities, Guatemalan controversy provides an important
window to understand the varied resistance and/or appropriation of GM agriculture in the
Third World as integrally linked to the perceived risks and or benefits of the technology
for small-scale agricultural systems. The issues of seed patenting, the corporate control of
the technology and the exacerbation of the “technological treadmill” of industrialized
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agriculture, are common concerns evident in Guatemala and manifested throughout the
Third World. These issues are also important for understanding how agricultural
biotechnology could potentially be disentangled from capital for the benefit of smallscale agricultural systems reliant on seed saving.
For example, Herring (2007) provides a poignant example of how farmers in
India and Brazil (the former a significant producer of Bt cotton and the latter herbicide
tolerant soybeans) are circumventing international seed proprietary obligations and
national biosafety regulations through locally-based commercial seed pirating or “stealth
seed” networks (Herring 2007). Yet, the author also points out that the appropriation of
the technology may ultimately accelerate the incorporation of “Terminator Technology”
so deplored by biotechnology critics. I would argue that the expansion and growing
commercial potential of biotech crops in developing countries makes the broad
enforcement of patent rights through legal and biological mechanisms an increasing
likely corporate strategy. It is thus essential for future research to examine the
contestation and negotiation of agricultural biotechnology by farmers, social movements
and governments within a potentially shifting terrain of patent enforcement.
It is further important not to equate the initial adoption of GM seeds as the sole
means to the predict a future trajectory of a technology whose development and
deployment is predominately being shaped by transnational corporations for
industrialized farming systems. An international assessment by the United Nations, the
World Bank and the World Health Organization aptly summarizes this problem:
Science and technology policies to support the poor should promote the
development of plots or farms in ways that do not require them to
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purchase more external inputs…Developments in molecular biology offer
opportunities for researching and resolving problems that affect
developing countries…However, it is unlikely that biotechnology and
nanotechnology’s potential will be used to solve these problems. Because
biotechnology research is mainly concentrated in the private sector, large
biotechnology companies focus on crops and livestock products that enjoy
a large market. The users of these biotechnology products and innovations
are large-scale producers with significant purchasing power (IAASTD
2009).
A common set of themes for this and other recent appraisals of agricultural biotechnology
in developing countries is three fold: an emphasis on the potential and need for
agricultural biotechnology innovation; a recognition of the technology’s contemporary
limitations for supporting small-scale farmers systems as rooted in its control by capital
and; the possible continuation if not exacerbation of economic inequality with the
expansion of biotech crops in large-scale industrialized farming systems. In essence,
these accounts call attention to the underlying political economic considerations
overlooked by biotechnology proponents in espousing the potential of the Gene
Revolution to address a contemporary and projected future “food crisis.” Rather than
focusing on the inherent possibilities or perils of agricultural biotechnology, these more
nuanced discussions are also envisioning ways to refashion a pro-poor, pro-producer
“Gene Revolution” through the expansion of public research and the creation of biotech
farmer-saved biotech seed varieties, for example (The Royal Society 2009).
Yet, what are the possibilities and political feasibility to engender these more
nuanced perspectives in social movement activism? One important lesson from my
research is to be attune to the potential disjuncture between social movements at the
organizational level and farmer practice. As explored in Chapter VI, REDSAG’s
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opposition to agricultural biotechnology drew on a strict delineation between native seeds
and modern varieties that seemed to parse over an array of heterogeneity and “hybrid”
farmer practices. For social networks like REDSAG, the danger in strengthening
seemingly unbridled resistance to GM agriculture while ignoring livelihood strategies is
ultimately undermining efforts to support subsistence-based communities. As asserted by
Robbins in regards to Anthony Bebbington’s 2000 work on farmer agricultural practices
and political mobilization, “livelihoods movements need not be “traditional” to be
effective, and by controlling the conditions under which introduced technologies and
outside forced act, such movements allow traditional communities to thrive” (Robbins
2004: 192).
At a broader level, the case of agricultural biotechnology in Guatemala can help
push forward debates within critical development studies over conceptualizing capitalism
and development. In Decolonizing Development, Colonial Power and the Maya, Joel
Wainwright asserts that representations of the authentic spaces of indigenous livelihoods
and politics as rooted in traditional practice follows a longer trajectory of post-colonial
discourse that has relegated and further disenfranchised indigenous communities
(Wainwright 2008). Wainwright also levies critiques against Escobar and Ferguson for
overly simplistic and romanticized portrayals of resistant social movements, which
engender a stifled vision of indigenous actors’ attempts to negotiate and reshape
modernization. Despite the best of intentions, Wainwright asserts this discourse
ultimately results in weak and ineffective “anti-politics.” (Robbins et al. 2010: 3).
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It is true that critical development research should scrutinize oppositional social
movement tactics as well as academic theorizations that portray essentialist views of rural
livelihoods. Yet, my dissertation has also shown that social movement invocation of the
“traditional” can serve as an important political strategy to effectively counter pervasive
narratives on the inevitable and desirability of neoliberal expansion. As Escobar points
out in his 2008 work, anti-capital political language exists in tension yet is also
potentially complementary to more immediate efforts to encourage alternative
development through seizing on contemporary notions of sustainable development, food
security, civil society participation and biodiversity protection. It is these tensions over
development, or what Wainwright terms post-colonial “aporias,” that are essential to
engage with in order to begin to “imagine progressive alternatives” (Ibid: 1).
I would also argue that the effectiveness of social movement resistance to
agricultural biotechnology in Guatemala and the uncertain commercial trajectory in many
developing countries provides an important example of a potentially distinctive
regulatory phase of contemporary capitalism. Critical development studies has provided
insights into the forms of state intervention that arose during the 1980s and 1990s as a
result of the environmental and social crises produced by neoliberalism (McAfee 1999,
O’Connor 1998). Recent theoretical attention on Karl Polanyi emphasizes the dialectical
nature of capital’s double movement evident with broad institutional emphasis on
sustainable development as well as its continuing contradictions (Castree 2008, Hart
2004). An important vein of inquiry that I have attempted to push forward in this
dissertation is examining social movement challenges to “green neoliberalism” through
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occupying the democratic openings allowed by neoliberalism while at the same time
questioning its pervasive logic (Escobar 2008, Hale 2002). The issue becomes whether
these critiques are the potentially transformative manifestations of a “second” double
movement.
Recent literature emphasizes that Latin America is in fact undergoing a significant
shift from decades of generally unquestioned acceptance of neoliberal reforms towards an
era of “post-neoliberal” development politics (Burdick, Oxhorn, Roberts 2009). In
describing what this shift looks like in Latin America Roberts asserts:
Vigorous debates have emerged around non-neoliberal “varieties of
capitalism” that envision a more active role for the state in asserting
national autonomy, shaping investment priorities, ameliorating
inequalities, and providing social services and other public goods. In terms
of process, repolitization entails the emergence or revival of popular
subjectivities that are contesting the technocratic monopolization of
policy-making space-in some cases at the ballot box, in others on the
streets (Roberts 2009: 1-2).
While social movements are increasingly important actors in contemporary development
politics, the recent onslaught of new extractive industries from mining to bio-fuels also
challenges the notion of clear and definite transition to a post-neoliberal era (Bebbington
& Bebbington 2011). What is clear is that the neoliberal vision of sustainable
development is no longer the unquestioned hegemonic model for governments and
international institutions. My dissertations illustrates that social movements’
appropriation of development “expert” language and their deployment of alternative
knowledges (albeit imperfectly) based on the experiences of resource-based rural
communities, has been of vital importance to this ongoing and significant post-neoliberal
transformation.
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Of central importance for social movements and academic theory on agricultural
biotechnology politics and beyond is continuing to engage with the tensions between
resistance to neoliberal capitalism and more heterogeneous and hybrid political strategies.
Within this vein, I leave this study with a few final questions that suggest potential
avenues for future research in critical development studies: How are the tensions between
heterogeneous rural livelihood practices and social movement discourse perceived by
social movements themselves? What are the possibilities for addressing these tensions in
political strategy? More broadly, what are the possibilities and limitations for the
continued articulation of popular knowledge alliances in the Third World through
strengthening political alliances with resource-based communities, progressive state
actors and transnationalized social movements? Instead of policy guided by the erasure of
diverse critical voices, continued engagement with these questions offers the potential to
engender a more emancipatory form of development, one where addressing the structural
roots underlying contemporary poverty and food insecurity are placed at the center of
efforts to promote rural livelihoods.
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